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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

OF

1

ELLSWORTH,

5

"Bank here" with onr ever-increasing number of satisfied patrons, as
evidenced by onr growth of nearly 400 per cent, in four years. Write
to-day If you cannot call. RIGHT NOW]

d
^

|

23 Main St.

SCHEDULE

twigs wanted.

OF MAILS

AT BLLSWOBTH POBTOPVIOB.

In

j

Open daily 9 to 4, Sat. 9 to 1

notice.

Nbw York:
Pine Pillow Co—Balsam flr

j

Ellsworth's Merchants.

effeei June 24, 1812.
MAILS BBCBIVBD.

Fbom

West—*6.66, *11.16 a m (11.48 a
day only); 4.21,(6.18 p m.
From East—12.22, 6.86 and 11.07 p m.

jg|
!=j)

pjj

m

Mon-

MAIL CLOSES at POSTOPPICB

Goiwo West— 11.46 a m; 18.46, *5 and 9 pm.
Goihq East—6AO a m; 8.46 and 6.46 p m.

|

Registered mail should be at postofflee half

hour before mail closes.
•Daily, Sunday included.

an

tDaily, except
Monday. tDaily, except Saturday. (Dally,
except Sunday; Sunday at 6.40.
No mail dispatched to or received from the
east Sundays.

Miss Agnes Lord is the guest of Mrs. F.
O. Silsby at Amherst for a week.
Miss Charlotte Hopkins, of Bangor, is
the guest of Mrs. A. P. Wiswell.

This BANK REACHES EVERYWHERE
Becanse of oar exceptionally favorable relations
with large banks all over the United States, we are
in a position to assist onr patrons to transact their
far-away banking matters expeditiously and most
satisfactorily. YOU ought to become a permanent
patron of this bank, and enjoy its many privileges.
Write for particulars.
at

Old

Town,

Machias,

Dexter.

U
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“The

Store”

Quality

See

our

line of

medium-priced

Dresserss
from
ALL

87.75 Up.

WITH

WOOD

/

KNOBS.

an
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h
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iamson&l
Hubbard

automobile

trip through

Aroostook

county.

Edythe Joy, after spending a week
at home, has gone to Charleston, where
she will attend Higgins classical institute
Miss

Funeral Directors.
Furniture Dealers.
Telephones: Hay, 128-2; Night, 128-3.

this year.

!
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Everybody

Miss M. A. Clark has returned from a
short trip through the White mountains
and Canada, visiting Montreal, Quebec,
thence
down the St. Lawrence and
the

ing plan—making

your

T. Rosello, who is attending Jefferson medical college in Philadelphia,
hat: been the guest of Roy C. Haines for
a few days.
Dr. W. L. West, of Belfast, formerly of
Ellsworth, is making an active campaign
for the office of State commissioner of
Juan

class of the Ellsworth

Temptation

any

to

spend.

Absolute security, absolute permanency, conservative management and
painstaking service—these four form the foundation upon which this bank

Restigouche
region to New
*

has been erected. These four we guarantee to you in connection with any
and all business which you may place in our bands.
Your account is respectfully solicited. We are empowered by law to
act as trustees for the estates of persons deceased. The reasons why its
services are more desirable than those of individuals are many.
Our experience is more extended, and our investment opportunities are
better. Our relations with clients are confidential always. Trust funds
and securities in its charge are kept absolutely apart from its commercial
banking assets. An additional guarantee of perfect security lies in the fact
that the transactions of this bank are under the constant supervision of the
State banking department.
Your business will be welcomed whether it be small, or large and
every
possible accommodation will be accorded to you that is consistent with

Brunswick and Halifax.

David Hall, of Raynham, Mass., is visiting his daughter, Mrs. John A. Cun-

Though seventy-eight

ningham.

years

Mr. Hall can still give some
younger legs a hard task to follow him on
a tramp.
Yesterday he took his gun and
walked by way of
the Stabawl
and
Waltham roads to Juniper cemetery and
home through Ellsworth Falls.
of

age,

Bound

banking.

E. H. Greely, Ellsworth’s veteran horseman, proved to the fair-goers at Cherryfield last Wednesday that he has not lost

The handsomest pears seen in Ellsworth
were raised by E. J. Walsh,one of

this year

Ellsworth's most expert amateur gardeners.
The pears—Clapp’s Favorite—are perfect in
form, and average about twelve ounces each
in

weight/

The fruit is all the

able from the

fact

that it

more

comes

remarkfrom

a

produced but a
Mr. Walsh
few small and knotty pears.
He scraped
called the tree hide-bound.
the trunk and larger limbs until he
thought he had killed the tree—and he
tree which heretofore has

didn’t

care

much

if he

cultivated

and

sprayed

twice during the

result

it

fertilized

the

two bushels of

was

Then he

had.

tree, and

The.senior
high
give an entertainment at the
high school building Friday evening, Oct.
4, at S o’clock.
school will

fruit

Yet again has death invaded our ranks and
claimed our beloved sister. Mrs. Ella Tripp.
Resolved, That in the death of Sister Tripp,
the chapter has lost a beloved and respected
member whose pleasant smile, kindly words
and deeds of love will ever be remembered.
Resoloed, That we tender our heartfelt
sympathy to the bereaved family, and that a
copy of these resolutions be spread upon our
records, a copy s?nt to the bereaved family,
and a copy to The Ellsworth American for
Katharin E. Staples,
publication.
Lizzie M. Reed,
Chester E. Norris,
Committee.

year. The
handsome

as

produced in Ellsworth.
agriculture.
The house of Capt. E. W. Allen on Third
can save a little at a time.
Mrs. Wellington Barbour, of Foxcroft,
street was badly damaged by fire last SunW. A.
Financial success is simply a was the guest last week of Mrs.relatives
day night. The fire evidently started
Alexander. She is now visiting
around the chimney in the ell and spread
matter of sticking to your sav- in Lamoine.
to the main house, running nearly the

Character stronger than

CAPITAL.9 100,000
SURPLUS and PROFITS,
75.000
STOCKHOLDERS’ LIABILITY,
100,000
ASSETS.
1,400,000

Ludike Hall returned last week to his skill as a driver, when he piloted
Co. D, First Maine Cavalry.
Maine Todd to victory in a six-heat race.
Phillipa-Exeter academy, Exeter, N. H.
The annual reunion of Co. D, First Maine
Wesley Sowle has gone to Orono, where When added to this is the fact that the Cavalry Veteran association, was held in
headhe will attend the University of Maine two other horses in the race were from the Ellsworth last Thursday, with
same stable, men who know something of
this year.
quarters at Grand Army hall.
the game will appreciate what Mr. Greely
Ten of the orignal 1861 members of the
Roscoe H. Smith and wife returned to
was “up against”.
Nacompany were present, as follows:
Bangor to-day, after a vacation of ten days
There was a progressive rally at the thaniel Bowden, Bluehill; W. Brooks
in Ellsworth.
board of trade rooms in Hancock hall last Grant, Ortand; W. H. Ayers, Alonzo
Mrs. Zilpha Orcutt left Monday to enter
The speakers were Annis, Charlotte; S. E. Griffin, West Pemthe Eastern Maine general hospital for a Saturday evening.
Hon. Halbert P. Gardiner,
of Patten, broke; A. K. Gray, Proipect; Edward M.
critical operation.
national progressive committeeman, and Higgins, Mt. Desert; Lemuel R. Lurvey,
Merritt T. Ober, of Northeast Harbor, William M.
Ephraim Murch,
Tripp, of Waldo county. Southwest Harbor;
has been in Ellsworth a few days this
The attendance was small, as only a few Ellsworth; A. R. Devereux, Lamoine.
week, on business.
The greetings of these old comrades a6
hours’ notice of the meeting had been
Capt. Sidney A. Goodwin was in Ells- given, the speakers arranging to stop in they took each other by the hand can
worth a few days Inst week while his Ellsworth on their return from
Bluehill, better be imagined then told. At 1 p. m.
vessel was at Belfast.
where a big rally was held in the after- they, with their wives, went to Hotel
Cirone, where a bountiful dinner was enMrs. William W. Castle, of East Weyj noon.
mouth, Mass., is visiting relatives and j The Ellsworth festival chorus will meet joyed.
At 2 p. m. all met at headquarters,
friends here for a few days.
to-morrow evening at the vestry of the
where a business meeting was held. The
Fullerton Merrill, wife and little daugh- Congregational church, instead of at Sofollowing officers were elected for the enter Ada have left for Massachusetts, where ciety hall, as usual. It is important that
suing years: W. H. Ayers, president;
every member who intends to go to Banthey will spend the winter.
W. B. Grant, first vice-president; Edward
be present at every rehearsal between
Miss Clara B. Frazier has returned to gor
M. Higgins, second vice-president; I. L.
10.
Mr. Chapman rehearsed
North Attleboro, Mass., after a week’s now (and Oct.
A. K. Devereux,
the chorus
last
Thursday afternoon, Richardson, treasurer;
visit with her father, James C. Frazier.
%
and incidentally told about the unusual secretary.
William Flanagan, who has spent the
It was voted to hold the next reunion at
attractions which the coming
festival
summer vacation with his brother, Rev.
with the regimental reunion.
offers. It is probable that arrangements Bangor
P. F. Flanagan, has returned to Boston.
will be made for a special train back from
Memorial Resolutions.
William Knox and wife, of Somerville,
Bangor on the first and last nights of the
Irene chapter, O. E. S., has adopted the
Mass., who have been the guests of Mrs. festival.
following resolutions:
M. H. Anderson, returned home Monday.
John H. Leland and wife are with Frank
W. Lunt and wife, of West Tremont, on

H. C. Austin & Co.,

OF ELLSWORTH.

James M. Bartlett, formerly of Ellsworth, died Monday at the home of his
son, E. F. Bartlett, in Eastbrook, with
whom he had lived some years. Mr.
Bartlett was seventy-nine years of age.

through

Robert King has gone to Boston to enter
Harvard law school.

Brenohea

tutrtttcmnttt.

Hosea E. jelli-

son,

home in North Hancock.
He was reported this morning as resting comfortably, but gradually growing weaker.
There is little hope of his recovery.

Blubhill:

Depository of the State of Maine, County I

i

follows:

No. 39.

—

Selectmen—Special

of Hancock and Two-thirds of

as

||

Bangor, president; John Jellison,
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK. Burry, vice-president; Mrs. Addie Glass,
Orrington, secretary and treasurer. It
C W A F L Mason—Insurance A Real Estate. was
voted to hold next year’s reunion in
Hancock County 6avlngs bank.
*•
Notice -)f Bangor.
foreclosure.
Gideon L. Joy is critically ill at his
Harry C Austin A Co—Red Tag sale.

Bank,!

H Burrill National
1

elected

were

1912.

as was ever

lengm oi me aiuc, so mar. me pari
of the house not reached by fire was pretty
enure

Fatal Accident at Franklin.
Hancock county furnishes the first fatal
hunting accident of the season in Maine,
in the death Monday of Walter, son of
Charles March, of Franklin, aged twentyone

years.

Murch

huntihg partridge in the
Franklin Saturday afternoon
with Boyd Robertson, aged eighteen. To
escape a sudden shower they pressed into
some thick growth,
Murch in advance.
woods

Robinson’s

gun was accidentally discharged, the trigger probably catching
in a twig.
The charge entered Murch’s
thigh, inflicting a terrible wound.
Unable to

get the wounded man out of
alone, Robertson hurried to the
nearest house, some distance away, for assistance. When help Anally reached the
the woods

wounded

by

with Mrs.

Moore for

a

few

weakened
re-

Fire at Mariaville.
Mrs.
Mariaville, Sept. 18 (special)
Imogene Avery’s house and stable were
burned early Tuesday morning.
Mrs.
Avery was not feeling well, and arose early
to heat something on an oil stove. She
—

returned to her bed

heating.
explosion.

was
an

In

a

She

again while the water
there was

few moments
ran

to the

room

where

the stove was but was met by flames, and
forced to make a hasty retreat.
Neighbors were summoned, but the fire
spread so rapidly nothing could be saved
from the house.

DOLLARDTOWN.
Ernest Smith and bride
father, Vin Smith.

are

visit ing his

Mrs. Etta Moon spent Saturday and
wdth her mother, Mrs. Harriet

Sunday
Floyd.

Barron left Tuesday for Ludlow
the winter with his nephew,
Burt T. Carter.
Asa M.

to

spend

COMING EVENTS.
ELLSWORTH.

few weeks.

DeWitt and three children,

Brewer, spent

her

a

greatly

was

This and the shock

sulted in his death Monday.

Patten, of Ellsworth Falls, is

Mary

Mrs. Maud
of

he

man

loss of blood.

NORTH ELLSWORTH.
Mrs. Julia

was

near

days recently

with

mother, Mrs. Mary Moore.

The members of Nicolin grange are preparing for their annual bazar to be held

Thursday evening, Sept. 26,

at

Society

hall—Dance.

Friday evening, Sept. 27, at Hancock
hall—Mock trial, under auspices of the
Ellsworth Merchants’ association. Admission, 25 cents; reserved seats, 35 cents;

Wednesday, Oct. 9. A fair will be held in on sale at store of W. R. Parker
was disClothing
connection with the bazar.
o’clock, the
Co., Wednesday morning, Sept. 25.
Harold Maddocks, Joseph and Alpheus
The Ellsworth Boy Scouts will have a alarm being given by a neighbor’s dog,
Friday, Oct. Oct. 4, 8 p. m., at high
banquet at the Methodist vestry at 6.45 which awakened its mistress, who in turn Nason have gone to Keroka Siding, twelve school
Entertainment by senior class.
o’clock to-morrow evening, followed by a aroused Capt. Alien and his wife. The miles from Brownville, where the Ray Tickets, 15 cents.
recently opened up a
business meeting.
fire was then bursting from the door and Lumber Co. has
STATE.
large tract of timberland. They will be
Mrs. Fred Davis, of Boston, with her windows of the ell, and the house was
in the construction of fifteen
25, 26 and 27—State convenSeptember
employed
smoke.
Mrs.
Allen
was almost
filled
with
has
Vera
Miss
joined
Jones,
daughter,
tion of W. C. T. U. at Auburn.
the camps, a boarding house and store.
her husband here for a short visit with his overcome by smoke before leaving
house. Practically all the furniture was
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Oct. 10,
E.
Howe.
Mrs.
Elmer
sister,
11 and 12, at Bangor—16th annual Maine
MOUTH OF THE RIVER.
saved from the main house, but nothing
Charles VV. Abram pleaded guilty in the
thoroughly
covered

wet down.

shortly

The fire

before 11

—

Best in America

Hancock Co. Savings
=Bank=
fvl alno

Ellsworth,

Commenced Business
May 1, 1873.

Leaden for Fall and Winter II

Ellsworth municipal court last week to a
charge of drunk and disorderly. He was
sentenced to forty-live days in jail.

THE—

CLARION.
range or a furnace—if it is a “Clarion”, it is
Whether it’s a

IFOR

SALE BY

sure

Reliable CIoiMde Co..
Me.

Made

to meet every

by

J. P.

Sold by

Ellsworth.

Mrs. Rubie McGown Dorr, Money to Loan
curing, facial, scalp
rage. Scalp treatment

and
and

fcody
chiropody.
mas-

Improved, Productive Real Estate;
Collateral and Commercial Paper
also

Reliable

Hair Goods and
Toilet Supplies.

Residential

ON

Appointments.

Prioe» Reasonable.
Telephone 42-2.
Ellsworth, Maine.

dancing school
C. E. Monaghan will open his
dancing school in Society hall

October
Early
Exact date will be announced
later.

on

dealers in

Municipal and Other Bonds
of approved legality and ascertained
strength.

C. C. Burrill & Son
IS STATE STREET,

ELLSWORTH. ME

IRA B. HAGAN, Jr.,
Civil Engineer,
Land Surveyor.
CanMMtaa

SdlcIM.

ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME.

P. 0 Box 7.

with her son, H. L. Crabtree.

Mrs. Clifford G. Royal has returned from
a

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street

graduate of the Beacon Toilet school,
Boston, Maes. Shampooing, mani-

winter

the Wood Bishop Co,

Bangor.

Ellsworth,

requirement

Nokomis Kebekah lodge will serve a
circle supper next Tuesday evening, Oct.
1, at 6.30;o’clock, followed by the regular
meeting. All members are invited.
Mrs. Julia Crabtree, who has spent the
summer in Winter Harbor, has returned
to Ellsworth, where she will remain this

visit to

her son,

Hoyt

H.

Austin,

at

Augusta. Mrs. Austin and little daughter
Catherine returned with her for a visit.
C. H. Leland and wife and Miss Margaret
Downey left Sunday on an automobile
trip which will include a visit to Mrs*
Leland’s brother, Oscar Emery, at Camden.

George Higgins, who has been employed
C. L. Morang’s garage, has gone to
Brookline, Mass., as chauffeur for Mr.
at

Bowlker,
island.

a summer

resident of Mt. Desert

Jessie Morang left Saturday night
for New York, where she will enter CoHer parents, C. L.
lumbia university.
Miss

Morang and wife, accompanied her, to

re-

days.
The telephone

main

a

few

girls’ dance at Odd
Fellows hall last Wednesday evening was
The ball
a delightful and pretty party.
Punch and
was artistically deoorated.
cake

were

served.

The Jellison family held a reunion at
Odd Fellows hall last Thursday. A picnic
dinner was enjoyed at noon. In the afternoon there was a business meeting and
Officers
short entertainment program.

from

the ell.

There

the

house,

fl,000

on

says will not
ture was not

cover

was an

insurance of

which

Capt.

the loss.

insured.

The

Alien

The furnihouse

was

similarly damaged three years ago by
which

fire

chimney.

originated

from

the

a

same

music

Warren Murch and
on

Walter

of

Wells,

his

wife,

of

brother

Ellsworth,
Maynard

festival.

FAMILY REUNIONS.
Leland family
Saturday, Sept. 28
Orange hall, Salisbury Cove.
—

who

vacation here with his
to

_

guests
Sunday.

were

Dorchester, Mass.

has

spent

a

short

aunt, has returned

at

The only place to get bargains is at the
ftore that advertises for your trade.

Mock Court Trial.

presented

The mock court trial to be

at

Shbttti*enunt».

Hancock hall next Friday evening, under

auspices of the Ellsworth Merchants’
association, will furnish an evening ol
Col. A. V. Newton, of Worcesrare fun.
ter, Mass., who will personally conduct
the

the

entertainment, has made

for himself in this line.
The cast of characters

a

reputation

for the

Clerk.John F Knowlton, esq
Plaintiff..Miss Evelyn Atkins
Defendant. .Fred G Smith
Defendant’s Attorney.D E Hurley, esq
Prosecuting Attorney.Col A V Newton
Court Officer.Sheriff Otha H Jellison
Crier.Harry L Crabtree
Witnesses—Miss Althea Stevens, Miss Erva
Giles, Dr N C King, E F Robinson, T B Packard, W A Alexander.
Jurors—Mayor J A Cunningham, C L Morang, H B Estey, C W Joy, W E Whiting, J P
Eldridge, John A Lord, H C Jordan, J E
Doyle, M J Urummey, B T Sowle, Harry C
Austin.
_

Amherst Fair.
The annual fair of the Northern

Han-

agricultural society opened yesterday, with a good first-day attendance.
For an “off year” for fruit and vege-

cock

a

very

creditable

exhibition is

made.
a

SALE OF CARRIAGES

produc-

tion here is as follows:
Judge.Judge Henry Martin Hal]

tables,

<

The fair continues to-day, closing with
grand ball to-night.

|
<

and Other Stock.

i

•i

4

To settle the estate of the late Henry E. Davis the entire
stock will be closed out at a great reduction for cash or satisfactory interest-bearing notes. Stock consists of finished, unfinished
and second-hand carriages, Surreys, Bangor Buggies, Runabouts,
Solid-bottoms, Basket-seat rumbles, Buckboards, single and twoseat Express wagons, Concord wagons, 1 natural wood Chancellor, 1 4 horse Brake with 3 Horse Pole and whittletrees and 2
Horse Pole and Whiffletrees, 2 partly finished Buckboards, 2
partly finished Rumbles, 2 partly finished Farm wagons, any of
which will be finished for customers by the same skilled workmen.
The carnages are either rubber or steel-tired.
Sleighs, single and double Pungs, Jumpers, Speed sleighs,
heavy and light-weight robes and blankets, street and stable
blankets, whips, fur robes and coats, single, double and team
harness.

HARRIET C. DAVIS, Administratrix.

J
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J
j
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J
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Prayer Meeting Topic For tho Wook
Beginning Sspt 29, 1912.
Topic.-—Missionary boldness—Acts It. IS.
23-31. Edited
D. D.

by Rev. Sherman H. D-oyle.

The early history of the Christian
church is a striking prow of Its divine
origin, and in no particular is this
evident than In the wonderful
change that took place In the apostles
of Christ At the crucifixion of Christ
they were cowards and forsook Him
more

and fled.

After Pentecost they exem"holy boldness" that has been
the wonder of the world. On the day
of Pentecost Peter, who had cringed
before the finger of an accusing maid

plified

‘aunt

mai>»k"

“Helpful and Hopeful

The purposes of this column ere succinctly
stated In the title and motto—it ts for the mutual
benefit, and alts* to be helpful and hopefuf
Being for the common good. It Is fer the common use—a public servant, a purveyor ol Information and suggestion, a medium for tbelnterchaageof Ideas, la this capacity It solicits
communication*, and itssuoceesdependslargely
on the support given it in thts respect. Communications must be signed, bat the name of
writer will not be printed except by permlsson
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, bnt none
will be rejected without good reason
Address
all communications to
The Amxeicax.
Ellsworth. Me.

2linong Ujt <8>rangrr».

YOUNG WIFE
SAVED FROM
HOSPITAL

This column u derated to the Orange, estelly to tbe granges of Baacock couaty
e column it open to all grangers for th<
discussion of topic* of general intareet, anr
Make letterfor report* of grange meutlngt
short and concise. All communication* must
be signed, but names will not be printed esAll comcept by permission of ike writer.
munications will be subject to approval bj
tbe editor, but none will be rejected without

TeO> How Sick She Wa. And
What Saved Her From
An

the trial of Christ denounced His
executioners as murderers and called
upon them to repent and be saved.
When a short time after Peter and
John were arrested for preaching the

gospel, Instead of being made timid
and weak by a night in prison, they
proclaimed the truth with such boldness that the people who beard them
marveled at their freedom and outspokenness. Such a change could only
have had its origin in God.
Missionary boldness is historic, what
missionary has not been bold? It has
always required

a

courageous

spirit

to

go as a missionary. Dangers have to
be constantly faced. There have been |
perils on land and on sea. perils to
physical health and to mental well being. perils from persecution, based
upon hatred and fanaticism of the bitThese dangers have not
terest kind.
only been faced, but actually suffered
And wbat missioneven unto death.
has ever faltered because of
ary
peril? Did Pa ton hesitate to face the
fierce cannibals of the New Hebrides?
Did Robert Moffat faker even when
the weaf>ons of the hostile natives of
Africa were leveled at him? Did the
missionaries of China ever turn hack
because they were in danger of being
shot or burned to death? There Is no
record of conspicuous cowardice in all
missionary history; but, on the other
hand, there are innumerable instances
recorded of subhme and heroic boldness.
Such examples of Christian heroism should Inspire ns to stand for
“the truth as it Is In Jesus” against
all criticism and all opposition.
Missionary boldness has ever been ef
fective in spreading the gosrel. Cow
ards never win adherents, but bold
This has
men secure many followers.
been true In all missionary labors. Peter and John won converts by their
dauntlessness. Persecution failed. Theit
enemies could not punish them “be
cause of the people, for all glorified
God for that which was done." It has
ever been so.
History In this respect
has been constantly repeating Itself.
Paul many times faced death, but by
his boldness won those who were his
The courage of Robworst enemies.
ert Moffat In the face of an angry
"mob, when he threw open his coat and
bade them strike, won the day for the
All Christian
cause of Christianity.
work requires more or less courage,
and in being bold we only insure the
success of all our labors and undertakings In the name of Christ.
Missionary boldness has Its source in
Jesus Christ. Christ Himself exempli
fled the highest type of courage.
In
the crisis of His life, when He knew
what the final outcome would be. He
“steadfastly set His face toward Jeru
salem.” This boldness Christ imparts
to His disciples.
Peter and John, fishermen, unlearned
in many respects, once timid and fear
ful, now boldly proclaimed doctrines"
that were hateful to those about them
The whole explanation lay in the fact
“that they had been with Jesus.” He
bad called them to be His disciples, H«_
had sent them upon their mission, and
He had qualified them for it by His
gift of the Holy Spirit. We may not
occupy high position or be highly edu
cated, yet if we speak out boldly out
humble testimony and practice what
we preach the world will know that
we have been with Jesus and will be
won to Him.

BIBLE

READINGS.
Josh. 1, 1-7; Ps. ii; Matt, x, 16,
24-32; xxvlli, 19. 30; Acts xlv,
1-4; XT, 25, 26; xxi. 8-14; Rom. I,
14-16: II Cor. xl. 21-33; It, 14-18.

Mining Camp Endeavor.
The Christian Endeavor society in
Lake Valley, N. M., hits to take the
place of the church, because there Is
church

there.

It includes In its
membership people who would be
church members elsewhere, and it performs church duties, such as conducting funerals.
Lake Valley is a decaying mining
camp. The society wag organized in
more
prosperous
days and passed
through many unique experiences.
Sometimes meetings were held to the
accompaniment of a volley of rocks
and stones that beat a thunderous rattat against the sides of the building.
At other times, as the house was raised a foot or two above the ground,
inventive tormentors amused themselves by driving herds of hogs back
and forth under the floor.
This little churcl home was originally a lodging house, divided Into
The partitions
many small rooms.
were torn down; the women Endeavorers took down the cloth lining from
the walla, washed, mended and replaced it Later the cloth was covered with paper and still later with oilcloth. The bell stands above a room
kept for visiting ministers.
Christian Endeavor has been worth
while in Lake Valley and is still worth
while.

i

THB SIN OP OMISSION.

Operation.

I was married and vent to haoee
keeping. I was not

feeling wall and
could hardly drag
myself along. I bad
such tired feelings,
my back ached, my
sides ached, I had

It isn't the thing you do. dear.
It's the thing you leave undone.
Which gives you the bitter heartache.
At the setting of the sun.
The tender word forgotten.
The letter you did not write.
The flower you might have sent, dear.
Are your baanting ghosts at night.

bladder trouble awfully bad, and I coaid
not eat or sleep. I had
headaches, too, and

The stone yon might have lifted
Out of your brother's way.
The hit of heartsome counsel
You were hurried too much to say.
The loving touch of the hand, dear,
The gentle and winsome tone
That you had no time or thought for.
With troubles enoi gh of your own.

became almost a ner-

»y doctor told me to go to a hospital. I did
oot like that idea very well, to, when I
saw your advertisement in a paper, I
wrote to you for advice, and have done as
you told me. I have taken Lydia El
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and
Liver Pills, and now I have my health.
“
If sick and ailing women would only
know enough to take your medicine, they
would get relief. ’’—Mrs. Benj. H. StansBery, Route 6, Box 18, Upper Sandusky,
Ohio.
If you have mysterious pains, irregu-

These little acts of kindness.
So easily out of mind.
These chances to be angels.
Which even mortals find—
They come in night and silence.
Each chill repo^hfni wraith,
When hope is faint and flagging.
And a blight has dropped on faith.
For life is all too short, dear,
And sorrow is all too great
To suffer our slow compassion
That tarries until too late.
And it’s not the thing you do, dear.
It’s the thing you leave undone.
Which gives you the bitter heartache
At the setting of the son.

tricks, that in my resting times 1 felt he
amused me and was another blessing.
And there came in the mail a letter from a
distant consin, bright and witty.
Then I
and even now I feel ashamed when
thought
threatened with
this
dear
"KrammiU"
cousin has been paralysed from the waist line
down for five long years. There she sits in
her invalid chair (lashed in. at that) from
morning until night, and what did she write?
Why, how much she bad to be thankful for
a good borne, a kind husband, loving friends
snd better than all, a promise that her sufferings would all be over and that sometime
and somewhere her poor maimed body would
again be well and strong.
I am looking forward to Sept. 25. hoping to
see Aunt Maria at the Orland fair, have a
chance to admire the gorgeous bouquet she
always brings and see little Carolyn again, as
the ynly times 1 have ever seen her were at
—

<

—

j
!

{

The poem is a fine selection, and I thank
you, W., for the letter also. It is a good j
time of year for us to heed the thought of
the stanzas. Some way our reunion season is to M. B.’s what New Year b is to !
—

extreme nervousness,

inflammation, ulceration or displacement, don’t wait too long, but try Lydia
El Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound now.
For thirty years Lydia El Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound, made from roots
and herbs, has been the standard remedy
for female ills, and such unquestionable
testimony as the above proves the value
of this f amous remedy and should give
every one confidence.

—Selected.

a time
to
make
everyone
resolutions, and the poem will be a

TOO! WTCCK.

larity, backache,

Dear .4 wnt Madge:
I will send this poem; perhaps it will fit in
somewhere all right. How many of os leave
things undone that we should do? I, for one,
leave many things undone. I fear that is why
you are so often left alone to fill the M. B. column.
Yon do it so nicely and are so patient
about it. but it is not fair, all the same. If
niece
who can write so well would do
every
what she could, how much better it would be
for Aunt Madge.
Well. I am glad that the State election tamed
out as it did.
I am for temperance, and 1
think many others are. especially Dell.
I
have just read of the M. B. reunion. I am
glad that you all had such a nice time.
W.

most

11

1

good

us

help

to remember

this week. Haven't I seen, a long time
ago. that there was an Aunt Madge cook-book
that was sold to all desiring one? Now. what
I want to know is this: Can one be bought
now, and if so, where, and what is the price,
and why couldn't I have asked before and not
written this whole preamble? But then, I
“All Done".
might not have been
meat

Bos tor, Sept. 12.
Dear Aunt Madge and Family:
At the reunion, I was told that I should be
neglecting my duty if I did not send a report,
so will do so, but it will be a
report regarding the pictures. School began the next Tuesday, Sept. 3, and 1 have been very busy, so
hsve just received the prints from photographer. I am very glad to say all came out
well.
I have a good picture of Dell's home, one of
Aunt Maria and Carolyn which is fine, one of
*‘S. J. Y.” and‘‘Ann”, who look aa though
posing for s picture was one of the most
serious things of life, and one of the group
which is good of all except one or two who

You surely deserve
cook-books

as a

trust you will receive the cook-book before you see this in print.
i>ear M. B.

friends, I

am

of

Dell’s piazza port, deipite invitation, to
Join
the sunshine crowd.
I shall be very glad to send any number of
these to anyone who wishes them, for four
cents each for the 2£x3£ inch, unmounted, or
thirty-five cents each for the enlarged ones
mounted —6x7 inches. The postage on the
small ones will be two cents for any number
up to a dozen; the enlarged ones five cents
each. The photographers are all very busy at
present, but think they could do the work in
two weeks after the orders are all in, so shah
be glad to hear promptly from any who wish
the prints.
I am interested to learn how Charity’s
picture came out.
Shall want one if she has
them for disposal.
With greeting to all and the hope that I
shall be able to attend the next reunion, I will
stop before I crowd out some more worthy M.
B.-ite.
A. M. Y.
For pictures, address:
“Miss Anna M.
79
Chandler street, Boston, Mass."
Young,

don’t

forget

persisiea

remaining

tne

shadow

Dear Aunt Madge and AU:
Wasn't the reunion of 1912 just what the
small boy would call a “crackerjack of a
time", and those lovely flowers, all brought
by loving friends, and wasn’t Dell all that a
hostess could be? And then, the dinner!
What could be any better than that dinner,
unless it was to watch the sweet face of dear
little Carolyn.
Oh! no: I wasn't there, only in thought;
but then it does one good to think pleasant
things, just the tame as it gives one the—well
I call them “grummits"—to think of all the
criss-cross things that come along to upset
one. if they are thought of long enough to
make you forget the pleasant side of life.
We all have both pleasant and unpleasant
things come to us. That reminds me that last
spring I had the “grummits” and considered
myself as a person without any blessings.
Here I was with a dirty house, the schoolteacher to board, the nearest meat-market
three miles away. Oh, dear! Not a thing
looked cheerful. So I “grummitted”.
At last, in sheer weariness, I looked over
the paper, not that I expected to find anything to interest me. but the first thing I read
was of several families homeless and destitute. Well, I thought, a dirty house is better
then no house at all, because I can cleau and
get it done sometime, so I counted the house
as a blessing, and set about preparing dinner
a little more
cheerfully. When, at that meal,
the schoolmarm told me how well she liked
fried aiewives and dandelion greens, I set
that right down as blessing number two; and
who wouldn't, with the market three miles
way? And the next day every hen in the
flock gave me an egg and cackled so loud I
just had to laugh, and after I laughed once, I
had to keep it up, as my blessings increased
rapidly after that, even to the last kitten
(which by the way is named David Lester)
being so playful, doing such, remarkable

new

When any of us begin to have
symptoms, like yours, we will think of the
“gTummits” and recall your remedy. I

the column this

in

a

word.

enjoy

in

coining

in

the

sure

will

you

week, and please

suggestion

of

week,

last

regard to making it the best ever this
Aunt Madge.

year.

|
Grindle, Bates T2,

Wade

has returned to

his work.
Beniah

Wight

attending Bluehill

is

academy.
Ethel Gray, U. of M. T4, has returned
to Orono.

Guy

Condon has entered

the University

of Maine.
W\ H. Welsh's

new

house is nearing

completion.
S. B.

Condon has returned from

trip to Boston.
Miss Margaret Snow

a

busi-

ness

is in

Bangor,

where

she has

employment.
School is taught here by
Stover, of Brooksville.

George J. Babson,
a

of

Miss

Grace

Leesburg, Va.,

was

vistor here last week.

Rev. Mr. Carter spoke at the Baptist
Sunday evening.
Elmore Roberts left last week for Rhode

church

Island,

where he has

employment.

Fred Grindal, who has teen employed at
islesboro the past season, is at home.
Elmer Perkins and wife, of Chicago,
have been guests of their brother Ernest
the past week.
Miss Laura Jones, of West Brooksville,
was the guest of Miss Jennie Wright the
past week-end.
U.
Sept. 23.
PARTRIDGE COVE.
A. H. Mears

was

at home

over

Sunday.

for the

The tennis club dosed

356. DEDHAM.
New Century grange will vary tbe nansl
program at it* meeting. Sept. 28, when tbs
men will f!U all offices and fnrniah sntertainment. The following masting will be
given the women.
For entertainment Sept. It, graphopbone
■elections were enjoyed; also readings by
Gerald Thompson, Maurice Miller; solos,
H. P. Burrill; story, G. A. Gray; report ol
meeting of Ureen Mountain Pomona a itb
Nicolin grange Sept. 7, by E. W. Burrill
and Hazel Cowing.

at

season

Parker Fennelly is employed as Janitor
the schoolhouse.

Rev.

at

morning.
Mr. Robinson, wbc has been drug derk
at Small's during the summer, has relarded to Bangor.
Miss
to

Rachel Manchester

Norton, Man.,

to

resume

23.

Northeast Harbor.
Hubbabd.

The reaction
Don't use harsh physics.
weakens the bowels, leads to chronic constipation. Get Doan’s Regulets.
They operate
easily, tone the stomach, cure constipation.
—Advt.

attend’

Mra. Alvmh Graven and daughter
,\B.
gnatn viaited Mr*. Grave*’ cousin, Mr*
Chatto, Sunday. The couiina had not met
for Bfty-four year*, althoagh for
year*
they have lived within ten miles of each
other.
»*P« »•
C.

as tailor by Mrs. N. 8. Bunker during the summer, has returned to Boston.

five

present, including visitors who
remained from tbe Pomona
meeting.
were

Many interesting
visiting members.

remarks

were

given

by

to arrange sports, races, etc. The brothers
will meet st the hall Oct. 1 to work on the
or if stormy on that day, the
first fair day following.
The time being largely given to business, the lecturer presented only s short
program. The question: “If you were
going lo purchase s farm, wbat points
would you conaiderT” was
discussed.
Sister Hannah Maddocks gave a reading.

grounds,

are

Aubrey Alley, of Seal Harbor, ia rioting
bia mother, Mra. Alma Alley.
Mr*. Althea Reynold* and daughter, of
Bar Harbor, viaited her parent!, Fred
Murch and wife, last week.

borne from

Clittyn Urindte, wbo ha* been very 1U
typhoid lever, ia better.
Mary Snow ba* pnrehaaed a bone
Arthur Varnum, of F'nnklin.
Mr*. Emily Blodgett, of Chicago,

ol

ol

Sapt.

23.

m.

U

fleorructmniu.

HIOHLAND, 361, NORTH PKNOBSOOT.

Sherwood and daughter* Olive and
Alta have returned to Dark Harbor.
Alta

Mr*. Nor* YouDg and children are vi«itparent*, Frank Connar and wife.

ing her

Green, one of oar oldeet re*idied Sept. 14, aged nearly eightyI
three year*. Mr. Green wa* born in town.
Leonard

j dent*,

Many Driven From Home.
Every Tear, in many part* of the country
thousand* are driven from their home* by
cough* and lung diaeaaea. Friends and businee* are left behind for other climates, but
thia ia costly and not always sure. A better
way—the way of multitudea—is to use Dr.
King’s New Discovery and cure yourself at
home, fttay right there, with your friends,
Throat and
and take this safe medicine.
lung troubles find quick relief and health returns.
Its help in coughs colds, grip, croup,
whooping-cough acd sore lungs make it a
positive blessing. 50c end #1.00. Trial bottle
free. Guaranteed by all druggists.

Highland grange entertained Toroona
grange Saturday, Sept. 14, and held a
special meeting In the evening. On Wed-

■

a&Hcrtisratnuk

held the annual

(air and catNinety cows were on exhibibesides a number of oxen and young
stock, and eleven coll*. The list of premiums is published elsewhere in this
was

OAK POINT.
Char lea Sargent ia quite HI.

NORTH BROOKSVILLE.

visiting relative# and frienda hare.

NIOOLIN, 389, NORTH KLLS WORTH.
There We re twenty-eight member* present st the meeting of Nieolin grange
Sept.
21.
One application for
membership was
received. Many plans were made for the
fair Oct. 9, end committees were
appointed

nesday

__

23._X.

Arvard Nicbola and wife
BrooUin.

here ia*. v.wk
Co. 1), pint

member ol

Mra. J. A. Chatto expecta to
go to AuBute w c
T. V. convention. Bbe may alto
the Haptiat Bute convention at
Portland
tbe Brat week In October.

ployed

Sept.

wife, ol Blockton

a

burn tbia week to attend the

studies at

Rheumatic Sufferer

tle show.
tion

Throws Away Cane

and

RAINBOW, 203, NORTH BROOKSTILLK.
Rainbow grange held a regular meeting
Thursday evening. Only a few were present, as the evening was stormy. The
literary hoar was omitted.
ELLSWORTH

miUtm, sciatica or Arthritis [a invited to go to
Q. A. Parcber's and sebottle ot KHEl'MA,
tbe
remedy that made
Mr*. Knox bappy and
bealtbv.
It it doesn’t
drive tbe poisonous waste

cure a

The quotations below give the range of
prices in EUsworth:
Country Prod nee.

Batter.

Creamery per ft.

SC

Dairy.v--"-..7

■Circa.

33

....

Poultry.
..

Chickens.
Hay
Best

loose, per ton.

20C22

Main

^v.v.v.v.v.vv.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.:.;.;.;.10*!!
vsfftoMaa
Potatoes, pk.

Lettuce, head
.String beano,
Bunch beets,

Cucumbers.

Green corn, dot,
Cauliflower.
Green tomatoes,

25
06
05

05
03
15

Tomatoes, ft

0«.too

Hunch carrots.

06

Cabbage,
Squash,
Onions, ft

03
03
04

Sweet potatoes,

ft

10$15 Celery,
pk, 25

fti

25

Fruit.

Oranges, dot

40 #50 Lemons, dot
35 #40
25 Cranberries, qt, CftglO
10 Peaches, do*.
30
Groceries.

Coffee—per

Bice, per ft
30#28 Vinegar, gal

Pears, dot.
Tokay grapes.
ft

Bio,
Mocha,
*****

Tea—per ft—
Japan.
Oolong.
Sogar—per ft—

38

38

Cracked wheat,
Oatmeal, per ft

Ankles.

Every reader of The Ellsworth American
oppressed or tortured with rhea-

MARKETS.

laid, per dot.

Khetima

who is

retail

Fresh

When

Banishes Swelling From Knees

issue.

05$0
20*25
oft
04
20

matter from your

system
your agony, you
can have your money back.
A bottle coala
but 30 cents.
“For 14 months 1 waa so badly afflicted
with Rheumatism that much of the time
I waa obliged to use a cane in walking.
On tbe recommendation of your druggist
in Olena Falls 1 used one bottle of RHEUHA and THE CANE IB IN THE CORNER NOW.
No one could be happier
than I am to be rid of the pain, swollen
knees, contracting muscles under tbe
knees and badly swollen ankles. When 1
tell you my weight is 238 pounds you will
understand what the use of RUEUMA for
Rheumatism means to me.
I certainly
believe there is no remedy for tbe disease
like RHELMA.’’
(Signed) Mrs. Daniel B. Knox.
Severance, N. Y., August 8,1912.
and end

WATCH YOUR

Buckwheat* pkg
45$66 Graham,
0**05
90065 Bye meal.
0**05
Gran meal, ft
“u3
Granulated, 06#054 Oil—per gal—
Yellow* C
06«|064
Linseed,
115
10
Powdered,
Kerosene,
Molasses, gal,
35050

HAIR, LADIES

Eternal Vigilance is the Price of
Luxuriant and Radiant Hair.
If dandruff germs are devouring the
nourishment that belongs to the hair,
Meats and Provisions.
it will soon begin to fall.
Beef, ft:
FurtherPork, ft:
Steak,
25 $45
more it will lose Its life and lustre and
20
Chop,
Boasts.
»<j3Q
Ham. per ft
M #25 trill become
dull, faded and even gray.
10 #15
Corned,
Shoulaer,
15
If you have any signs of dandruff,
Veal:
Bacon,
28
Steak,
Salt.
go right to your druggist to-day and
Boast*,
I6gl8
Lard,
i* get a 50 cent bottle of PARLSIAX
Lamb:
Sage. This delightful hair tonic is
15 $25
Lamb,
guaranteed by G. A. I’archer to kill
Fresh Ftsh.
dandruff germs, clean the head of
Mackerel, ft,
18 Cod,
m
08 Shad, ft
Haddock.
filthy dandruff, stop falling hair and
Halibut.
14$20 Clams, qt,
25 itching scalp, and preserve the color
50
Oy sters, qt,
and beauty, or money back
And it
Flour, Grain sad Food.
does just what it is guaranteed to do,
Flour-per bbl—
Oat*, bu
05
6 00#? 80 Shorts—bag 1800165 and that's why its sales are so enorCorn, 100ft bag
190
MU feed, bag 65* 1 75 mous the country over.
PARISIAN
Corn meal,bag
1 90 Middlings.bg 1 65*1 90
Sage is the favorite of refined women.
Cracked corn.
1 90
One bottle proves its superiority.
__

at>brrtiitmrm».

Which is Correct ?
The

only

T. R.

or

the

only

WHITOUHH, UAINK1
C. W. (iHINDA

to.

*

_m

PORTLAND
VARNISH STAINS

A little goes

long

a

ways
it s

because

QUALITY.
Spread* evenly, and .ati*6e«
the mo* particular.

PUTS A BRILLIANT FINISH
ON HOME FOWHSHINGS.
a can on that chair "that
look, worn." You will be *urpriaed and pleated at results.
Fat tala ip dealer* generally
State.

Try

FREE SAMPLE
INDIGESTION

REMEDY

Fer-

Finest Ever For Gas, Sourness.
mentation, Heaviness And l p»*t
Stomach.
#
s
Send name and address to
Y.
Say
X.
MI-O-NA. Buffalo,
"
me sample of MI-O-XA”. and y°u
have an opportunity to try for y°u”?
a remedy for Indigestion,
Gastritis or Catarrh of the Stoma®
that has relievrd and cured
upon thousands of people througho

Bogth

T>yspep>,‘J>
thousai^

are

Sept.

Mr. Uray waa a
Maine cavalry.

delegation from the Christian EnThere was an attendance of seventeen at
deavor society will atund the local union
Tuesday evening’s meeting. A short pro- at Islesford next
Saturday.
gram, with a discussion of what topics to
Miss Beatrice Reynolds, night operator
take np this winter, was presented. A
in the telephone offloe, had the misfortune
larger attendance and more interest are
to fracture her arm Saturday afternoon.
expected a* tbe grange gets fully started
John E. Marena, who has been emon it* fall work.
BOMB, 403, WBST ELL8WOBTH.
Harvest Home grange met Sept. 21;
master and all officers present except
Flora. After business tbe lecturer presented a fine program of songs, stories,
readings, solos, instrumental selections
snd a drill by six of tbe sisters. Seventy-

H. Gray and
visited reiativ

Abner

j Spring*,

A

BABVBfrr

C.

EAST BURRY.
Nathaniel Bowden and wile, of
Blu,hm
viaited hla filter, Mra. J. A.
Chatto, w*d-’
ol
last
weak.
nrtday

has returned
her

23
___

Schaeffler, of Bar Harbor,
the Baptist church Hunday

Or.

preached

William

their home at

**

Paul Harris, who has been surging here
has gone to Worcester, Mass., for the
winter.

Wheaton seminary.

Minton spent the week-end
at Bar Harbor.

Emery and Leander Smith,
employed at Bar Harbor, were at
home Sunday.
Howard Lord, wife and son Donald,
of Surry, spent Sunday with Mrs. Lord’s
mother, Mrs. Lydia Springer.
Mrs. Elmer Davis and children, who
have spent the summer at Wiiaon Eaton’s,
went to Trenton Sunday on their way to

friead"

Mrs. Alice Brsnscomb is visiting relatives in Washington county.

DAMOISE, 284.

Miss Alice

who

^
Th!

A. L. Manchester spent a part of last
week in Beaton.

DATBS.

B*led.iijS
Straw.

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.

^

The Clifton and Kimball bonnes have
dosed.

Friday.

Saturday, Oct. $- Meeting of Hancock
Pomona with Halcyon grange. North
Bloenill.

of those little

one

reward for

Roy Moon has entand Hebron academy.
Bishop Doane leave, for Albany to-day.

reaeon.

—

them.
You will be interested in the letter ;
which follows, and A. M. Y. has
kindly j
made it very plain and easy for each one the Orland fair.
I am another who hails with delight any
w ho wishes a
picture or pictures to order
new recipe. Am to try the tomato
mincedirectly of hey.
to

good

JaramiahTUTT
chiid^'***1

the ion of the late
0*wn. A widow and
eight
Viva him-William
Mre. bring Conner, of tbia
town
John Qmy, Mra Jam*
Guy.
Orny and Walter Green, of
Sedgwin,
Mr* Arthur Vernum, of
Franklin
*
fUDerai waa held at the
home, R,v
Palmer offlci.ting. Mr. Omen
w„ , kf":
hnahand end father, end much
,TtB„
thy ia fait for the family and the „lry,t
IT*
iug brother Jamee.
Mildred Lord la home from
Haven
where abe baa been
employed the pam
ion.
She waa accompanied
by a
Rernice Perk Ina, of Corneille

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

K:

vrw CBSTTBT,

Upper Sandusky, Ohio.—“Three JW
aco

a

at

no

Motto:

u\

COUNTY NEWS.

®rtimtsrmnit*.

•tlutnai tttntnt ioinmn

tea is

UPTOWNS TEA

AsTcertain

are

MI-O-XA Stomach

Tablets in any case of disordered
supstomach that G. A. Parcber
ply you with the distinct understa
ing that if you are dissatisded
with
results he will

jdl

ra^nd

purchase price. Could anything
fairer?
For Dizziness, Buio*»ue«.
Headache, Nervousness, Sleepless
an ®P
/
or any disease arising from
sick stomach. MI-u--^
weak or
Stomach Tablets are hiF**1?.,1* _er
50 cents a boz an
mended.
America.

COUNTY NEWS.

Wheeler,
town.

and Mrs. Charles Smith, of this

Sept. 23.

NORTH CABT1NB.
Mrs- France* Dyer he* returned to Bossummer at tbe old borne.
toD, alter a
Miss Jeannette Wardwell is home, after
with relatives in Paris.
a visit

8.
SEDGWICK.

Mrs. C. M. Eaton is with Mrs. S. J.
Closson.
Mrs. L. J. Sylvester has gone to Boston
on business.

HIGHLAND GRANGE FAIR.
List of Premiums Awarded at Fine
Exhibition.
Livestock.
Colt, 3 yr, Steve Little, 1; George Snow 2.
colt, 2 y, George Soper, 1; Homer Lowell, 2.

Yearling colt, George Soper, lj Hattie
Soper, 2. Sucking colt, E E Gross, 1;
Irving Saunders, 2.
Beat cow, Percy Grindle, 1.
Largest
O.
in
Cleveland,
C.
A.
Holden
for
left
Portland
home
to-day, herd, Ed E Harriman, 1; E A Lowell,
fora
Conner
has
week'svisiti
gone to PeMiss Pauline
George Leach, C W Grindle, 2; E E
F. Sowings, of Malden, is visiting his Gross, 3. Oxen, Fred Blake, 1; Earle Billnobscot to teach in the Herrick district.
ings, 2; Harvey Leach, 3. Drawing oxen,
Misses Vera Dunbar and Doris Farnham unde, Franklin Hall.
Miss Ethel Sanborn, of Brooksville, is Earle Billings, 1; Vern Montgomery, 2.
have gone to Csstine toatteud high school.
Celia Leaoh exhibited a white woodMrs. Cora Perkins, of Sandy Point, has employed at J. W. Paris’.
chuck.
Misses Belle Smith and Abbie Sanderbeen visiting her mother, Mrs. Mary PerVegetables.
son have returned to
kins.
Colby.
Largest pumpkins, Otis Leach, 1; Merle
Clarence Hooper has moved into a small
Boss Conner is home from Seven HunHatch, 2; Harry Haynes, 3. Radish,
dred Acre island, where he has been em- building belonging to I. S. Candage.
George W Hatch, 1. Cattle beets, K M
since spring.
ployed
Harry Pert, of North Sedgwick, has Rankin, 1. Hubbard squash, Merle P
Herman Wardwell, of Paris, accom- moved his family into G. E. Ober’s house. Hatch 1. Golden Hubbard, Matilda HarriMrs.
and
Mr.
oame
Irish,
by
panied by
Mrs. Staples and family, who have been man, 1. Cabbage, O M Leach, 1. Savoy,
automobile last week to visit his ;brother in Hutton through the summer, are borne. Otis Leach, 1. Beans, A A Goodell, 1; A L
Burton.
J. G. Bradley, of Vassalboro, and A. H. Cousins, 2. Western corn, Carrie Leach,
1. Dewdrop potatoes, H W Lowell, 1.
Arthur P. Guilford, of Owl’s Head, la
of Milbridge, were in town SatWallace,
Green Mountain potatoes, R E Grindle, 1;
here building a boathouse to be used in urday.
Parris Leach, 2; J B Wilson, 3.
hi* Ashing business.
Mrs. Belle Parker is home from NorthTable beets, R E Grindle, 1; Otis Leach,
Miss Lowena Leach has begun her east
where
she
has
been
emHarbor,
2. Carrots, Donald Grindle, 1; H R Allen,
duties as assistant In the grammar school
ployed.
2. Cucumbers, R K Leach, 1; R E Grinat Caatine.
Frank Herrick and family have returned dle, 2. Early fortune potatoes, AddlBon
Miss Poeey Wardwell, who has been at from
Bluehtll, where they have been for Harriman, 1. Granger potatoes, Homer
Seal Harbor, has returned home and re- the season.
Lowell, 1. Globe strapleaf turnips, Addisumed her studiea at the normal school.
Miss Frances Mitchell, of Cberryfleld, is son Harriman, 1. Rutabaga, H W. Lowell
Dunbar
H.
left
Thursday teaching at school No. 7 on the Brooklin & Son, 1.
Capt. George
Sweet corn, J B Wilson, 1.
for Portland, Ore., to take command of side of the
Citron, Mrs Jennie Gray, 1. Summer
bridge.
Aragoonthe
Columthe government tug
John Anderson, of Boston, has been squash, A L Cousins, 1; Bertha Wilson, 2.
bia river.
Crookneck squash, A L Cousins, 1. Twin
spending a week with his parents, Capt.
About thirty patrons of Caatine grange P. A. Anderson and wife.
cucumbers, Harry Haynes, 1.
Fruit.
spent an enjoyable day Saturday at the
Mrs. Foster, a returned missionary,
Hancock Pomona meeting with Highland
Best collection apples, J B Wilson, 1; Otis
in a very interesting manner Sunspoke
grange, North Penobeeot.
Leach, 2. Gravenstein apples, E E Gross, |
day morning at the church.
L.
Bept. 19.
1; J B Wilson, 2. President apples, G W
Mrs. Lettie Smith, who has been visitHatch, 1. King apples, Hugh 8oper, 1.
ing her mother, Mrs. G. A. Parker, will Snow
John P. Leach, of Camden, is in town.
apples, Hugh Soper, 1. Mann apreturn to Providence this week.
David M. Dodge is borne from Brewer.
ples, Arthur Allen, 1. Plums, George W
Mrs. U. C. Covert, of Albany, N. Y., Hatch, 1.
Tomatoes, Bertha Wilson, 1;
Chester Webster is oat, after a week’s
who has been the guest of Mrs. R. H. Florence
Johnson, 2. Plum tomatoes, H
illness.
Sargent, will return home this week.
S Jones, 1.
Conrad Perkins and family have reR. M. Buckminster closed his store in
Preserves, etc.
turned to Newburgh, N. Y.
Largest collection preserves, Bertha
Sargentville and opened up the Portland
Fred Dunbar recently sold a yoke of
Packing Co.’s clam factory here last week. Wilson, 1; Nora Wescott, 2; Ida Lowell, 3.
oxen to Brighton parties.
collection jellies, Ida Lowell, 1.
Percy L,. Eaton and wife, of Manches- Largest
Andrew Powers, who has spent the sumIda Lowell, 1.
Cake, Emma
ter, N. H., are here for a few weeks with Pickles,
mer away, is at A. K. Dodge’s.
Mr. Katon’s parents, F. W. Eaton and Shedd, 1. Tarts, Emma Shedd, 1. PickleB
and preserves, Rose Haynes, 1. Grapes,
Frank Dan bar has gone to Portland to wife.
George Hatch, 1. Pop-corn, Grace Gibbs,
join the Topsail Girl for a fishing trip.
H.
Sept. 23.
1.
Butter, Mrs. O M Leach, 1; Emma
Neil Wsrdwell bss purchased a span of
NORTH LAMOINE.
Shedd, 2. Bread, Grace Gibbs, 1; Emma
horses of William Clement, of Penobscot.
Syrup, Florence Johnson, 1.
Miss Phosa Higgins spent the week-end Shedd, 2.
Mrs. Nell Peterson, of Castine, is visitDucks, R M Rankin, 1.
with Mrs. Abbie Austin.
ing her mother-in-law, Mrs. L. J. PeterFancy Work.
Mrs. Hollis
Austin and
little
son
son.
Haod embroidered pillow cover, Carro
Carlton have gone to Lawrence, Maes., to
Mrs. Fred Conner went to Rockland
Lowell, 1. Shell picture, Mrs E A Carter,
visit relatives.
1. Outing-flannel quilt, Rose Haynes, 1.
Saturday to visit her brother, Joseph
Mrs. L. J. Bragdon, who has been here Cotton
Peterson.
quilt, Alice Leach, 1. Hand-made
the past week, has returned to Houlton
handkerchief, Mrs A E Carter, 1. Drawn
Mrs. E. N. Bylvester and Mrs. Langill
for the winter.
Braided
rugs (no name), 1; Ida Lowell, 2.
and daughter, of Soarsport, are guests at
Mrs. A. L. Holt has closed her home and rugs, Delia Saunders, 1; Annie Gross, 2
Joseph Perry’s.
Hand embroidered pillow-top,
to the home of her son, Dr. H. A. and 3.
Fred F. Wardweil and wife are with gone
at West Sullivan.
Cora Lunt, 1; Fannie Lunt, 2.
their daughter, Mrs. Pearl Leach, who is Holt,
Hand-crocheted centerpiece, Mrs E A
Capt. Harvey Bragdon returned last
ill, at Penobscot.
Handweek from Bath, where he has been em- Carter, 1 and 2; Bertha Wilson, 3.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones, of Brockton, Mass.,
with his new gasoline boat taking made jabot, Amy Sprague, 1; Mrs Aaron
ployed
were guests of H. B. Wardweil and Miss
Hand-embroidered centerCoombs, 2.
out pleasure parties.
Sylvia Wardweil last week.
piece, Mrs Raymond Hutchins, 1; Mrs
Barbour
and
of
FoxWellington
wife,
Miss Estelle Perry left Saturday for
Willie A Grindle, 2; Fannie Lunt, 3.
came Saturday to visit Mrs. BarChicago, to continue her work in the boys’ croft,
Kensington embroidery, Carro Lowell,
bour's old home.
Mr.
Barbour
returned
latin school—a position she has held four
1.
Work-bag, Mrs Willie Grindle, 1.
on Sunday, but Mrs. Barbour remained for
Hand-embroidered scarfs, Belva Leach, 1.
years.
an extended visit.
Velvet quilt, Ida Lowell, 1. Silk quilt,
Edward L. Slipp and wife, of Patten,
Sunday I. N. Salisbury's horse took Alice Leach, 1. Hand-embroidered apron,
left Thursday for New Brunswick to visit
at an automobile, springing to one Carro Lowell, 1.
Hand-embroidered petMr. Shop’s parents, after which they will fright
side and throwing Mr. Salisbury to the ticoat, Carro Lowell, 1. Hand-embroidgo to Tacoma, Wash.
He struck on his head and ered sofa-pillow, Carro Lowell, 1; Angie
ground.
L.
Sept. 23.
shoulder. Dr.ltfurphy, whose automobile Grindle, 2; Belva Leach, 3.
caused the accident, stopped and took Mr.
Crazy pillow-covers, Mrs Nellie Gray,
WINTER HARBOR.
Salisbury into the automobile and home 1; Mary CoflBn, 2; Alice Gray, 3. CrossC. O. Brown, of Milbridge, was a busiwhere he examined him, finding a few I stitch
centerpiece, Mary Grindle, 1.
ness visitor in town last week.
The horse Crocheted collar, Bertha Wilson, 1. Roman
bruises but no serious injury.
MexiD. W. Joy left Sunday for Portland, freed itself from the wagon and went cut-work, Mrs Austin L Davies, 1.
can work, Mrs Austin L Davies, 1.
Lace,
quietly to feeding beside the road.
making the trip by automobile.
Y.
Mrs E A Carter, 1; Rose Haynes, 2.
C Sept. 23.
Miss Linnie Smith has been employed
Marion
Hand embroidered
towels,
Miss Cynthia Perkins, ofi Caatine, Is
J. W. Snow, who
teaching in the Perkins district.
Edwin Conner, Jr., has returned to his health, is better.

has

been

in

poor

______

SOUTH GOULD8BOBO.
At the sale and supper recently held at
the church vestry, $63 was realized.

_

M. B. Jordan’s the past week.

AURORA.

H. G. Smallidge is employed as meatcutter for R. H. Kittredge, Bar Harbor.
M. Noonan, of Prospect Harbor,
the guest of relatives here Sunday.

W.

Mrs.

Geneva Milliken has returned from

Bangor hospital,

much

improved

in health.

yacht Niuka, Capt. Smallidge, is
hauled up here for the winter as customThe

ary.

The

Davis,

yacht
was

Cherokee,

Capt.

Charles

in the harbor here several

days

last week.

Mrs. O. E.

Most of the cottages are closed at Grindstone Neck. Griodstone inn closed more
than a week ago.
Mrs. F. A. Harrington has been quite
ill. Her sister, Mrs. C. C. Hutchings, of
has been with her.

Mr. and

Mrs. Hearn, who have had
swimming pool during the
summer, left Monday for Washington, D.
C.

charge

of the

Capt. A. J. Gerrish, who has been sailing for Mr. Ginn, who has a cottage at
Wood’s Hole, Mass., returned home Saturday.
Schooner William Cobb was towed into
the harbor here Thursday by the tug
Cumberland, having lost her mizzenmast
off Petit Manau. She
proceeded east Sun-

day.
M. B. Jordan has purchased the lot of
land adjoining his house on which is
located the store of Mrs. F. A. Harrington. Part of the building has been already moved away.
Several of the town’s children enjoyed
automobile trip to Lower Harbor Friday, through the kindness of Miss Homer,

an

of

Philadelphia,

mer at

Mills, who has

Flowers.

improving.
Misses Fannie and Mary Silsby are
teaching in Clifton.
School began Sept. 9, Mrs. Bernice

Jordan,

teacher.

Miss Lulu Rowe is teaching at No. 28
and Adelbert Bridges at Moose hill.
H. T. Silsby and wife and Howard Crosby and wife attended the fair in Cherryfield last week.

Thomas Frothingham, who has been in
Boston the past year, is spending his vacation with his mother, Mrs. A. B. Frothingham, at “The Hanover”.

Prospect Harbor,

Gibbs, 1. Cross-stitch work-bag, Augueta
Bangor Hubbard, 1. Hand embroidered doily,
Marion Gibbs, 1; Belva Leach, 2; Carro
been ill, is Lowell, 3.
in

were

last week.

Mrs. B.
was

H. Crosby and wife

who has

spent

the

sum-

Grindstone Neck.

Clarke Blance spent Sunday here with
his brother, Qeorge C. Blanoe, leaving
Monday for the University of Vermont
where he is a student, after having spent
Bis vacation at Bis Borne at Prospect Harbor.
Mrs. D. B. Flint, of Boston, who has
Been occupying her cottage, “The Hocks,”
this summer, left for Boston Monday.
She was accompanied by her guest, Mrs.

Sept. 17.

Mrs
Mary J Leach, 1.
Annie Allen, 1; Gertrude
Pansies, Mrs H S Jones, 1.
Cactus dahlia, H S Jones, 1 and 2.
Show dahlia, Mrs H S Jones, 1; Mrs

Hydrangea,

Sweet peas,
Johnson, 2.

Misses Lucy and Abby Freeman, of Milare guests of Mrs. Nettie Bunker.
Mrs. May Bunker and daughter Beulah,
of Bar Harbor, were recent guests of relatives here.

bridge,

Mr. and Mrs. Merritt, of Stanley’s
point, are guestB of their daughter, Mrs.
Sybil Stanley.
Peter Bunker, wife and son, of North
Sullivan, were recent guests here and at
Winter Harbor.

Lowell,

Ida

_

Miss Cora Stratton, who is teaching in
Winter Harbor, spent the week-end with
Miss Maud Cummings.
G. W. Sargent and wife attended the
funeral of Mrs. Sargent’s sister, Mrs.
Susan Rand, at Winter Harbor Tuesday.
J. W. Bunker and wife were called to
Winter Harbor last week by the serious
illness of Mrs. Bunker’s brother, B. E.

Tracy.
The church has been receiving a new
ot outside paint, which adds much
to its appearance. The floor also has been
newly stained and waxed.
H.
Sept. 23.

coat

__

CRANBERRY ISLES.
Miss Lula Steele is visiting in Cherryfield.

Harvey Bulger made a business trip to
Boston last week, returning Sunday.
Capt. L. E. Rice, schooner Kate Pray,
arrived with wood Saturday from Steuben.

family

have

moved

Winfield Kichardson, who has been in
the Bangor insane hospital three months,

Miss

Julia

Del., who

Boulden,

has

ployed

at Mrs.

Murphy'sjlaundry,

haB

emre-

turned to her home at Hall Quarry.
Mrs. Norton

Tinker

was

in

Salisbury

Cove last Wednesday to attend the
neral of her aunt, Mrs. Melissa.Wood.

Sept. 23.

fuA.

_

held at

The Fogg family
the home of Frank W. Fogg Sept. 14, with
twenty-eight present. Dinner was served
in the afternoon there was
at noon,
music, opened by a piano duet by Ethel
Fogg and Marcia Bnrrill, followed by
popular songs and hymns by members of
the compamy, led by H. F. Burrill, and
selections on the graphophone by Bruce
Giles. Next year’s meeting will be with
reunion

E. W. Fogg at Montague.

was

Signature of

|

The Kind Yon Have Always f* ~*it
In Use For Over 30 Years
THt

cimrauw

commiw, rr

mubhat

mmr,

new rows cm.

of

few

a

guest to leave.

summer

Sept. 23.

Rooney.

Hives, eczema, itch or salt rheum sets you
crazy. Can’t bear the touch of your clothing.
Doan’s Ointment cures the most obstinate
cases.
Why fsuffer?
All| druggists sell it.
—Advt.

atobrrtiannmts

Danger Id Delay
Kidney

Diseases

Are Too Dan-

I

gerous For Ellsworth People
to

Neglect.

The great danger of kidney troubles is
they so often get a firm hold before
the sufferer recognizes them. Health will
that

gradually

be

Bachache,

undermined.

headache, nervousness, lameness, soreness, lumbago, urinary troubles, dropsy,
gravel and Bright’s disease may follow as
Don’t neglect
the kidneys get worse.
Help the 'kidneys with
your kidneys.

Kidney

Doan’s

strongly

Pills,

which

recommended

are

so

rigbtj;(here

in

Ellsworth.
E. J. Clark, Surry Road, Ellsworth, Me.,
says: “Doan’s Kidney Pills are certainly
an effective kidney medicine, and 1 cannot

strongly.

recommed them to

Some

annoyed by attacks of
kidney complaint. There were sharp,
shooting pains across the small of my
back and the kidney secretions were irregular in passage. Doan’s^Kidney Pills
years ago I

had

been

was

recommended

to

me,

and

I

always followed.”

dealers. Price 50 (cents,
fc^osFer- Mil burn Co., Buffalo, New^York,
sole

by all

agents for the United States.

Rememberjlhe^name—Doan’s—and take
no

other.

A Traveling Man Cured
P. B. Counterman, a traveling man of
Joplin, Mo., writes: “Twelve years ago
I

was a

great sufferer from stomach trouU1D>

GOULDSBORO.
Mrs. May V. Ashe is ill.
Winslow Perry and Kenneth Tracy have
gone to Portland to work.

{Spurting,* who has been
employed at Prospect Harbor, is home.
Mrs. Mary Sowle is critically ill at the
home of her brother, Enoch Newsman, in
Mrs

Levetta

Mrs. Edith

HoveyJ leaves) Tuesday

What We Never Forget,
according to science, are the things associated
with our early home life, such as Bucklen’s
Arnica Salve, that mother or grandmother
used to cure our burns, boils, scalds, sores,
bruises.
skin eruptions, cuts, sprains or
Forty years of cures prove its merit. Unrivaled for piles, corns or cold-sores. Only
25 cents stall druggists.

meat

ucauj

tv-

ana

traveling

saieson

5—wmetafflicted
many of the boys
with disorders

for

Claremont, N. H., to visit her sister, Mrs.
Hattie Hicks.
Jen.
Sept. 23.

X

ery medicine I could
hear of, among them I
used fifteen bottles of
one popular preparation. but never found
anything that did me
any permanent good
until I took Chamberlain’s Stomach and
Liver Tablets, which
have effected a permanent cure. It has now
been five years since I
took these tablets, and
I have had no more
stomach trouble during that time. I have
recommended Chamberlain’s Tablets to a
great many sufferers
with stomach trouble,

Prospect Harbor.

DEDHAM.

ALWAYS

Wilmington,
weeks here,
Tuesday, being the last

spent

returned home

trade, in Bangor last Thursday*
officers were elected as’'follows:
Hon,
FrederickE. Boothby, Portland,president;
Edward M. Blanding, Bangor, secretary;
Timothy F. Callahan, Lewiston, treasurer.

is home.

Miss Mary Hillgrove, who has been

p Bears the

The mail boat Eleanor Joy went ashore
in Friday’s storm, and is hauled
np for
repairs. She was only slightly damaged.

estate

and

CASTORIA

~

Miss Katherine Lear, who has been the
guest of Seth Rice and wife, has returned
to her home in Old Town.

board of

Higgins

GENUINE

Miss Ina Bunker is attending school at
Bar Harbor.

For sale

TO CAKIUOU.

of Bostou, formerly of Minneapolis, the
Hon. Edward Wiggin, of Presque Isle,
others were Mrs. Delia E. Whitmore, of former chairman of the State board of
Ellsworth, Mrs. Susan Nicols, of Andover, agriculture, died Saturday at South Paris,
Mass., and Mary E. Hall, of Kockland. where he was visiting. He w'as seventyreceived many
Holt
Mrs.
birthday four years of age.
presents; also a shower of post cards.
At the annual meeting of the

Seal Harbor.

What is CASTORIA
Castorta is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant. It
contains neither Oplnm, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is Its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness.
For more than thirty years it
has been In constant use for the relief of Constipation,
Flatulency, Wind Colic, all Teething Troubles and
Diarrhoea.
It regulates the Stomach and Bowels,
assimilates the Food, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

Fredrick Joy left Sunday to take up bis
winter’s work.

sults have

KIT I KK V

John Finnan, employed in a Gorham
Mrs. Henry B. Holt had quite a surprise
wag kicked by a horse at the GoTparty on her birthday, Sept. 13, when five stable,
(air last Wednesday, and died of his
cousins, who had not been together before ham
for forty years gathered at her home. injuries.
J. Frank Blunt, a retired business man,
They were all named Murch before marriage. They had a very pleasant time, spent of Livermore Falls, well known throughthe afternoon and took tea. Besides Mrs. out the State as a horseman, died ThursHolt and her sister, Mrs. Celia E. Taylor, day, aged sixty-nine years.

Clarence

•

3.

C.
BAYSIDE.

to

The Kind Ton Have Always Bought, and which has been
In use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his per—rt
f jPsonai supervision since its infancy.
'#ufl'A
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and ** Jnst-as-good ” are hut
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

Largest dahlia, finally began using them. I could soon
House plants, Ida see that they were helping me^and I conThomas Grieve, 1.
tinued taking them until I was better] in
Lowell, 1. Potted plants, Mrs H S Jones, 1.
then I have used;Doan’s
French marigolds, Thelma Gross, 1. Wild every way. Since
Kidney Pills occasionally and the.best’reflowers, Th*lma Gross, 1.
Carter, 2;

_

SOUND.

Children Cry for Fletcher’s

Mrs. Abby Orant la ill ot heart trouble
at the home of her son, H. 1. Freese.

_

at

HbbcrttsrmnitB.

COUNTY NEWS.

ave

the road that are
of the stomach as they have to pnt np
with all kinds of half cooked gTnb at the
different country hotels, which is one
cause of this dreadful disease."

Sickle Plug—the richest, sweetest, coolest smoke possible,
Keeps its moisture, natural fragrance
n ® £»
and original flavor better than any
| 1 other form of
*
** 3 *“■
tobacco, because the
plug Aeeps the tobacco from dry ing ou t
Convenient and economical. No package to bulge
your pocket. More tobacco for your money. Nothing to spill from package or pouch.

SlICC it
as you
#

All dealers.

Try It today

3

10c
Attention! Butchers and Farmers
YOU CANNOT STAND TO LOSE
highest cash market price for
hides, calfskins, horse hid os and
sheep pelts by selling direct to the tannery
and cutting out dealers’profits. We offer to
return all consignments free of expense, if
prices allowed are not entirely satisfactory.
The Bernard Tannery, Whltefleld, K. H.
You will get
cowand beef

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of Ellsfor those who
worth to support and
HAVING
five
need assistance during the
care

WEAR

Q|l|

I* RUBBERS
This Winter

oz.

next
may
Utworth. 1
years and are legal residents
forbid all persons trusting them on my acconnt, as there is plenty of room and accomodations ^to care for them at the City Farm
M. J. Decmmey
honse.

STIje Ellsworth
A
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2,352

break our ranks—and entering to-morrow
into the struggle for the next two months to
scratch out onr own political eyes! What
stupidity this would be! Worthy only of the
name of a political crime.
It is not possible that you who are carrying
these banners and torches, and that those
who stand with you throughout the length
and breadth of this State will allow such a

REPUBLICAN NOMINEES.
•

.. '—■■■■■-

NOV. 5,

1912.

PRESIDENT,
William H. Taft,
FOR

crime to be committed!
*'I can only add to the first words which
were uttered by our great chairman in that
great first political speech of the campaign,
at the opening of the Bangor convention, the
key-note of which was: ‘Get together.’ that
having got together in State affairs, we
keep together in all things in oar politics1

OF OHIO.

VICE-PRESIDENT,
James S. Sherman,
FOR

OF NEW

YORK.

honor.
After

reviewing in his own picturesque way the political situation in
Maine, the causes leading up to republican victory in the State, he
made a remarkable appeal for harthe great issues at stake iu
mony
the national campaign. We give in
part his own words:
on

“Now. my fellow-republicans, don’t forget
the old saying that ‘whom the Gods seek to
destroy they first make mad!’ Don’t forget
that in unity there is strength! Don’t forget
that the same power and force of getting together and working in the coming contest, ic
just as important as it has been in oar State
campaign, and without it we may have nothing but regrets to show for our activities.
“At no time in the history of the nation hac
the need of the great principles of government as laid down and maintained by the republican party been so apparent in out
national administration as at the present
time“It there any great question before the nation which any two intelligent republicans,
however much they differ as to the personalities of the republican leaders, can differ
upon? Do we not all agree on the great
fundamental principles of the party, and
can we
not, in some way. be thoroughly
united, in order that these principles may be
ijiven the fullest endorsement?
“This is my desire—this is my prayer—this
is my injunction to you. Be moderate; be
sane.
Don't be governed by anger or prejudice. Remember that principles are greater
than candidates, and that all party success
depends upon unity of action. The candidate is but the instrument to carry principles
into effect.
“Remember that all officers, both great and
small, are but the agents of the people whc
elect them. Remember we are living under s
government of law—that all laws emanate
from the people; that we are governed by the
great concensus of opinion, the result of continuous and
continual agitation, whiefc
finally becomes shaped and moulded into th<
written laws of the land.
“Remember the injunction of Lincoln that
‘a house divided against itself cannot stand'
Remember that the republican party is th<
Remember that the ma
party of progress.
jority in a party must shape the party's puli
cies to yield to the will of the majority. Ii
no other way can anything be accomplishct
in civil government.
“I am not willing to admit that any factioi
exists amongst us in regard to the grea
issues before the people of the prmciplei
we stand for. We may differ about candi
dates.
I think I can say that we wer<
all disappointed at the work done at the re
publican Chicago convention. The failure t*
oring togemer

an

me

“But it is a great source of satisfaction to
know that we, in the 8tate of Maine, where
the republican party had its birth—though
we differed on the question of candidates as
widely and as fiercely as they differed at
Chicago—had the good sense, the calm judgment, and the cool heads to hold our convention at Bangor, and do our work, yielding gracefully to the will of the majority,
and to separate with the best feelings for
unity and harmony. It was at that convention that we became thoroughly united in
sentiment, with the resolution that we would
redeem the State of Maine from the democratic despoilers who bad possession of it,
and without a jar within our ranks, since
that day of adjournment at Bangor, we have
carried forward this work and kept to its
complete fulfillment, which has resulted in
the magnificent victory which we are cele-

the

United

FREDERICK

HALE

^ •_

Party.

when he

the

improvement propositions,

road

which is

to build

one

among

macadam road to

a

top of Green mountain.

the
A

Mariaville

heard

Monday morning

man

unusual commotion

an

in his pas-

ture, and upon investigation found two

big

bull

moose

graces of a
near.
The

in

fair
man

deadly

duel for the

combatants, who paid

the

good

moose, which stood
did not try to separate
cow

no

attention to

him.
_

Harbor hopes that the new steamer,
sister ship of the Moosebead, for which
Bar

a

the Maine Central has

placed a

contract

Bath Iron works, will succeed
the Norumbega on the Mt. Desert Ferry
the

with

While it is not stated what route
steamer is being built for, it is

route.
the

new

believed she will

posite

here to

come

run

op-

the Moose head.

was

largely responsible

in

tbe

which resulted in a Roosevelt
delegation going to Chicago, there bad

The majority of republican voters
expressed their preference for the
Hon. Edwin C. Burleigh as candidate

There will be a special town meeting in
Bar Harbor next Monday to aot on several

been much

curiosity

as

to hia

course

in

Nation wide fight which has just be-

gun.

In response to

a

request for his views

present political situation,

the

on

be said:

“I have asked Judge Philbrook. chairman
of the State committee, to call a meeting of
that committee to see what can be done in
This meeting
this State- in this campaign.
will be held within a short time. To my mind
the only way that the fight can be conducted
by the national committee is through the
State organization, down through the county,
city and town organizations. Tbis meeting is
to be held to devise some plan, this or some
other, for the work.
“My own position I stated clearly on my rewhere I attended the
turn from Chicago
national convention, that I did not believe in
a third party and that 1 should
support the
republican ticket. I have seen no reason
since then to change my mind. I am sorry to
see the republican party split up, but I believe that the people of this State. republicans and progressives, will see that the common enemy is the democratic party and that
eventually they will get together again.
“1 consider myself as progressive as the
members of the new party. I believed in the
spring when I supported Col. Roosevelt for
tbe republican nomination for President that
the republican party needed to be more progteasive, and I believe so still, but I differ
with many in that I believe that this change
can best be wrought through the republican

party itself.
“In the September fight the united republiparty in this State showed what it could
do. I did everything I could for the success
can

Hancock county has the unenviable
record of furnishing the first fatal hunting accident of the season in Maine, a
Franklin young man being the victim.
Two other accidents which narrowly es-

caped fatal

already

results have

been

re-

ported in the county—one at Isles ford two
weeks ago, where a young man was the
victim of his own carelessless in dragging
;
1

loaded gun out of a boat
and the other at Bucks port
a

partridge-hunter

a

•‘the

man

Some

Center,

where

the victim ol

was

behind”.

permanent residents of Bai
tbe report that
wealthy summer residents are
effort to prevent the consum-

of the

Harbor
some

by the muzzle,

are

of the

making

an

disturbed at

York, New Haven &
company’s plans to

mation of the New

Hartford

railroad

large

build

a

bor

The

the

Bangor

summer

hotel at

Bar Harbor
Nmea

Bar Har-

correspondent

says;

of

“Ever since tbe

starting of the automobile controversy,
there has been a breach between the sum-

of the State ticket. In company with Chai#
man Philbrook, of the State committee, I went
to New York and had a conference with
Chairman ELilles, of tbe national committee.
As a result we were given substantial assistance for the State campaign.
My personal
contribution to the campaign was tfiOO and
this I gave to the city committee of Portland.
“My original idea was to give this to the
State committee, but. with the consent of the
State chairman, I contributed directly to the
city committee of Portland which was urgently in need of money at tbe time. I speak
of this as I wish to explain why my name will
not appear in the list of contributors to the
State committee. I have been in frequent
conference' with Chairman Hilles, of the
Chairman Philnational committee, and
brook, of the State committee throughout the

Saunders, West Surry, Sept. 14.
The day being pleasant, many relatives
Darias

availed themselves of the

opportunity

to

childhood,
to some this being their first visit for
more than fifteen years.
At noon tables were spread in the din-

sea, mountain and lake for the enjoyment
of a chosen and exclusive few, aud stop

ing-room, and thirty-eight partook of

and

influx of visitors to the town, with
the increased prosperity that they will
bring, is just plain bog.”
the

visit

again

the

home of their

bountiful harvest
the tables
on

were

the lawn

dinner.

After dinner

cleared and all

where

pictures

a

gathered
taken,

were

by a musical program and reby relatives.
George Neveils called the meeting to
order, and the following officers were
elected: Granville Saunders, president;
Delia Saunders, vice-president; Minerva
Jordan, secretary ; Maria Saunders, treasurer; Harvey Saunders, Nellie Nevells
and Minerva Jordan committee on entertainment. It was voted to hold the next
reuuion the first Saturday in September,
1913; if stormy, the first pleasant Saturfollowed
marks

Mrs. Ada Garland, of Green Lake, at
the age of
the oldest
She

was

ninety-four

Aurora,

was

the age of nineteen and has
for more than thirty years.
of tbe

seven

locally

all of whom

were

Aurora, four of

one

years,
in Hancock

women

born in

is

of

county.

married at

been

a

widow

She was one
Smith sisters,
born in the town of

famous

whom

are

now

dead,

West to Iowa. Mrs.
Garland’s next younger sister, Mrs. Olive
Penney, died last August, at the age of
ninety-two years. The Smith
family
came down from a long line of Free Baptist ministers, old Parson Smith, the
father of the seven sisters, having lived
two years beyond a full century, and
brought op a family of seven daughters
while

one

has moved

brating to-night.
“May not some guiding band of Providence,
some guardian angel of peace, guide us for
the next two months along the same lines of and one son on an
average salary of not
compromise and loyalty to the general cause, over |400 a year. Mrs. Garland has a reso that our electoral vote shall not be given
markable memory for a woman of her
to that candidate who stands for those prinand while her recollection of events
ciples which every element in tht republican years,
of a comparatively reoent date is not
party is unable to endorse—the prevention of
wholly clear, those of the old days are rewnose success means so much to our agricultural and manufacturing interests—to the called with great distinctness.

day.
Representatives of three generations
were present—the oldest sixty-eight years,
the youngest eleven months. Ellsworth,
Bloebiil, Surry and Orland were represented.
A stroll about the farm, visiting ths
familiar haunts of childhood, was one of
the pleasant features of the day. Many
familiar faces, whose cheerful smile would
never again welcome ns to the old home,
were missed.
The more eyes an advertisement catches
more dollars it is worth.

the

Wilson's Tariff Krrors.
Governor Wilson informs tbe dear
people that be believes that under a low
tariff we will double or treble our prosperity. Can be point out a low tariff period in which we did double or treble our
prosperity? Did tbe blessed low tariffs
continue long, or did the country return
If he claima that the
to protection?
Walker tariff lasted ten years, will be be
honest enougb to point out tbe counteracting influences tliat neutralised some of
its evils?
Tbe governor need not quote a republican speecb or look at a republican paper.
If be will read op the crash under Van
Boren, as described by so good a democrat
as Sbepard in bis “Life of Van Buren", if
he will quote Jamas Buchanan’s account
of tbe bard times under tbe low tariff of
1867, he will find an esoellent case for the

republicans.

Governor Wilson may not count HorGreeley at a good democrat, stilt he
was good enough to be
a
presidential
candidate. If he will read how the low
tariff of 1833 worked out its purpose, how
county bar. paid a very high compliment to it swept tbe country, bow it broke up
the legal ability of Eugene Hale, of Ellsworth, poor Greeley’s printing business, he will
by confessing that Hale was the only lawyer not find that it doubled or trebled prosin Maine whom he feared to come up against
perity.

in court. Even then Eugene Hale had won
the highest reputation of any lawyer in
feared for his great legal talent,
Maine
really dreaded by other lawyers for his resourcefulness snd ability.
Senator Eugene Hale was constantly adding to his reputation as a consummate master
of pure English diction all through his career
in both branches of Congress.
He was the
quickest member in the Senate to recognise
fine definitions and graphic speech.
Naturally, whenever any admirer of the former
senator gets ready to collect a book and label
; it “Gems from Eugene Hale”, that book must
be certain to receive great and early recognition from the American reading public.
For instance, nothing finer in the English
language can be found than Senator Hale's
brief and delightful eulogy of the late
Llewellyn Powers of the old fourth Maine
district.
It seems that Eugene Hale is not the only
Hale in Maine who can “siing English”
| beautifully and expressively. The remarks
of Judge Clarence Hale.of Portland, a brother
of
senator, which were made at the centennial dedicatory services of an Ellsworth
church last week, were keenly alive and
bristling with poesy and fact. At times the
lodge rose above the lawyer in his discussion; again the love for Ellsworth and its
sacred traditions entirely overmastered both
the Judge and the lawyer.
His tracing the early settlers in Ellsworth
from a happy blending of Cavalier and Puritan ancestry threw a new light upon Maine
and upou the influence of the Congregational
church in shaping the destinies of New England and of Maine.
In the finest of wordcolorings. the Judge followed the career of the
old orthodox doctrine under Increase Mather
down to the parting of the ways with the
Unitarian church, and from the rigid doctrines of the Pilgrim fathers, to the wider
liberalism of James Freeman Clark, Minot J.
Savage and Edward Everett Hale.
It was a masterful discussion concerning
the growth of theological ideas in New England—at once \ review of faith and a guidepost for future activities.
Most assuredly the wonderful “Hale gift"
has not departed from the name.
—

|

tjn*1

For State Office*.

With the knowledge th*t the next legislature will be safely republican, attention
i* now turned to tbe candidates for State
offices to be Ailed by tbe legislative election.
First interest in this vicinity is, of
course. In the candidacy of John A. Peters,
of Eltswortb, for speaker of tbe Boose.
The other candidates mentioned are Barry
B. Austin,of Phillips. Alton C.
Wheeler, of
South Paris, and Horace Mitchell, of Kittery.
| For president of the Senate, Carl E. Mil] liken, of Island Falls, seems to have a
clear field to date.
Other candidates who have announced
themselves are Joseph E.
Alexander, of
campaign.”
Richmond, for secretary of state; Hon.
Scott
of Portland, for
Wilson,
attorneyThe Saunders Family Reunion.
and Kendall M. Dunbar, of New
The first reunion of the Saunders family general,
for treasurer.
castle,
was held at the nomestead of the
late

permanent residents, and it has
a good deal of feeling this
year. Tbe man who wants to keep out
the general public, to keep the beauties of
mer

culminated in

[Bangor S*rct.\
Hob. i. Lucius Higgins, now a lawyer in
successful practice in Minnesota, but who was
a Maine student, with a leaning toward the
law, recalls a real scene, which took place in
an Ellsworth, Maine, court-room, more than
forty years sgo, when Hon. Arno Wiswcll, the
father of the late Chief-Justice Wiswell, and
then the admitted leader of the Hancock

Col.

contest

________

The Old Hale Way.

TAFT.

FOR

For Roosevelt Before ConventionDoes Not Believe In a Third

States.

COUNTY OOSS1P.

tending influences which were there represented may result in
national disaster.
Pride of opinion of political bosses and personal ambition of party leaders are not what
the republican party has stood for in years

democracy.

of

for United States senator when the
primary election was held. Now it is
up to the majority in the legislature
to act in accordance with the result
of the balloting on June 17.—Portland
Press.

con-

past.
“The great work which it has accomplished
for the American people has been carried
Into effect through the unanimous party organization, and the American people looked
to the Chicago convention for the declaration of the principles which they believed in
and could support at the polls, and not for a
party quarrel, and the fact that the convention adjourned withoot a unanimous endorsement of both principles and candidates, is
generally looked upon as the greatest disaster that the party has ever met with. It is
also looked upon as the great hope of the

President

present

—

ana

■

—Johnson In Baltimore American.

Frederick Hale, of Portland, the
undertakings."
Maine member of the republican national
will support President Taft in
The managers of the republican committee,
tbe presidential campslgn. This attitude
at
both
the
headquarters is in conformity with a statement wbich
campaign,
in New York and In Chicago, have be made
early in July, after the republibeen requested by President Taft to can national convention in Chicago, and
instruct the republican spellbinders soon after bia election to membership on
to emphasize the prosperity of the tbe committee, in place of F. Marion
country in all addresses to be made Simpson, who served a few months, folfrom now on. It is considered that lowing tbe death of ex-Oov. Hill.
Col. Hale’s activity in politics for the
the opponents of the President are
dozen years, his loyilty to his popast
the
tariff
issue
so
effectively
dodging
litical associates and his endeavor to dethat the voters understand their
rive party success are qualities well
weakness on this plank. On the other
known to those who have been similarly
candidate
can
to
such
no
hand,
point
interested.
as
can the
a record of prosperity
Subsequent to the spring campaign,

An Appeal for I'nlty.
No stronger appeal for harmony in
the national campaign conld be made
than that of Gov.-elect Haines in his
address in Waterville last week to
the thousands who met to do him

aarmonize

_■

to

SEPTEMBER 25,1912.

NATIONAL ELECTION,

-.

cratic friends will accomplish their foil purpose. and we shall have no more republican
will
party in Maine, and the democratic role
be returned to full power in our State in two
and
years. This is what they are looking
working for as mnch as for a national victory.
“Just think of leaving this great and glorious jollification, over an election in which
united, and through
we were thoroughly
which we resisted all efforts of the democrats

Business communications should be addressed
W, and all cheeks and money orders made payable to Thr Hahcoce Coujttt Publishiho
Co.. EilbWortn. Maine.

edition

■

«

the majority sentiment amongst republicans
within our party can be given expression to
It is not for
in the comingTtatiooal contest.
me to devise the scheme, but I feel confident
that such a scheme can be devised.
“If the advocates of different national
candidates and the followers of the two great
party leaders, can be given sn opportunity to
with the
express their wishes In this matter,
understanding that the sentiment of the m»jority shall be the action of all. then the
work is done. If ibis is not done, our demo-

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

This week’s

WOODROW IS MAKING A GOOD RUN.

w»ge-eurner nod the employer—to mil thmt
makes for the continued prosperity of our
State, mud to the uplift of our people, during
the years which are to come.
“There must be some ingenious minds
within onr State who. at the present time,
will be able to devise some method by which

American

j

Maine Schooner Ashore.
The three-masted schooner J. M. Harlow, of Southwest Harbor, went ashore in
a gale at Quaco, the
bay of Fundy, last

Friday.
Capt. Lunt, of Sontbwest Harbor, and bis
wife and daughter were
aboard, but they

ace

Who’s Doin’ It?
The abolition of tbe protective tariff

or tbe
substitution for It of • tariff for revenue
only, u proposed by tbe democratic platform,
would plunge this oountry into the most
widespread industrial depression we hare
yet seen, and this depression would continue
for an Indefinite period.—Theodore Rooter tit

yet, Mr. Roosevelt, you and your
misguided friends are doing all you can to
bring about tbe “most widespread industrial depression we have yet seen”.
And

in two

into

the

united

Hebert,

N. 8.

Tbe vicar bad been taken
suddenly ill,
church warden was in
great
difficulty about getting a subetitute, when
the bishop of the diocese
offered
kindly
to take
the Sunday services himself.
The church warden, wishing “to do the
and his

right thing’’,

at

the cloae of the service

went up to the bishop and, after thanking him, stammered oat:
“A poorer
preacher would have done for each folk*
ns, your lordship,
to find one.’’
aa

but

we

were

unable

Bow’s This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
for
*
*
HD1
F. J. CHENEY * CO, Toledo, O.
hsve known F. J.
believe him
perfectly honorable in all busineaa transaction» and financially able to carry out anv
*
obligations made bv his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE.

over
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a govUnited

news

that
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course
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can
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Bankrupt’* Petition for Discharge.
In the matter of
Bixmt U Hates,

)
fn Bonkr***
1
Bankrupt.
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the
District Court of the United Mate* for tbs District of Maine.

j

L. BATES, of Htooington. in the
rjiRNEST
county of
Hancock, and state of
J

Maine, in said district, respectfully
represent*. that on the 14th day of October tgl
he
was
dtly adjudged bankrupt under
the Acta of Coogres* relating to bankruptcy; that be haa duly surrendered all his
property and rights of property, and has fall?
complied with all the requirements of sam
acta and of the orders of court
touching hk

bankruptcy.

Wherefore he prays that be may be decreed by the court to have a full discharge
from all debts provable against his estate
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts
as are excepted by law from such
discharge.
Dated this 3d day of April, a. d. 1311
Eunrat L. Bans,

Bankrupt.

may sulk.

Under tha Wilson bill of Cleveland’s
administration there was no tariff on
wool and 50 per cent, on goods, and the
most flourishing industry was the soup
houses.—Bokoshe (Okla.) Enterrprite.
Speaking of Wilson and the tariff, if
memory serves us right, we had a threeyears’ experience with another Wilson
measure from 1893 to 1898.
Philadelphia
—

Inquirer.

fat Salt.
PotAt. in Trenton. 9 miles
below Ellsworth, with good-sized lot;
fine location for summer residence. Apply to
Ezxswoktb Loam A Bi'ildimu as*'*, Ellsworth. Me.

HOUSE—At

Oak

mouth of Union river. In EllsPLACE—Near
worth,
acres, with shore front, dwell-

ing and outbuildings; good well. For particulars apply to F. L. Masom. Ellsworth.

Order of Notice Thereon.
District or Maims sa.
On this 31st day of September, a. d. ltll oa
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the court, that a bearing be
had upon the same on the 1st dsy of
a.
d. 1912, before said coart
November,
at
district, at tea
Portland, in said
o’clock
in
the forenoon; and ‘.hat notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed m said district, and that all known creditors, and other
persons in Interest, may appear st the add
time and place, and show cause, if any thei
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
And It is furt bar ordered by the court, tiutf
the clerk shall send by mall to all known
creditors copies of aaid petition and this op
der. addressed to them at their places of residence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hilt.
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland. In said district, on the 21st dsjof
September, a. d. 1RI2.
Jambs E. Hewxt. Clsrt
[L. 8.J
A true copy of petition snd order -.bereooAttest:—James E. Hawxr, Clerk.

team-horse, 2 driving horses.
Apply to Ear am or Hbkky ft. Davis,
Ellsworth. Me.

HORSEE—1

atmrttisnnmtB.

Co %tU

A

Burrill national bank building. recently occupied by P. E. Higgins,
water
beat, electric light; one of the
most de«*rabls offices in Ellsworth.
Inquire
at Btrnatu. National Bank.

2FF1CE—In

over C.
st.

L. Morang’s clothOFFICES—Suite
ing-store. Main
Suitable for dociosnranee

tor's.
C. L-

lawyer’s or
Mokaxo, Ellsworth.

office.

Inquire of

Moore’s drug store. Just vaby B. T. Sowle; hot water heat and
Inquire of B. U. Mooaa. Ellsworth.

SUFFICES
let.

Tvn 08
p,r ■> er>:
Th «
and children, can make
to os. Write
particulars to Pinn Pillow Co.,
Wood building, New York.
women

b/forcutting and shipping

014 PO 81 TORS—An opportunity is offered
one or two young women to learn the
of typesetting.
Apply at Amuucan
office.

Cl/
trade

To learn printer’s trade
Amuucan office.

BOV

—

Apply

at

CRantrh.
Situation as nurse.
Address
Mas. J. F. CARrtNTiR, at Charles Vi.
Dunham’s, Ellsworth Falls.

XUR8E

Person in Ellsworth to do.
When U. A. Parcher, the enterprising
druggist, first offered

50-cent pecutge of

a

Dr. Howard's specific for the
and

dyspepsia

at

care

of

con-

half price, snd

guaranteed to return the money if it did

fir
Balsam
family,

at once

Parcher Want* Every

What G. A.

stipation

Itflp EHantrt.
money

LARGE CONTRACT.

over

cated

—

Sptttal jRouuu
NOTICE.
Falls bridge will be closed to the public Oct. for the purpose of putting in a
new steel span.
Notice will be given when it
is completed.
Austin T. Stkvbms,
John F. Wood,
Selectmen of Blnebill.
Biuehill, Sept. 23, mt

THE

his

Help Wanted
AT THE

from

probable

it

thought

Dot care, he

experience

with

other medicines for

diseases

that

he

these

good

many

he has

not

has

one

would have

packages returned.

though

•

But al-

sold hundreds of bottle*,

been brought back.

To those suffering with dixriuess. bead»nd
ache, poor digestion, constipation
Dr. Howard’s specific offer*

straining,

It is

quick relief.

an

»
invaluable boon

all who feel uncomfortable after eating,
and is

to-dsy

all the

large cities.

the

populsr

Wm. O.

^iumifsnnrnta

dinner

piB

111

EMERY

TITLES
ILLS WORTH,

MAIN*

Searches made and abstracts
shor
and copies furnished on
MICO
notice, and at KB**1

OFFICII

Blood Knitting

Mills,
ELLSWORTH.

heI?,tlS,re*,r,*’‘nd

Catarrh

House.

republicans

the

oS'’ *£* “nd,trV*?'‘d'

Hall’s

a

throw

republican party

VCatsrr*h^ureC*DEO‘

acting directly upon the blood and mucous
Testimonials tent
I°f -Sr®&tnt*
*r*t*mP*'
Sold by all
Take Hail s Family Pills for
constipation.

republican party
a governorship
Maine
proved that a

that

can

ernor, three congressmen and
States senator. Now cornea tbe

and the

crew all got ashore.
The schooner
may be a total loss. The Harlow was
bound to Boston with lumber from River

proved

Vermont

•plit

iUgai >'oiut».

and girl* wanted;
Fifty (60)
average wages, after from 3 to 4 weeks’
instruction, from *1 to *1.75 per day.
women

Apply

to Mr. John* Blood at the
office of the company, cor. Church and

School Streets.

MORRISON, JOY fc CO. BLOCK,
•TATC STRUT.
Tdsftaaa,

129-2.

,

gtofrnemnal

j£lT<CE

Cm®**

^_

^H.6COTT

GKNKRAL CLERICAL »V“ of PortAgent Dillon Safe Deposit * Tni?*
»nd „«• good*
land, tor tumtshlng Probate
pn„
Agent Olleer Typewriter! typewrfte
Cor. Main *od Water HU.
Store). Ellswortb. Me.

8”",r
.f’^

JOHN

CAUGHT
A TARTAR
By ARNOLD DUNCAN
p>t>par ami aalt ault and
on a train at a
, Mt hat got
way
(tatl'-D. eettled himaelf comfortably In
4 man

la

a

hla Mt, took a morning payer from
hia porket and began to read. When
..ml or tor came around for hla
the
ticket he throat hla hand Into hla
picket for hla wallet ami looked eery
Then
he
chagrined.
went
much
through hie other pockets. and. not
(lading it he said
.(.doctor. Jtggt before leafing my
hotel this morning I changed my enlt.
putting the one ! bad been wearing
with my money In the coat pocket In
my trunk. What'a worn, my trunk dM
not reach me at the station and la to
If youll let me
come by « btsr train
go through to B. when we got Into
the station 111 telephone for a friend
to bring me my fare and will glre It
to

yon."

•Ticket."
reply.

waa

the conductor's laconic

T bare laid all I bars to any," con“I hare no
tinued the passenger
money to pay now. but rn bars plenty
at (he end of the route.”
"You'll hare to pay your fare or
off.

DELAITTRE DEAD.

ELLSWORTH

Son of Ellsworth and Former Mayor
of

Minneapolis.

Hon. John DeLaittre,

Mrs. C. A. Higgins and family

ing

of

get
"Not here. I trust. In thla swampy
You will at least carry m«
country.
to the next station."
"Not unless you pay your fare from
the one where you got on."
"Are your order* such as warrant
you In anrh Inhuman action f*
"Our orders are to put those who re
fuse to pay fares off the train."
••Well.'' said the passenger ruefully,
able addition to the city library is made
“you’ll hare to put roe off. I're left each
year.
my money behind and have nothing to
pay with."
WALTHAM.
The conductor pulled the hell, and
Mrs. Marsh Patch, of Lawrence, Mass., is
mad*
the train stopped. The passenger
visiting relative* here.
no resistance, but walked to the platRoecoe Haalsm and wife, who have been
form and got off Into a swamp. The
al work in Hancock, returned home Saturtrain went on. leaving him standing on
the track looking after It. Then, first dajr.
Mrs. Merlie Rhodes and children, who
looking up and down the line of the
rood, he started on foot to pursue hi* have been here through the summer,
have returned to Bomervllle, Mass.
journey.
A few days later the pasaenger who
Mrs. Willis Jones, of Pawtucket, R. I.,
couldn't pay his fare went Into the who spent tfeptembsr hers with relatives,
offices of the mad and asked to see the has gone to Ellsworth lor a abort visit beHe wal'ed fore returning bom*.
general superintendent
half nn hour, then was ushered Into the
The Haalem reunion was held at the town
room
of a sleek looking man who hall
Mept. 14, with the usual attendance.
asked him what he could do for him. After dinner, an entertainment of music
He told the story of being put off the and recitations waa given. The following
train and said be had come to effect a officers were elected:
President, Alvah
settlement tor damage* or lie would Haalem;
Wilson
secretary,
Uoogins;
sne for them. The superintendent said treasurer, Aiden Haalem; committee of
that If he would call In at room No 7 arrangements, Milton Haalem, Asa Colby
he would find the official who ndjuated and Willard Haalsm; committee on enall claims.
The passenger went In tertainment, Isabel, Bessie and Grace
there, had a talk with the claim officer, Jordan.
who got ont of him all the Information
H.
Sept. i*4.
he desired, asked him what he would
BROOKS VILLE.
settle for. got him to put It In writing,

lars."
“Had I known,” said the president,
aghast. “I would have”—
“But yon did not know. I was one of
those defenseless creatures—the public.”

visit-

are

at Amherst.

Rally day will be observed Sunday by a
special sermon in the morning and a concert by the children of the Sunday school
in

the evening.
An earnest effort is
being made to get out a record-breaking
attendance at the morning session of Sunday school.

WEST ELLSWORTH.
Vasco Carter, who has employment at
Orland, was home over Sunday.

George Lutes

Cloeson, who has been employed
Mt. Waldo, ia at home for the winter.
Mre. Busan Billings, ot Blnehill, is visit-

Albion
In

ing friends and relatives here.

Benjamin Yonng

and wife, of Lamoine,
sister, Mr*. J. H. Billings,
last week, going to Penobscot Saturday
for a brief visit at L. H. Hutchins’.

visited

their

Mr. Patten, of

Kentucky, a summer
Brooklin, has purchased WalHinckley's place at Walker's corner,

resident of
lace

and t*

soon

to have

buildings erected.

and

who have been the

wife, of

EAST IJkMOINF.
Weet it very low.

Town,

guests of Miss Vernie

Carter, have returned home.
Raymond Cunningham, who is attending high Bchool at Surry, was home Saturday and Sunday.
Roland Closson and wife, of Sedgwick,
are visiting Geofge Cunningham and wife

and

Charles Carter, of Lynn, Mass., is spending his vacation with his parents, C. J.
Carter and wife.
His aunt, Mrs. Lydia
A. Bowker, will accompany him home for
a few weeks’ visit among relatives and
friends.
_

CASTLNE.
John

Mills

Kathadin Iron

is

spending

the week at

1

•

O. LAWRENCE OOODWrN.

G. Lawrence Goodwin, a native of Surry
for many years in the barber business
in Bar Harbor, died last Wednesday at the
home of his brother, Stephen Goodwin, in
and

Mr.

Goodwin learned his trade

ber in

Bangor,

as a

bar-

opened a shop in
Ellsworth in partnership with the late
Alex. Parody. They continued in business
here for twelve years, opening a branch
shop in Bar Harbor.

—

—

Fatter Blueberries.
While the New England blueberry is
justly famous, its systematic cultivation
until recently has been neglected, largely
through the belief that it was impossible.
The large bushes in the grounds of the
Smithsonian institution at Washington

probably

are

more

than

fifty

years

old,

and many such bushes in the Arnold Arboretum near Boston demonstrate the
fallacy of the idea that the blaeberry cannot be transplanted and cultivated.
Some years ago Dr. Frederick D. Covelle,
a government
botanist, started upon a
series of investigations of the culture of
the berries, which, according to the
Scientific American, has continued to the
present time with somewhat remarkable
results.
Proceeding with the idea that previous
failures along the same line had been due

appeal

only

BORN.

BARBOUR—At Deer Isle, Sept 16, to Mr and
Mrs Archibald E Barbour, a son.
BUTLER—At North Sullivan, Sept 13, to Mr
and Mrs Harry Butler, a daughter.
Mrs. Fred Hooper and son Frederic lef^ CLARK—At Franklin, Sept 7, to Mr and Mrs
Harry A Clark, twin sons.
Monday for their home in Milbury, Mass.
HAMBLEN—At Southwest Harbor, Sept 17, to
Miss Ida McDonald spent several days
Mr and Mrs waiter Hamblen, a son.
HOWARD—At Bluehill, Sept 21, to Mr and
last week here, the guest of
Mrs Arthur Howard, a son.
Chamberlain.
LEACH—At Castine, Sept 13, to Mr and Mrs
•’
C
Ward Leach, a daughter.
comThe
term of
menced Bepti. 17, with
about eighty LEACH—At Penobscot, Sept 19, to Mr and
Mrs Pearl C Leach, a son.
SHEPARD—At Stoningtou, Sept 18, to Mr and
Mrs Otis E Shepard, a sou.
Mrs. Lucy Bennett, of
Bucksport, is
SPILLANE—At Ellsworth, Sept 23, to Mr and
her
daughter, Mrs. Edward
Mrs Thomas B Spillane, a son.
Morey.
WEBB—At Stoningtou, Sept 17, to Mr and
£
Mrs Frank L Webb, a daughter.
1
wife
and
William
and
M.
J.
Vogel
YOUNG—At Lamoine, Sept 23, to Mr and Mrs
Hooper mod wife returned Monday from a
Clarence B Young, a son.
visit st Alsmoosonk.

Choline

borne

PRETTY MAKSII
Albert Smith, who hae been employed at
Heal Harbor, is at home.
John T. Freeman, ol Boston, it at Allen
Smith'* tor

a

law

day*.

Uiaa. ol Buck*port, haa
been visiting Mr*. N. T. Bmellidge.
Mr*. B. P. Carter and daaphter Bbeiia
are at B. F. Chrtar’a while Mr. Carter haa
employment at Deep Cove.
Mr*.

Frank

Mr*. l.-'lti* Ruts til returned
Held last

weak to clow* her

Iron Pilte-

noun*

Haraiater, Mm* Smith,
with her.

winter.
turn

Bapt.

M.__

tor tbs
will

re-

O-

SULLIVAN.
William Waldo Ingalls, whoa* death at
Mobil*, Ala., Bept A *** briefly mentioned in The Amrhic as last weak, was
born in Sullivan, May 2, UUfl. the *on ol
Carol in* and Samuel 'impwon Ingall*, *nd
descendant ol Edmund Ingalls, ol England, who oam* to Salem, Maas., la Ooeernor Kudicotl'e
company in is* Mr.
lugalii went to Mobila in USA He asresd
in the Confederate army in th* Civil war.
He leaves a widow sad and acvaa children.

by

Mrs. Clara W.

Bowden,

The yacht Narcissus,
by C. O.
McClintock, was put into winter quarters

Monday.
left for

Mr.

McClintock

and

family

Portland last week for the winter.

Mr. Hibly, of Burnham, was in town on
He purchased twenty-seven
Haturday.
pigs and hogs, and four head of cattle.
He chartered the Alma Belle Sunday to
convey them to Belfast, and from there
they were put
ton, Mass.

Sept.

on

board

a

car

for

BrighG-

33.
_____

iilshop Douiie on Ills Dog.
I am quite sure he thinks that I a in God—
Hi ace He ia God on whom each one depends
For life.and all things that His bounty sends—
My dear old dog. most constant of all friends;
Mot quick to mind, but quicker far than I
To Him whom God I know and own: his eye,
Deep brown and liquid, watches for my nod;
He is more patient underneath the rod
Than I, whea God His wise corrections sends.
He looks love at me. deep as words e’er spake;
A ad from me never crumb nor sup will take
Hat ke wags thanks with hi* most vocal tail;
And whea some crashing noise wakes all his

fear.

Hagerthy formerly lived bets.
•on ol Mr*. Carrie Hagerthy, ol

He ia tbs
tbi* town.

from city folks
Farmer-Hereit
answerin' our advertise meat, Mirandy.
They want ter know if there’s a bath in
Whet will 1 tell ’em? His
the house
wile—Tell ’em the truth.
TeU ’em if
they need a bath they better take it before
letter

they

BARBOUR—At Stonington,
Sept 14, Mrs
Stephen W Barbour, aged 42 years.
BARTLETT—At Eastbrook, Sept 23, James M
Bartlett, formerly of Ellsworth, aged 79
years.
BETTEL—At Bluehill, Sept 20, Robert Bettel,
aged 88 years, 29 days.
At Hancock, Sept 18, Mrs
COOLIDGE
Martha J Coolidge,of Lamoine.aged 78 years.
GORDON—At Somerville, Mass, Sept 12, Miss
Josephine A Gordon, aged 70 years.
GOODWIN—At Surry, Sept 18, G Lawrence
Goodwin, aged 65 years.
GREENE—At Boston, Sept 18, Archibald L
Greene,of Deer Isle, aged 23 years,4 mouths,
t

day.

HAGERTHY—At Ashland, Sept 28, Dana, sou
of Dr and Mrs Albert B Hagerthy, aged 5
years, 4 months, 18 days.
MURCH —At Franklin,
8ept 23, Walter
Murch, aged 21 years.
WOOD—At Bar Harbor, Sept 17, Mrs Frank
Wood, of Salisbury Cove, aged 50 years

'fltbnusnuenift

Knees Became Stiff
Five Years of Severe Rheumatism
cure of Henry J. Goldstein, 14
Street, Boston, Mass., Is another
victory by Hood’s SarsapaiHla.
This great medicine has succeeded in
many cases where others have utterly
“I sufMr. Goldstein says:
failed.
fered from rheumatism five years, It
excaused
kept me from business and
cruciating pain. My knees would beThe
Barton

He is content and quiet if I am near.
Secure that my protection will prevail;
Ho, faithful, mindful, thankful, trustful, he
Telle me what I unto my God should be.

BUCKBPOHT.
Friend* ol l>r. Albert B. Hagerthy and
wife, ol Ashland, regret to learn o( th*
death ol their flve-yrar-old son Dana, on
Sept. 23, ol ptomaine poisoning. Tbs
child had been ill about two weeks. Dr.

DIED.

owned

come.
•

X tried many
as stiff as steel.
medicines without relief, then took
Hood's Sarsaparilla, soon felt much
better, and now consider myself en-

come

tirely cured. I recommend Hood’s."
Get It today In usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Saraatabs.

good condition

in

Ellsworth, fie.

485

Emission! merchant?'
WANT

Veals and Lambs

Tal

FREE

I

Young Man I
J
Young

Womaiy^j
if.

Ask Dr. A. G. Young,
Sec’y State board of health,
Augusta, Maine, how to
comply with new law, and
then ship to us.
WE

WANT

Potatoes and

*Do things”—says
It shows
this book.
how to enter
ycu
make
business
to
money—how to take

Apples.

IMMEDIATE RETURNS.
W. W.

Benjamin,

—

Boston, Mass.

HALL & COLE,

Apples, Potatoes, Cranberries
Specialties.
weekly market report.
100*102 Faneull Hall Market,
Boston, Mass.
our

Send for stencils and

SHIP

Chapin Brothers,

NOTICE

a

new

j

opportunity.

Shaw Business College
Maine.

GAME

GOODALL

Boston, Mass.

To Our Shippers.

iir®§§ G@©dls
From Loom

Massachusetts law requires that all
VEAL.
be inspected and tagged before it can be received in this market. If in doubt how to
comply with this law, write to us
properly
before shipping.
A

wnnoui

position

embarrassment and HOLD IT.
We teach you stenography, bookkeeping, and business practice.
We help and encourage you.
Call—write—send for this book
It’s free.
now.
Today is your

Bangor,

YOUR

APPLES, POTATOES, EGGS,
AND POULTRY, to

t,

f® Wearer
AT MILL PRICES

POULTRY AND EGGS WANTED

WESTON-THURSTON CO.
New Faneuii Hall Market

Boston

Stftectfenntmfe,

PLUMBING,
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.

It’*
We

HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES

Twenty Years’ Experience.
Personal attention to all de*- 9.
Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
GREEN

LAKE

Ideally located; buildings

and furnishings
cuisine and service perfect.
Boating, bathing, fishing. Easy of access,
from Green Lake station by motor boat,;
from Ellsworth by carriage or auto.
For a day’s outing; for a week or the
season, no such spot in this vicinity.
brand new;

Special
James

per

Day.

rates by the week or month.
Write for particulars.

F. Farmer,

make

make it aell.
it
good*

Goodall Worsted Go.
Salesroom,

Sanford, Maine

INN.

The new summer hotel at Maddocks Landing, foot of Green
Lake.

Rates $2.50

wearer*

COLORS: Natural Tan. Olive and Oxford. in Plain and Fancy Weaves. Also a
full line of up-to-date Worsted Cloths, in
the latest patterns and colors, now ready
for Fall and Winter. Send for samples.

Grant St,, Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 5—6.

who will

make her home here.

paint is

Busin*

—

now

and

It has fore

fHerrijant*.

Commission

the^orinanichool
S*
E?ast

overhauled.

The advertisements below represent some of
the leading houses of New
England. Our
readers will doubtless find them of value.

MARINE LIST.

Works.

SENGER TOURING CAR

vA I wJF just

Fruit and Produce Commission Merchants

E. Julian Heybt and wife returned home
MARRIED.
L Kingman and wit*, oI Brewer,
several days with
gueete ol H. I- Smith and wile over Hunday, after spending
COMEAU-HAVEY—At
North Sullivan, Sept
relatives in Waldoboro.
Sunday.
12, by Rev E F Wood. Miss Mary Delia
Comeau to Oscar A Havey, both of East Sulism
U.
of
Will
Rev.
Adams,
Cambridge,
Harry Hen nett and family, who have
livan.
Seen vieiting relative* ben, returned to Mass., occupied the pulpit at the UniMAYO-WILKINSON-At Southwest Harbor,
church
tarian
Hunday.
Sept 17, by Rev George O Richardson, Miss
Boston Monday.
Lisa C Mayo, of Southwest Harbor, to
The woman’s relief corps held a special
Holley A Wilkinson, of New York city.
Ur. T. J. Murphy and wit* and John
on Tuesday
evening THURSTON—LONG—At Boston, Mass, Sept
Sullivan and wife, ot Bangor, were guesU supper at its ball
17, by Rev E H Van Etten, Miss Zora May
in honor of Mrs. Elizabeth Bridges, who
at W. F. DeeUlee Sunday.
Thurston, of Dorchester, Mass, to Fred
Homer Long, of Stonington.
is soon to start for Florida.
died
bom*
from
Mnrrit Hodgkin* was
VANCE—BAKEMAN
At North Livermore,
W. B. Bart ram spent several days last
Portland last Sunday by the aeriona itlSept 17, by Rev John Vance, Miss Letitia
He
was accompanied
Vance
to Oliver Bakeman, both of Brooksweek
in
Monroe.
Winfield
Mrs.
Hodg»w of hie mother,
ville.

M._V.

IQ

Address P. O. Box

E.

Hept

CADILLAC FIYE-PAS-

doors, good tires, a new magneto

were

kins.

WALSH, ELLSWORTH.

|
O

»

been demon-

Hancock County Ports.
Southwest Harbor—Sid 8ept 12, sch Annie F
Kimball
Sid Sept 16, sch Laura and Marion
Sid Sept 19, sch William Cobb for Calais in
tow of tug having lost mizzenmast the 16th
inst
Sid Sept 21, sch Virginian (Br) Windsor, N
8, for Boston
Sid Sept 22, sch Dominion (Br) bound for St
John

by placing their

Insurance

P
p III

doctor found it necessary to devise
This huckleberryometer, or
blueberry gauge, as it is more prosaically
known in the department, is used for
measuring the berries and in noting the
progress of the cultivation. The possibut the size development as well.
Starting with a normal size of the opening
No. 11 of the gauge, the berries have been
developed to size No. 15, and doubtless a
further cultivation will result in a much
larger size, the flavor and fruitiness of the
berry being improved rather than impaired by the cultivation.

Insurance, Real Estate.

will be protected from fire

with E. J.

gauge.

of culture has «ot

owners

Fire

The

bility

Sound companies exist. Protection is better.
find it. Why go further? IT’S HEBE!

They

Property

a

strated

them.

C. W. & F. L. MASON,

Bulls.

a

to

seek it.

They

misunderstanding of the soil requirements of the blueberry, which are radically different from those of our common
cultivated plants, the doctor, whose interest in the subject was attracted as far
back as 1906, has made a careful study of
the soil requirements with important reto

E. W. Hutchins is at his cottage at Harboraide for a few days.
Mias Lora Sawyer is spending several
weeks at the home of F. A. Stover.

tall

to carry fire insurance protection is the man who is progressing.
Years ago people thought it folly to outlay money for piotcction.
Not so to-day. A new light beams; they’ve awakened. Low rates

and later

Mr. Goodwin afterward conducted the
business alone, selling out his Ellsworth
shop and giving all his time to Bar Harbor. He had also conducted winter shops
in Florida, and for one year was barber
on a Mediterranean excursion steamer.
Daring his years aa barber he had in his
chair some of the most famous men of the
Arcountry, including three presidents
General
thur, Harrison and Cleveland
McLellan, Admirals Sampson and Schley,
James G. Blaine, and many lesser lights.

fH EM AN WHODARES—i

j—

Surry.

Mrs. Rowena Carter.

Mieses Myrtle Nevells and tussle CampstudentS|p
bell, who have been employed tt Swan's
Mias Campbell
Island, are at Dome.
will^
r
^visiting
•
return la a week for the winter.
A.
#
Sept. a.
g‘

Cherle*

Old

Q.

_

took his address and said he would
write him about the matter.
The passenger never heard from him.
Not long af{er thla It was evident
that there was manipulation In the
stock of the rond.
No one. not even
the president, could find out w ho was
The prlee of the
at the bottom of It.
securities would go up a bit. then
gradually sag. then rise again. Bu(
the general .teudency was upward.
The afffllra of the road were known
only to a few, who could see no reason
for an advance. Indeed, business era*
i«-«-.iers
uni
railing otr areaaruuy.
one at either terminal, were diverting
Then
their business to other road*
the price of the stock began to go
down like lead.
Finally It reached a
point where the fluctuation ceased
The president of the road communl
eated with the feeders, asking what
had caused them to divert their bust
ness from Ills line to others.
He reNevertheless
ceived no satisfaction.
the diversion ceased and trade began
to flow again over the line where 11
had flowed originally.
The president
was puzzled.
He sent for some of the
principal stockholders and asked them
If they knew anythlug about the mat
ter.
They didn't, but admitted that
during the recent flurry In the stock
they had sold most of their holdings
One morning the president took ur
a newspaper and read In the flnamial
columns that a new railroad magiuitt
had ap|>eared. John Talcott. a man
who had achieved some success at re
organizing roads In the west, had com*
east and with associates had bought
a controlling Interest In two lines, and
It was suspected that he had picked ut
in open market a majority of the stock
of n connecting link between the two
That connecting link the president
kuew to be his own line.
That morning, when he went to hit
office, he found a note from the new
railroad star inviting the president tc
call upon him. ,He did so and found
the party so busy that he was obliged
to wait an hour before he could gain
admittance. When admitted he saw
a plain western man, who said to him
In a plain western fashion:
“Next month occurs the annual election of directors of your road. Twothirds of the stock belongs to me and
I have sent for you to
my friends.
give you notice thut neither your services nor those of your principal officers will be needed for the ensuing
year.
If you will inquire of your
official In charge of claims you will
find my name there as one who offered
to settle damages for being put off one
of your trains for a few hundred dol-

■

Ellsworth’s
Mrs. Thomas Genthner and two chilmost distinguished sons, died last Thursat
day
Minneapolis, the home of his adop- dren, of Boston, are guests of A. E. Foster
tion, aged eighty years. Death was due to and wife.
old age. He was ill bat a short
Ira B. Hagan, jr., and Miss Sadie Jordan
time, being at his office the Monday preceding his spent Sunday at Islesford, visiting Miss
death.
Jordan’s cousin.
John DeLaittre was born In Ellsworth
Increase J. Shackford went to Amherst
March 5, 1832, a descendant of the
early Tuesday, carrying the band, which is
French Huguenot settlers on Frenchman’s
playing for the fair.
bay. With the opening ot the gold fields
Augustus Kincaid and sister, who have
in California, he felt the call to the
golden lived at Ellsworth several
months, have
West, and in 1852 went to California. moved into the
Conway house.
There he engaged in the lumbering and
James W. Davis and wife left Monday
mining business.
for British Columbia, where Mr. Davis exIn 1886 he moved to
Minneapolis, where
pects to work for several months on a
he first engaged in Hour
manufacturing dam.
and wool business.
Five years later he
Fred E. Grace returned to his work at
entered the lumber manufacturing busifirm name being Eastman, the Green Lake hatchery Tuesday mornness, the
Bovey, DeLaittre Lumber Co., later incor- ing, having spent his annual vacation at
porated as the Bovey-DeLaittre Lumber his home here.
Co., of which he was president at the time
Mrs. Fred Maddocks and Carlton Madof his death.
docks came home Friday from CherryHe also held other large business inter- field, where they visited Mrs. Maddocks’
ests and became prominent in civic affairs relatives last week.
of Minneapolis. He was elected mayor in
William M. Davis and wife went to Am1877.
herst Monday to spend a few days with
He had also been a member of the new Mrs. Davis’
parents, E. R. Giles and wife,
capitol commission, the Minneapolis and attend th« fair.
civic commission, was state prison
inspecMrs. A. C. Haslam and Mrs. Arthur W.
tor seven years. He was president of the
Sals bury and two children, Dana and
Farmers A Mechanics savings bank, and a
Geraldine, spent Friday night and Saturformer preeident of the Nicollet national
day in Bangor, guests of Leroy Haslam and
hank.
wife.
Mr. DeLaittre married Miss Clara T.
Charles P. Smith and wife are at EastEastman In Conway, N. H., in 1885. Mrs.
DeLaittre survives him, with one son, brook this week, called there by the illKarl, at present on the Minneapolis board ness and death of Mrs. Smith’s father,
James Bartlett. The funeral was held at
of aldermen, and a daughter, Cortnne.
Mr. DeLaittre retained an old-home love Eastbrook this forenoon, Rev. O. J. Gupfor Maine and particularly for Ellsworth. till officiating.
The fire department was called out SunThe latter was manifested in very material
form a few years ago, when he gave to the day noon for a blaze in the shed of Eugene
city a (3,080 stock certificate in the Tri- Carlisle, evidently started by one of the
bute Telephone A Telegraph Co., the in- children. Fortunately it was discovered
terest on which, (180 annually, forms the before it had gained much headway, and
DeLaittre library fund, from which valu- was easily extinguished.
one

Abbmusmcnis.

OBITUARY.

FALLS.

Proprietor.

Dr.H.W.OSGOOD
New Location Manning Blk.
Office Day: FRIDAY
Bangor Office : 12 Qrove St.

FOR SALE
A
lot

bargain in a house and
on Maple
street; stone
with

cellar,

cement

door.

House in

good

Lot 5x6 rods.
condition.
O. W.

Ellsworth.

Tablet,

Insurance and Real Estate.

ELLSWORTH
IS YOUK

Steam Laundry and Balh Rooms. Summer
NO W A 8 H KAii.’
All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Woods called tor and delivered.
*fO

In shape to wear?
clean and press It.

PAY,

B. ESTEY & CO.
Ellaworth. Me
Bstey Building. State St..

All

Kinds

H.

A

common

mistake

is to estimate the

space of
asked by

of

Local

advertisers

value of advertising

newspaper by the amount
It is a
some other publication.

me

Ropslrlng.

DAVID WMEND.
Main

Street..Kllawortn

ELECTRICAL
Pul

one

mistake of judgment for a business man
to estimate the value of space in a reputable newspaper with a good circulation
by that of some other publication which
will accept business at any price and be
pleased to get if.—Leavenworth (Kansas)
Times.

of

Suit

11 not. let

WIRING.

Lines ot

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
ANO FIXTURES.

Wlriif sal SapfUas Ckeartsll? ulsau
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Ellawnrtt.
Ester Building. 8«ate<Sl..

Estimates

si

COUNTY NEWS.
WEST TREMONT.

wishes.

Mrs. Willard Gott is visiting her daughter, Mrs. George Haynes, at Trenton.
Edwin Lopaus and wife are receiving
congratulation** on the birth of a daughter,
born Sept. 5.
O. A. Tolman and wife, of Rockland,
visited Mrs. Tolman's parents, F. W. Lunt
and wife, recently.
Mrs. Lizzie Thurston and daughters,
Miss Ruth and Mrs. Carrie Staples, with
the latter’s little son Richard, of Rockland,
came

home

Schools

Sunday.
morning. Miss
the
Old Town, teaches
Miss Cline the primary.
this

opened

Eggleston,

of

grammar, and
Both teachers

board

Mrs. A. A*

with

Lopaus.
R.

Siraonds,

M.

wife

and little

son

returned
home, after a few weeks with Mrs
Simonds’ parents, Capt. George W. Lunt
and wife.

Ralph,

of

Arlington, Mass.,

have

Mias Beatrice Lunt, who has spent her
parents, George W.
Lunt and wife, sailed Sept. 14 from New
York for Porto Rico, where she has employment in the Porto Rico Light &. Power
Co. Mis9 Nettie Lunt came from Boston
vacation here with her

Sunday.
A quiet

home wedding took place at the
home of Mrs. Emma Reed, in the presence
of

few intimate friends and

a

Monday, Sept. 9,
Emma Almira,

was

when

her

married to

relatives,

daughter,
Ernest Lee
George O.

Smith,
Richardson, of South west Harbor, perof

Ellsworth.

Rev.

merly ol East OrUnd, took piece In Bangor recently, Kev. E. F. Pember officiatlriende here extend good
ing. Their

formed the ceremony, using the single
ring service. Miss Mildred Reed, sister of
the bride, was bridesmaid, and Edmund
Reed, brother of the bride, was best man*
The bride wore a becoming dress of white
crepe de chine with ball trimming, and
carried sweet
The bride is a
peas.
graduate of the Keene, N. H., normal

school,
taught successfully
public schools of Maine and New Hampshire the past two years.
The happy
young couple left on Tuesday for Ellsworth, where they will reside.
Thelma.
Sept. 16.
and has

in the

Mrs. L. W. Rumill spent Saturday night
with her mother, Mrs. Z. S. Clark, who is
in poor health.

George V. Grey has accepted
for the winter with A. H. Back.

Mrs. Alice J. Clement is at borne. She
is having extensive repairs made on her
house.

Misses Julia aud Zuima Norwood are
Hotel Dirigo, where they have

worked the

past season.
Mrs. Emma Reed spent a few days last
week at Hotel Dirigo with her daughter
Mildred. Both cam? home to-day.

Charlotte Thompson has

Mrs.

covered from

her recent

so

injuries

far

as

re-

to be

and son Teddy will leave
day tor their home in Lynn, Mass., after
visit at Bewail C. Genn’s.
Mrs. Rich

George L. Page with

go to nortbern Vermont Saturday
Christmas tree business.

on

will

Mrs. E.

A. Dorr will

a

two other men,

soon

close ber home

spend the winter with
George in Guild, N. H.. and her
in Brooklyn, N. j.
here to

her

son

son

Hoy

been

Ethel Stinson, who has been employed
at “The Firs’’, has returned to Sunshine.
A. H.
a

short

Sylvester, of Quincy, Maas., made
visit with relatives here recently.

W. C. Benson, of Camden, has been
visiting her parents, A. T. Small and wife.
J. Olmsted and family will leave soon.
Mr. Olmsted has been under a physician’s
He will probably enter
care all summer.
Mrs.

hospital.

Mrs. John E. Robbins has received news
of the death of her brother, Wallace
Allen, of Portland, formerly of this place,
and nephew of A. T. Small and wife.
Sadie.
Sep-18.
_

EAST FRANKLIN.

G. W. Madison is slowly recovering
from an attack of rheumatism.

leave

came

soon

home

Thursday.

She will

for Camden for the winter.

W. A. Clark, sr., and family attended the wedding of her son William

Tremont, at the home of
father, Joshua Sawyer. On

at

the

storm, Mr. Clark

was

the

Charles Hulbert has gone to Boston to

employment.

Mrs. Annie Blaisdell has gone to Gardito visit her sisters, Mrs. Gordon and

ner

Mrs. Chase.

Mrs.

bride’s

account of

unable to at-

spending

a

few weeks at

It

home.

oar

has

yachtsmen
been

s

are

a

gasoline capacity

wedding

as

he

was

Baker’s island.
Sept. 23.

at work

on

it far too sure to coroe when Tour bodily strength hat been underby the poison of bile. Headaches, tour stomach, unpleasant
nervous neat, and a wish to do nothing are all signs of

bdiousnwt-vT

&f£ss.,?s zL'SsJzs^' “»*
Is Prevented By

season.

PROSPECT HARBOR.
J. Gillanders has been in Boston

a

few

fairly prosperous

family dosed
cottage at Kggemoggin Saturday, and left for their home in Middleboro, Mass.
Dr. H. W. Small, wife and daughter
Merle and Frank Gross and wife went on
an automobile trip to Bangor and Ellssummer

Wilbur |V. Cole, ot Waterville, spent
few days here last week.
Capt. William Palmer, ot Rockland, is
guest at Capt. F. P. Joy’s.

timely nse of Beevham’s PilU. This famous aegetable, and always
family remedy will clear your system, regulate your bowels, stimulate vet*
hrer. tone your nenrea. Your digestion will be so improved. your fhoH

a

twist.

a

nourish you and you wtll be strong to DO and to
You
greater rigor and Titality, as well as buoyant spirits—after you know

wife are spending
John 9. Coombs
*
few weeks with relatives la Franklin
and

a

worth

£"

and

u

^eechanti jfiuit

Rev. William Salford Jones, of Newport,
R. 1., was a guest at L. P. Cole’s Saturday.
Mrs. Charles Blanoe spent Tuesday with
her sister, Ur*. Lydia Smith, of East Sul-

Miss

Eva Springer has gone to Waldo-

boro, where she will

be

principal

of

a

grammar school.

Woodworth, of Bar Harbor, and
H. W. Gordon were guests of Seth R.
Jesse

M’KINLKY.
Clarence Kelley hat entered Tufts denta

Said

**

..«T»tos*fciUu lOcu. 21c.

*"

college.
Capt. J. W. Stanley
to Boston

made

a

short visit

this week.

Scammons and wife

non®
Of its di&comforts or annoyances—
^ The
reeoil does die work of reloading and ejecting
instead of pounding your shoulder. Five shots—just
pull and release the trigger. Your action stays open
and warns you when it’s time to shove in a fresh clip.
You can never get in a tight place—the gun never
clogs. Each shot strikes a one ton blow.
Simple action—maple take-down.

nit Iibi^i, fam

Clarke Blanoe has concluded his vacation and returned to Burlington, Vt., to
enter upon bis senior year in the University^! Vermont, college|of medicine.
C.
Sept. 23.
_

-NORTH SEDGWICK.
Douglas Richardson has returned to
the University of Maine.
Mrs. Carrie Kane, ot Brooklin, is ruttOapt. John E. Robbins and wife were ing Hattie Allen.
here this week for a short visit.
Kollie Cloasnn spent the latter part '.ot
D. D. Kelley and wife, of Jones port the week in West Ellsworth.
were recent guests of~E. L. feel ley and
Miss Emma Allen haa been at, Sedgwick
wife.

tor

a

week

iW

tho

combine the
accuracy.
every standard firearm.
are

visiting ber sister Delia.

Miss Florence Sanborn and

Lawrence

Jonesport

to attend

Kelley

have gone to

school.
The
tion.

schoolhouee is nearing compleThe fall term will commence some-

new

time next month.
Mrs.

Vilda

Knowlton

here

over

Sunday, visiting her sister, Mrs. Colson
Robbins, who is ill.
Arthur J. Norwood and Miss Della M.
Black were married Thursday, Sept. S.
They left for Cambridge, Mass., where
they

•hooting

will make their borne.

P. M.

_

cea&tulnm

Remington Arnu-Unioo Metallic Cartridge Co.

Mrs. Georgia Alyward, ot Rockland, has
been visiting her mother, Mrs. Annie
Closson.
Miss Estella Carter spent the week-end
with her parents in West Sedg-

at home
wick.

was

used,
the

nt of

Ralph Norwood has returned to MassaLeslie Friend, wife and daughter Alona
chusetts after spending his vacation with have been
visiting triends and relatives
hit parents.
here.

StickueySPoors

Mrs. Elizabeth Wentworth and Clara
Cole spent a lew days last week with
their sister and lather at North Sedgwick.
Alton Closson and Maria Pervear were
married Sept. 8. All wish them much
happiness in their new life. Mr. Closson
has bought a farm in Farmington, where
he is now at work. He
will be joined
later by hla wile.
A.
Sept. 23.

Sept. 19.
Sunday.
EDEN.
A
missionary meeting with special
Thelma.
Mrs. Lula Alley, who has been visiting
music and readings was held in the
in Wsterville, is home.
Methodist church Sunday evening.
WEST BROOKLIN.
STONINGTON.
M iss Helen A. Thomas left last week for
Rankin
Reuben
and
of
wile,
Brewer,
THURSTON-LONG.
Ray Bridges, who haa been employed on
steamer Boothbay, is at home.
Miss Zora Thurston and Fred Homer and Edward Gnndle and wife, of East- Augusta to resume teaching.
Miss Helen Tracy, of Bar Harbor, was
Long were married Sept. 17 at Trinity brook, were visitors Saturday at the home
Mrs. Nellie Preeoott and two children,
the guest of Mrs. Lottie Andrews recently. of
church, Boston. Owing to recent sorrow of Harvey Bunker.
Rockland, are visiting triends here.
B.
in the family, only members of the imSept. 23.
Mrs. Lottie Rumill, of Pittsfield, was
Miss Annie M. Smith, o( Camden, spent
mediate families were present, among
tbe guest of Mrs. H. W. Jellison last week. the week-end with Mrs. David
Bridges.
NORTH SULLIVAN.
them being Mrs. Thurston, mother of the
The Leland reunion will be held at the
Miss Flossie Carter, who has been emMiss
Hattie
Gordon
is
her
bride;
gaining rapidly, grange hall, Salisbury Cove, Saturday,
sister, Mrs. Lucy Thurston
ployed at Castle View dining ball, Haven,
Abbott, author of “Naomi of the Island”, after a long, trying illness.
Sept. 28. All descendants of the Lelaods Is home.
and children; her brother, Irving ThursMr. and Mrs. Newingham, of Greenville, are invited.
Mrs. Parker Bridges and little son Sumton, and wife, and George H. Hussey and are gnests of N. H. Williams and wife.
Miss Nellie Dority, who has been with ner, who have been
wife.
visiting in Rockland,
Friends of Mrs. J. H. Gordon will be her sister, Mrs. Sheridan Gilbert, the
past are home.
The bride was attired in dove-colored
pleased to learn that she is recovering, three months, has returned to her home
voile over silk, and carried a bouquet
Harry Richards and a friend, ol Camalthough slowly, from her illness.
in Mariaville.
of pale pink carnations. Rev. Edwin H.
den, spent one day last week with his
Mrs. Herbert Jordan, of Waltham, has
Central schools began Monday, Sept. 18, lather, Merrill Richards.
Van Etten, assistant minister at Trinity,
been visiting her stepmother, Mrs. Yianna with
Edgar Paulson as principal of tbe
performed the ceremony.
Mrs. Roy Eaton and little daughter,
and other relatives.
She reThe bride, a native of Stonington, is a Crabtree,
high school, and Miss Mabel Levenseller who have been
visiting relatives here,
turned home Saturday.
in
of
the
grades.
charge
primary
graduate of Castine normal school and has
have returned to Portland.
The
friends
of
Onias
and
many
for
Springer
Sept.
the past few years in Porto
taught
23._V.
B.
Sept. 23.
Bico. The groom, a native of East Blue- wife and son Ralph, will be pleased to
GREAT POND.
know
that
are
located
in
Los
they
in
finely
the grocery business in Stoninghill, is
CENTER.
Ransom Williams cat his band quite
ton, where they will reside, and where Angeles, Cal., where Mr. Springer is emMiss Julis Halstead is employed at Seaas
and
badly.
ployed
special
policeman
Ralph
they will be at home after Oct. 1.
ville.
has a fine position in the mail service.
Mrs. Archer, of Benton, is visiting her
Miss Carmen Harper is teaching at BayMiss Annie McKenzie has returned to They are enthusiastic in their praises of sister, Mrs. Ada W illiams.
the climate and the city in general.
side, this being her second term there.
It is
Colby college.
A party of five left Alligator Friday and
Frank Hodgdon, jr., has returned to
Mrs. Hester Thurston has gone to expected they will make their home there. the last one at Wesuitu camps.
M.
Sept. 23.
Higgins classical institute. Charleston.
Dorchester, Mass., for the winter.
T. H. Mcininch was holding a lighted
School began Sept. 18, Miss Bens Reed,
E. J. Carter, who has had a severe attack
lantern in his hand Wednesday night,
HUU'IH DU Kni
of West Tremont, teacher.
Miss Reed is
of pneumonia, is oat.
Miss Lida Curtis and Ralph Clifford are when it exploded, burning his hand
an experienced teacher, and a graduate of
badly.
Mr. Lawrence, owner of the sardine can- visiting at Bar Harbor.
Castiue normal school.
Mrs. Howard Lord returned Saturday
ning shop, is in town.
Miss Fannie Maddox, of Bluehill, is
8.
Sept. 20.
from Howland, where she has been visitMiss Elinor Sargeant, of Malden, is the teaching at Rich’s corner.
ing her husband's people, his sister, Mrs.
guest of Mrs. Fred Eaton.
BUCKS PORT.
Saturday Mrs. Wilder took a party
in very poor health.
The lobster fishermen are getting ready down the bay fishing in the Viking. Fogg, being
Lillian, wife of Carl H. Ames, of Brewer,
Blandish
and
J.
Miles
Mr.
of
BosCastle,
to start in on the fall catch.
The catch was good. Augustus Young,
died Sept. 18, after a few days' illness of
who have been talcing an outing at
Mrs. W. 8. Thurlow, who has spent a who was one of the party, caught one ton,
pneumonia. She was about fifty years of
at
the
Curtis
left
for
LoDg
camp
pond,
few weeks at West Eden, is at home.
pair of codfish, one of w'hich weighed
age.
home
this
morning.
Mrs. Charles Oliver, of Thomaston, is fifteen pounds and the other forty-two
The remains of Althea, widow of John
Friends here had a pleasant surprise
kindness of the fishermen,
visiting her parents, W. B. Thurlow and pounds. By
Atwood, who died Sept. 17 at the home of
last week in a visit of J. Frank Collar,
one along the road had fish
nearly
every
her
wife.
daughter, Mrs. William Sherman,
Mrs. Collar, their daughter Florence, with were
dinner Sunday.
brought here by boat Thursday. The
Mrs. Parker Turner, of Mobile, Ala.,
her husband, Roy Paulson, who came
16.
Tramp.
Sept.
funeral was held Friday at her late home
came on Friday to attend the funeral of
from Revere, Mass., in their automobile.
on
Franklin street. Rev. William Forsyth
her sister Mrs. Elmer Barbour.
BLUEHILL FALLS.
E.
Sept. 23.
officiated.
The democrats gave a free ball in the
A. R. Conary is in Bangor.
HANCOCK POINT.
opera house Tuesday evening, in honor of
Mrs. Eva Hall is having a house built.
EGYPT.
Bernard Btnall is working for C. A.
the election of Joseph C. Harmon as repMrs. Starr is the guest of Mrs. HarMrs. Mary G. West, who has been in
resentative. Thursday evening the rePenney.
bough.
publicans gave a dance in honor of the
Mrs. Arthur Lounder is in Ellsworth for Ellsworth three weeks, is home.
Frank Moulton has sold his place to the
election of William T. Haines as governor.
Mrs. Frank H. Jordan was in Bangor
a short time.
Will brothers.
Mrs. Stephen W. Barbour died Saturday,
8. C. Penney, of Bangor, spent Sunday Wednesday.
and
Judson
Conary
daughter Mae, of with hia parents, C. A. Penney and wife.
Kept. 14, after a long illness of tuberculosis
Chauncey and Allan Butler left Monday
of the lungs, aged forty-two years. Mrs. Portland, are here for a week.
W. A. Parritt and wife, of Bar Harbor, for Exeter, N. H., to resume their studies.
Mrs. N. P. Nevin is having a house put
Barbour had been in the dry goods and
Fred Crane, wife and little
were guests over Sunday at the home of
daughter, of
Wallace
millinery business several years. She up on the Sylvester place.
Birch Harbor, are visiting J. p. Clark and
Henry A. Ball.
leaves, besides her husband, a son and Hinekley is in charge.
E. | wife.
Sept. 23.
CBuacBs.
Mrs.
Savilla
Sept. 23.
daughter, her mother
W. E. Keniston and wife
spent last week
Hancock Point misses the presence off
Hamblen, one sister—Mrs. Parker Tnrner,
with Mrs. Keniston’s mother, Mrs. Julia
BUCKSPORT CENTER.
of Alabama, and a brother—Elmer Hamshore of the handsome yacht Taniwha,
G. Hutchins.
The funeral was
blen, of Stonington.
Thomas Dempsey, of Orono, aged and also of its genial owner and his
Sept. 23.
If.
held at the home Monday, Rev. A. B. twenty-two years, station agent here, may cJharming wife, Mr. and Mrs. A. P. lasher,
McAllister officiating. Interment was in lose his right arm as the result of a hunt- of Saugerties, N. Y. The Taniwha ia the
SEAWALL.
Wood lawn cemetery.
ing accident Sunday. With several young fineet yacht owned by a summer resident
John Ward left Tuesday for
Nihil.
Sept. 23.
Orono, to
men he was out hunting partridge, when
here; she is a 113-foot, twin-screw, sea-go- enter
the Univenity of Maine.
run
two
a bird flew up ahead of them.
160-horsegasoline
Clair Lewis ing
by
yacht,
ORLAND.
Mrs. J alia Parker has been
raised his gun and fired, not noticing that power engines, and has a speed of eighteen
spending a
Mrs. Helen Rolfe is at home, after a
was in range.
The charge shat- knots. 8ho has one doable and four few days with Mrs. Lucy King.
Dempsey
brief viait at Vinal Haven.
Mrs. Sadie LaCount is
tered the bone of the upper arm. The single state rooms and a main saloon, with
spending a few
Ttoe marriage of George V. Eastman and wounded man is now in the
hospital at a dining saloon on deck, and will com- days with her sister, Mrs. Samuel Moore.
Frances M. Mason, of Bucksport, for- Bangor.
ten
accommodate
The
21.
fortably
people.
Sept.
T. E. D.
tend the

I Serious Costly Sickness

ot

cruising radius ot
1,400 gallons, giving
700 knots. She and her owner will be
gladly weloomed by the colony here next

arriving days.

year tor them.
Fred N. Whitman and
their

She has

a

before beginning his winter’s work

home

house of A. T. Small.

Kinley Sunday.
Mrs. Willard,

Haynes,

is

power.

—-55

_

tind

spent last week at
Trenton with her daughter, Mrs. George

proved.
Hoyt Foster

fibbtriununu.

interior finish is mahogany and white
enamel. She carries a crew oi eight men.
She has four steel water-light-bulkheads,
is heated and lighted by electricity, and
her anchors are worked by the same

Saturday.
Marine lodge, F. and A. M., resumed
livan.
work Tuesday evening, after the usual
Miss Evelyn Waagatt Is recoving from
summer vacation. A large amount of work
to
Chelsea,
Lena Turner, before returning
congestion of the lungs, following whoopis ahead for this fall.
Maes
cough.
Mrs. George Saunders left Monday for ing
Among the young people of Orland atand wife ate receiving
where she will Join her ■Harvey Newman
Mass.,
Neponset,
tending schools in Bucksport are Ines P.
upon the birth ot a
who has been engineer on the congratulations
husband,
Snowman, Edith F. Cotton, Lois M.
yacht Espransa. After spending a tew daughter—Doris.
Soper, Osoar W.
Snowman, Reynold
Mrs. Ralph Wakefield, of Bar Harbor,
week* in New York, they will leave for
Facteaux, Donald F. Eldridge, James C.
their new heme in Fort Pierce, Fla.
spent a tew days with her father, E. W.
Holt, Guy and Nathaniel Hutchins.
Archibald Green, of this town, aged Cleaves, last week.
D.
Sept. 21.
Dr. Lon Cleave* and wife, of Bar Hartwenty-two yearn, one of the crew of
SUNSET.
the yacht Machegohn, lying at South Bos- bor, Herbert Cleaves and Mias Tracy, of
Mrs. William Powers has moved her ton, died aboard the yacht in a very pe- Sullivan, were week-end guests at K. W.
culiar manner. Sunday be ate a hearty Cleaves'.
cafe from upper to lower Sunset.
of
Mrs. Harvard Havey, of West Bullivan,
Most of the summer people have left, dinner while apparently in the beat
bealth, after which he laid down for a nap with her son Dwight and nephew Boardthough a few will remain until October.
and never awoke. He lived nntil 4 o’clock man, visited her father, W. H. ‘Moore,
Mrs. Ida Brown and son Chester have
Monday. An antopay revealed that he last week.
returned to Quincy, Mass.
had an attack of pneumonia, which the
"Mrs. Mary Soule was stricken with
Mr. and Mrs. Schroder baa returned to
physicians pronounced the cause of his paralysis early in I be week at the borne of
Mass.
Faneuil,
death.
her brother,! Enoch Newman.X She reI. Woodworth la putting water in the
Hex.
Sept. 23.
mains about the same.
visitMiss Annie Power,
ing her aunt, Mrs. Ira F. Gross, left Thursday for Portland to visit an aunt, Mrs.
who has

Little Charlotte Reed, who has been
visiting her aunt, Eunice Lopaus, the
past two weeks, went to her home at Mcwho

DEER ISLE.
Doer, who baa been sailing a
yacht from Bristol, R. I., is home.
Mrs. Martha Alexander, who has been
quite ill the past week, is greatly imElmer

teaching.
Many of
Fri-

about the house.

a

home from

position

a
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Madeira

J| B0St01\,MaS&

MUSTARD POT

PURITY

AND

I CLARION

I

|

STRENGTH

QUALITY

RANGES I

give just the service every

housekeeper wants, without bother, w ithout delay,

without needless expense.
Sr* Efficiency and economy
'fij characterize this remarkable line.

__

—

_

Sizes and

variety
of

S

|

styles

to meet

needs

but

quality—the

SOLD BY J P.

only

best

great

we

one
can

possibly produce.

the modern clarion
Established 1839

in

all kinds

WOOD & BISHOP CO„ Bangor,

ELDRIDGE,

•

LAMOINE.

!

W. F. Hatchings spent the week-end
here with his wife.

:

i

Me. I

ELLSWORTH, ME.

ch
B. Coolidge, took piece *> the
p,
*
by
conducted
Saturday afternoon,
assist*! W
A. A. Kiilam, of Ellsworth,
wen
Rev. W. H. Rice. Mrs. Coolidge

Benjamin Young and wife are visiting
ber
Hancock two years ago, where
relatives in Brooklin and Bangor.
daughter,
her
with
were
days
passed
mre
D. D. Hodgkins and Walter Reynolds
Oscar Crabtree, who tenderly
have been repairing the roof of the parsons"'
her. She is survived by two
»«ep‘
sonage.
and Coleman Hodgkins, and
Rev. W. H. Rice and wife attended the Harry L. Coolidge, all ot
Penobscot Baptist association in Bangor Coolidge wu a member ot tne
she “
last week.
Baptist church for which
an
deeds
her
kindly
and
Grafton Covey is at home from sea, worked,
having been several months with Capt. Christian life wiU long be remenibe
Olsen as engineer.
here.
her neighbors and friends
g
The funeral of Martha J., widow of N. 1
Sept. 23.

J****j£

cot STY

NEWS.'.

SARGBNTV1CLLE.
Bertha Tamar

Miw

returned to

haa

exception of the eeaietent

in the gramm«r, where Lowena Leach encoeeda Rnth
Stover.
Sept. 16.
G.

FRENCHBORO.
ganger.
Kimball baa returned to
E. E. Dalzell has launched bla new
Mlaa Both
gaeoUne boat.
Bangorto at home Iroin EggeMra. Walter Robineon la vlaitlng her
Albert Billing*
mother at McKinley.
moggioParkar haa gone to KingMre. Alvine Lunt, with daughter, le
MiM Sarah
teach.
vtelting her niece, Mre. Calvin Lunt.
man to
Wood baa returned from
A pleasant entertainment wae given at
MjM Grace
the church Thursday evening.
Proceeds
gggeuioggin.
to
on
the |15.
employed
.Norman B. Gray
Mre. Cora Lent haa returned from Bar
iteamer Boothbay.
ha* gone to C*a- Harbor, where the has
been visiting
yrs. Marietta Dority
normal school.
frlenda.
tme to attend
Bert Perkins, of Boothbay, haa arrived
MiaaJoato Meara, of Washington, Me.,
hare.
for tbe winter. He and his wife are with
tbe gueat of friend*
ha* returned home Mra. Perklna’ aunt, Mrs. Cora Lunt.
Miss Alice Urlndal
where ahe visited
Mieaee Vera, Grace and Lillian Cross
Maaa.,
Somerville,
„om
have returned to their home in
Camden,
friends.
Allen and Ralph etter a week’s visit with their aunt, Mra.
Buth Sargent, Mable
Joe
Loot.
In
Waterville
attending
Harding are
Sept. 16.
p.
school.
Charles Polly and wife, of Somerville,
tVE8T SURRY.
of Erneat R. Urlndal
jl|H are gueeta
F. N. Trundy was in South Surry a few
wife.
tDd
days last week on business.
Ocil Wescott, wife and daughters and

Mrs. Carrie Jordan, of Walt bam, visited
friends here last week.
E. S. Sporting spent Saturday and Sunday with his family in Qouldsboro.
Mrs. Lillian Chamberlain has returned
a visit in
Brooksville and

home, after
Stonington.

Miss Minnie Banker has returned from
has been employed this
as head waitress in a hotel.

Multitudes of People

Asticou, where she
summer

Harvard H. Havey, with eon
Dwight, haa gone to Prospect Harbor to
visit her parents, William Moore and wife.
Mra. Helen Barnes haa returned to her
home in Boston. Her mother, Mra. Nellie
Thomas, returned with her to spend the
winter.

of the executors thersin named.
Roland W. Hodgkins, late of Hancock, in
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
It contains the
of
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition for
cod liver
thereof, presented by T'nad R. Hodgins, tbe executor therein named.
it is a cream-like
Susan P. Pinkham, late of Swan’s Island, in
said county, deceased. A certain inatrament
pure and healthful
purporting to be the last will and testament
or simulant.
Enof said deceased, together with petition for
thereof, presented by Walter S.
dorsed and advocated ay medical
qyce. the executor therein named.
Thomas G. Hersom, late of Eden, in said
authorities
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament and
SCOTT'S EMULSION drives out
codicil of said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Mary
the membranes
W. Kaler and Stephen L.
Kingsley, the
of the throat and
executors therein named.
and
Josiah G. Banker, late of Franklin, in said
them
county, deceased. Petition that Alice V.
Booker or some other suitable person be aptqaalt SCOTT'S
pointed administrator of the ettate of said
EMULSION for long mod bronchial
deceased, presented by Susan A. Bunker,
widow of said deceased.
ckooto and
Edwin J. Carter, late of Sedgwick, in said
Mi ^MMOPMVjr ifOMML
county, deceased. Petition that Marcellas
Coggan or some other suitable person be apfor
pointed administrator of tbe estate of said
deoeased, presented by Nancy A. Carter,
children or
but you must
widow of said deceased.
Caro A. Fernald, a minor, of Mount Desert,
have SOOTTS.
in said county. Second account of R. H. B.
Fernald, guardian, filed for settlement.
MarciaB. Fernald, a minor,of Mount Desert, in said county. Second account of R.
H. B. Fernald, guardian, filed for settlement.
John W. Leighton, late of Bucksport, in
said county deceased. First and final account of Pearl H. Ward well, executor, filed
for settlement.
Olonzo G. Putnam, late of Bucksport, in
Bov. Matthew Gleason, Sacred Heart
said county, deceased.
Final account of
Church,
Jet., la., says:
settle“I took a patient to the Neal Institute, where Henry H. Putnam, executor, filed for
he wh treated for three days for the drink habit. ment.
or Daniel F. Davis, late of BucksDaniel
he
said he had no inclination
When discharged
First account
to drink, or appetite for liquor.
I feel no heel* port, in said county, deceased.
of Theodore H. Smith, administrator, filed for
tancy in saying that I hare personal knowledge settlement.
that the Neal Treatment does cure the drink habit
Frank W. Friend, late of Sedgwick, in said
in three days.**
connty, deceased. First and final account of
Blanche A. Friend, administratrix, filed for
settlement.
Frank T. Howard, late of New Orleans,
Louisiana, deceased. Petition filed by Edgar
B. Howard, one of the executors of the last
that the
will and testament of said
can be
overcome
by the NEAE 3-DAY amount of inheritance taxdeceased,
upon Baid estate
TREATMENT. No hypodermics used. Kesulta
of
be
determined
the
by
judge
probate.
absolutely certain. Calf upon, address or phone
Winfield S. Hodgkins, late of Lamoine, in
The Neal Institute, 65 Pleasant Avenue,
said county, deceased. First and final acPortland, Me. Tel. 4216.
count of Ellen A. Hodgkins and Addie F.
Hodgkins, executrices, filed for settlement.
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney. Register.

Sim.

highest grade

BROOK UN,
Harold Bracy

came

from

Boston Satur-

day.
Owen 1.. Flye to visiting friends at
ton and Bar Harbor.

Blake, who haa been visiting his

A. F.
sister

Tren-

Brookaville,

at

Oonldsboro,
Nancy Ash,

employed

“lookout”,

at

to at home.

Mr«. Ell* Bellow*, of Virginia, is visiting her sister, Mrs. Rosa Snow, wbo is
very ill.

left for Bar
is employed

colds—nourishes

W. B. Thompson has doted hla cotHaven, and returned to Washington, D. C.

keeps

lungs

healthy.

Nothing

mniriN-Hn, tight

Equally good

infanta,

adults,

Prof. Irville Davidson and family have
their home in Koxbary, N. Y.

DRINK HABIT

returned to

Miss Mary K. Sparks, of Brooklyn, N.
Y., Miss Bowker and Miss Miller, who
have occupied the “Old Farm’* cottage
this season, left Thursday.
Chips.
Sept. 16.

Drug Habits Specially Treated

Col.

with Great Success.

EAST BLUEHILL.
Mrs. L. B. Grindle went to Bangor last

Maynard Conary, of Sunshine, is board- week.
Mrs. Flora Tbom and daughter Coiina
ing with bis aunt, Mra. F. A. Stewart, and
are home from Northeast Harbor.
attending high school.
Miss Nettie Uott and Mrs. Josephine
Miss Eva Thompson and infant brother,
Blance left to-day for Washington, D. C., of Barre, VtM are visiting their grandlor the winter.
parents, A. K. Carter and wife.
Thomas Learey hasjreturned to bia work
Mrs. Charles Youtman, who for the ;
in Riston, after spending the summer at present is living in South Brooksville, is
home.
home for a few days.
I nk Femme.
K.
Sept. 23.
Sept. 23.

S PILLS
CHICHESTER
W_«c*v
/A

THE DIAMOND BRAND.
A.
Ltdlril A«U your DruMlnt for
Chl-cboo-ter** Diamond Tlrund/#V\

of Ayer's Pills in the
Always
house.
pill at bedtime, now and
then, will ward off many an attack of biliousness, indigestion, siwk-headache. How
many years has your doctor known these
pills? Ask him all about them.

keep a box
Just one

Made

by

tho

J. C.

AYER

CO., Lowell,

metalllc\\r/

IMIls in R<‘d and Gold
sealed with Bloc Ril b^n.
Take no other. Bny of your
Drn»(Ht. AskforCIIM irEft-TERS
DIAMOND BRAND IMI.I.S, f.,f 85
years known as Best. Safest, Always Reliable

hoxrs,

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

Mam.

Sailroaba anb Steamboats.

_

MABIAVILLE.

Ernest W. Bowditcb, of Boston, arrived
Tains my.
Miss Miriam Turner has gone to Bar
Harbor to teach.

Robinson has gone to Rockland
sbool.

Mattie

to attend ti »b
Miss

A»

ij

Robinson

has

to

gone

Brunswick to attend high school.
Ralph Chapin and Miles Dodge have
gone to Camden to attend high school.
i* having

Mrs. Thomson

structed from her cottage
house load.

a

to

road

con-

the

club

Cspt. John E. Barter and wife, with
their daughter, Mrs. Ida Barter, of Roslindale. Mass.,
tives here.
The

summer

off and
tor

are

visiting friends and rela-

travel

city people

their homes.

satisfactory.

seems

to be

dropping

leaving every day
The season has been

are

The hotels have been well

patronized.
Hpt 18.

C.
SURRY.

Mrs. D. McKay has gone to Boston.
Jay (Jaiiion has returned to Portland.

George

Carr is

in Amherst and

Sept. 23.

S.

NORTH DEER ISLE.
Mrs. S. A. Webster is quite ill.
Schooner George Ames sailed for Stock-

Springs

visiting

are

8ept.

Anon.

CA8TINE.
Mrs. Orville Vague is visiting her parents, Sc wall Perkins and wife.

Walter Bird, of Kockland, is visiting
his college classmate, Arthur Patterson.
Elisha Perkins returned Saturday from
•

Boston.

among relatives in Portland and

R. H. North and family returned to
their home in Philadelphia Saturday,
•fter spending the summer in Castine.
Miss Lillian Ryder has returned to Castihe, after spending a week at her home
in
Winterport. She will attend the fall
t«rm of the normal school.
John Wilson and family, of Bangor,
who have been
occupying the Devereux
house on Pleasant street the past six
w©eks, left for their home on Monday.
Schools commenced on Sept. 16, with
the same teachers as last year, with the
The Men Who Succeed
** heads
of laiwe enterprises are men of
t*®®* energy. Success, to-day, demands
health. To ail is to fail. It’s utter folly for a
r**® to endure a weak, run-down, half alive
when Electric Bitters will pot him

V&ht

bottles
mediAllen,
oylvania, Ga. “After years of suffering with
cumatlsm, liver trouble, stomach disorders,
vi
d*,r*nged kidneys, I am again, thanks to
Electric Bitters, sound and well,” Try them.
u*»ly 50 cents at all druggists.
on his feet in short order. “Four
«ia me more real
good than any other
cine I ever
took,” writes Chas. B.

last week.

The steam yacht Viking arrived in the
Saturday from New York, on
her way to Bar Harbor, and landed Arthur
Haskell, Burton Haskell, Luther Hardy
and A. M. Brown.
Sept. 23.H.
harbor last

Uncle Kira .Says:
“It don't take more’n a gill uv effort to git
folks into a peck of trouble,” and a little
neglect of constipation, biliousness, indigestion or other liver derangement will do the
If ailing, take Dr. King's New Life
same.
Pills for quick results. Easy, safe, sure, and
at all druggists26
cents
only

Steamer J.T. Morse leaves Bar Harbor 2 00
p m dally except Sunday for 8eal Harbor,
Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor, Stoning,
ton, North Haven and Rockland, connecting
with steamer for Boston.
Steamer Boothbay leaves Bluehlll 1 CO p m
dally except Sunday for South Bluehlll, Brook
lln, Deer iBle, Sargentvllle, Dark Harbor and
Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.
Steamer Catherine leaves Sedgwick 3 00 p m
dally except Sundav for Herrick’s Landing,
South Brooksvllle, Eggemoggln, Dlrlgo and
Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
TTT'HEREAS, Aaron Chamberlain, of Casyy
tine, iu the county of Hancock and
State of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
the twelfth day of October, a. d. 1908, and recorded in Hancock registry of deeds, book
463, page 260, conveyed to John M. Vogell, of
said Castine, a certain parcel of real estate,
situate in said Castine, bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning on
Water street at the westerly corner of land
now occupied
RufnB
thence southSabine;
by
easterly by said land to Sea street; thence
southwesterly along said street to land of
Susan Chamberlain; thence northwesterly
by land of said Chamberlain to Water street;
thence northeasterly along Water street to
the place of beginning; ana whereas the said
mortgage deed has been duly assigned by said
John M. Vogell io me, the nnaersigned, by his
assignment dated April 8. 1909, and recorded
in Hancock registry of deeds, book 493, page»
213; and whereas the condition of said mortgage has been broken, now, therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition thereof I
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated this fourth day of September, a. d.
W. B. Swan.
1912.

RETURNING
Turbine Steel Steamship Belfast t»r
Camden
Leaves Boston 5pm daily except Sunday for
with
steamer leaving
connecting
Rockland,
Kock’and 5.15 a m, dally except Monday lor
Bar Harbor, Bluehlll, 8edgwlck and Intermediate landings.
E. L. SMITH, Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. M. Hkkbick, Agent. Bluehlll.
E. J. Eaton, Agent, Sedgwick.

subscriber hereDy gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor
of the last will and testament of
ANDREW J, MORGRAGE, late of CASTINE,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imBradley Morgragr.
mediately.
Castine, Sept. 12,1912.

Bar Harbor and Boston $4.75,
One Way. $8.50 Round Trip.
Boston
and
$4.50
Way. $8 Round Trip.

Bluehlll
One

Sedgrwick
Way.

Boston $4, One
$7.00 Round Trip.
and

THE

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.

CATARRH

AM

IN ONE

HOUR
The quickest and easiest way to
open up your mucous clogged head and
free the throat from Catarrhal secretions is to breathe Booth’s HYOMEI.
Don’t waste time with impossible
methods; HYOMEI has ended the
misery of Catarrh for thousands of
despairing sufferers; it will do the
same for you if you will give it a fair
it kills Catarrh
A
banishes Catarrh.
and
germs
includes inwhich
outfit,
HYOMEI
haler, costs $1.00. Separate bottles,
if afterwards needed, 50c, at pharmacists
everywhere. Money back
from Mr. I’arcber if dissatisfied.

breathe it;

Banking.

Ellswortli Loan and Building Ass’d
Is

A NEW 8ERIE8
Shares, il each; monthly pay

open.

now

menu, il per share,

WHY

PAY RENT

when you can borrow ua your
shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthl>
payments ana Interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and in about ten years you
will
_

OWN TOUR OWN HOKE.
For

t8 56
115 35
AM

A. W.

Karo, President.

PM

AM

PM

....

...

til 45
11 52
fll 55
12 15
12 22
f12 27
fl2 40

18
J8

40
47

J4

11

fl2 49
fl2 57
fl

05
1 24

tl 30

*5

§6

05
6 12
6 15.
8 28

f5 28 .fll 0C f6 82 §10 00
5 35 10 21, 11 07
6 39| 10 07
6 40 elO 25! 11 12
6 47 10 12
8 00 elO 38 fll 25 f7 00 flO 25
6 12 elO 46 ll 34 17 08 10 34
f6 20;el0 53-fll 41 17 14 flO 41
f8 28i...
6 27 ell 00
1 48 f7
10 41
6 44 ell 18 2 08
7 87j 11 08
10 *6 50 *11 25 t 2 16 §7 42 §11 16

PM

PM

*5 00 *9 50
5 07
9 57
5 10.
5 19 ..

AM

AM

AM
50
1T8 30

J9 25 *12 50 *8 45 1T4
*5 15

t7 40

....

AMAM

*7 00
t5 30
PM

t5

PM
20
40
40

§12
§3
§3

AM
45

*3

..

*7

00

30|.I.

PM

f Stops on signal or on notice to conductor. § Sundays only, e Stops*only to leave passenIT Except Monday.
Daily, Sundays ingers from east of Washington Junction Sundays.
cluded. X Daily, except Saturday. || Sundays leave Bar Harbor 4.15 p m.
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
PM

PM
18 00

York.lv

Portland.lv

Bangor.lv

••••••

*10 00 *10
*1 20 *1
AM

*5 50

00
20
AM
*6 10

8 18

PMIPM

AM

PMlPM

ts 00 tlO 50.flO 60
t8 00 t8 55
9 10
.........tlO 01 *10 00 9 00
1T6 20 H8 20 til 00 fl2 45 *1 20 12 50
AMAM

PMAM
00

!D1015 tlO 30 t8 20 f5 10 §8

10 86
5 1C
8 07
8 88
10 56
5 85 8 27
Edgery’s Mills.DO 59. f8 30
fll 08. f5 42 f8 84
Phillips Lake. 186 42
50
11 12
f5 56
8 42
Green Lake.
7 00
fll 21
16 00 8 61
Nicolin.
7 12 1. 11 88
6 12
9 05
Ellsworth Falls.
6 65
7 18 171110 11 48 4 21
6 18
9 11
Ellsworth...
7 25
11 62 4 83 f8 24 f9 18
Washington Junction ....
f6 82 9 26
Franklin Road. 12 02
Ull.
f8 40 9 85
Hancock.
7 18
1214 4 50 6 43
9 88
Waukeag (Sullivan ferry).
Hll45tl2 20 t5 00 t6 50 §9 45
Mt Desert Perry...ar *7 25
50
46
45
112
112
Sullivan... t7
fl2 05 tl 10 *5 15.§10 00
Hancock Point. f8 10
t8 26
tl 20 tl 20 t5 25 t7 10 §10 10
Sorrento.
*12 40 f2 00 t6 45 T7 4C §10 45
Bar Harbor.ar *8 15
*1 80
t« 25 * 80.
Seal Harbor. *8 56
*1 50. re 40 f8 50
Northeast Harbor. *• «
Brewer Junction...
Holden.

1J1188

*9 36
Manset.
*
Daily,
f Stops on signal or on notice to conductor.
Sunday. H Daily, except Monday. § Sundays only.

*2 06

Sundays

Portland,

65
Included,
t6

0fi|.

§5 35
5 40

8 58
f6 04
16 12
f6 21
6 84
6 40
f8 47
6 56
7 05
7 08

§7

16

§7 85
§8 05
§8 55
§9 15

§9 36
f Daily, except

t9

___

WALDRON,
General Passenger Agent.
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Vice-President A General Manager.
Maine.
H. D.

particulars Inquire ot

O. W. Tarunr, 8ee’y,
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.

PM

t5 56
9 00
t9 05
116 35

PM
t8 25

PM

11

PM

Portland.ar
Boston via Dover.ar
Boston via Portsmouth.ar
New York.ar

via Dover..
Boston via Portsmouth
earn

PM

\7 60 .1.
t8 40
*1 16 t2 05| *6 55
18 50
*1 25 t2 35 *7 25
t» 05 *1 40 f2 50, *7 40
t9 25 *2 00 t8 10| *8 00
tlO 50 *3 00 |jt4 10| *9 00
§5 20
*4 00 f8 30
tlO 30
tlO 40
f4 40 f6 40;.
*4 35
til 06

Boston

is what your money will
invested In shares of the

AM

Sundays

Bass Harbor.de
Manset.
Southwest Harbor.
Northeast Harbor.
Seal Harbor.
f6 10
Bar Harbor.
Sorrento.
Hancock Point. te 35
Sullivan.
Mt Desert Ferrv. t7 00
7 07
Waukeag (Sullivan ferry).
7 15
Hancock-..
Franklin Road. f7 22
7 30
Washington Junction.
7 37
Ellsworth.
7 42
Ellsworth Falls.
Nicolin. 17 55
8 04
Green Lake.,.
Phillips Lake. f8 11
Edgery’s Mills. 18 14
8 18
Holden.
8 38
Brewer Junction.
Bangor.ar t8 45

New

6%

A

substantially

Bar Harbor,

firobate

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Tremont Savings Bank,

undesigned,
THEcorporation
organized and existing
der the laws of the State of Maine, and having
a

un-

established place of business at Tremont,
in the county of Hancock, and State of Maine,
hereby gives public notice that it has a claim
by mortgage upon certain real estate situated in Swan’s Island, in said county of Hancock, and bounded and described as follows,
an

to wit:

Beginning at a spruce tree on the shore of
Long Cove (so-called); thence running southof Flora Sprague, 35 rods;
easterly side of the highway, 39
by
rods to a spruce tree; thence east southerly
by land of S. J. Morse and land of Israel
Sprague’s heirs about 163 rods to a spruce

by land
westerly
thence
the

tree

at the

corner

of land of Geo. W. and

Sam-

uel S. Stanley; thence west southerly 78 rods
southerly to a birch tree; thence northwest, 27
rods to a stake and stones; thence 7*$ rods by
the highway to stake and stones; thence
northwest 22 rods to the salt water; thence
following the shore to the first-mentioned

ook 441, page 251.
Said mortgage is from Clara E. Sprague, of
Swan’s Island, in the county of Hancock and
State of Maine, to said Tremont Savings Bank.
Said mortgage is dated September 1, a. d. 1911,
and recorded September 20, 1911, in book 481,
page 527 of the registry of deeds for said
county of Hancock, to which mortgage and
recora thereof
express reference is hereby
made for all particulars therein contained,
with the same lorce and effect as if fully set
forth herein.
The conditions of said mortgage have been
broken, and now are broken and unperformed, and by reason of the breach of the
conditions thereof the said Tremont Savings
Bank, the owner of said mortgage, claims a
foreclosure of said mortgage and gives this
notice for that purpose.
Tbbmont Savings Bank,
By Herbert P. Rich&rdeon,
its treasurer,
Chas, H. Wood,
attorney.
Dated September 16, a. d. 1912.
To all persons interested in either of the
estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the tenth
day of September, a. d. 1912, being an adjourned session of the September a. d. 1912
term of said Court.
following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that cney may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in said county, on the first day of
October, a. d. 1912,at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

THE

cause.

Charles H. Hooper, late of Castine, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Frederick W.
Hooper and James F. Hooper, two of the

executors therein named.
Mary O. Austin, late of North Hancock, in
county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof, presented by Theodore F.
Austin, executor, and Altia R. Austin and
Neva E. Anstin, executrices therein named.
Isaac Mayo, late of Brooklin, in said counPetition that some suitable
ty, deceased.
be appointed administrator of the este of said deceased, presented by Alanson
H. Mayo, a creditor of said deceased.
Sarah E. Mayo, late of Brooklin, in said
county, deceased. Petition that some suitable person be appointed administrator of the
estate of said deceased, presented
by Alanson
H. Mayp, a creditor of said deceased.
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
said

Cirson

requested hereby.
Maine, Sept. 9,1912.

as

Waltbb G. Ladd.
COBYDON A. RlCHABDSON.
L. B. Deasy.

STATE OF MAINE.
Hanccok ss.:—Court of County Commissioners, April Term, A. D. 1912.
Upon the foregoing petition the commissioners being satisfied that the petitioner!
are
responsible, that an inquiry into the
merits is expedient, and that the petitioners
ought to be heard touching the matter set
forth in their petition;
Order—That the county commissioners meet
at the selectmen’s office in Eden, on Friday,
the eleventh day of October, A. D. 1912,
at 10 o’clock A. M., and thence proceed to
view the route mentioned in said petition,
immediately after which view, a hearing of
the parties and witnesses will be had at some
convenient place in the vicinity, and such
other measures taken in the premises as the
And it is
commissioners shall judge proper.
further
Ordered—That notice of the time, place and
purpose of the commissioners’ meeting aforesaid be given to all persons and corporation!
interested by serving an attested copy of the
petition and this order thereon upon the
a like copy
clerk of the town of Eden,
upon Walter G. Ladd, one of the petitioners, and by posting up attested copies
as aforesaid in three public places in said
town thirty days at lesst before the time
appointed for said view, and by publishing the petition and order thereon
three weeks successively in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper published at Ells- V
worth, in the county of Hancock, the first
publication to be thirty days at least before
the time of said view, that all persons and
corporations interested may attend and be
heard if they think fit.
Attest:—John E. Bctnkeb, Clerk.
A true copy of the petition and order thereon.
Attest:—John E. Bunkeb, Clerk.

j

NOTICE

OF FORECLOSURE.
Arthur C. Ashmore, of

La-

moine. Hancock county, Maine, by his
WHEREAS
deed dated
d. 1910,
21,

Being the same property conveyed to Clara
E. Sprague by Nelson Sprague by his warranty deed dated the first day of July, 1907,
and recorded in Hancock registry of deeds in

Schedule in Effect June 24, 1912.

RELIEVES

trjfust

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth ir and for s.*id county of Haficock,
on the tenth day of September in the year of
nice hundred and
our Lord one thousand
twelve.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be a
copy of the last will and testament and
codicil of
SPENCER TRASK, late of SARATOGA
SPRINGS,
in the county of Saratoga, and state of New
York, deceastd, and of the probate thereof in
said state of New York, duly authenticated,
having been presented to the judge of probate
for our said county of Hancock for the purpose of being allowed, filed and recorded in
the probate court of our said .county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a
copy of this order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of
Hancock, prior to the first day of October,
a. d.
1912, that they
may appear at a
court then to be held at Ellsworth,
n and
for said county of Hancock, at ten
o'clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, against the same.
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of Probate..
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register

uuuuu.

aWjrrtisnnmta,

friends here.

23.

iLcga; XcUces.

_

in town

_

Mrs. Charles Brown, of Togus, is visiting her mother, Mrs. O. F. Ingalls.
Rev. H. H. Woods and wife, 0 NewRev. Leslie Withee, of New York, is
visiting relatives in North Surry.
Th re were services all day Sunday at
tbe North
Surry acboolhouse, conducted
by Rev. Messrs. Withee and Woods.
Drs. Howard and Bert Milliken are at
their old home in North Surry for a short
time.

vicinity.

was

and wife.

ton

Steamship
Corporation.

Eastern

his house.

last week from
Old Town, visiting his cousin, G. A. Frost.
Mrs. Imogene Avery, who had her
dwelling-house destroyed by tire early
Tuesday morning, is with G. A. Frost
John Frost

Miss Condon, cf Brooklin, was a weekend guest at Mrs. Edna Treworgy's.
8. A. McUraw is ill. Otis Carter is driving R. F. D. No. 2.

burg,

repairing

Mattie Foster is visiting relatives

Mrs.

is three hundred and nineteen and sixtenths (319.6) feet and whose total deflection
is four degrees and forty-five minutes twentyfive (26) feet to a point two (2) feet south
seventy-eight degrees and fifteen minutes
we^t from an iron bolt set in the ledge marking angle of road; thence on same curve
to a point on said easterly
twenty-fiveof(26) feet thence
north sixteen deroad;
boundary
grees and thirty minutes west along said
boundary line thirty (30) feet; thence on a
trne curve whose radius is five hundred and
and seven-tentha (678.7) feet
seventy-three
and whose total deflection ia three degrees
and fifty minutes twenty (20) feet to point one
and five-tenths (1.6) feet south sixty-five degrees and thirty minutes west from an iron
bolt set in the ledge marking angle of road;
thence on same curve twenty (20) feet to a
point on said easterly boundary of said
road; thence north twenty-four degrees and
fifteen minutes west along said boundary
eighty-seven and five-tenths (87.6) feet to
northwest corner of land of Walter G. Ladd.
Said line next hereinabove described running from land of E. G. Fabbri to land of Mrs.
A. J. Davis to be the eastern line of said highway as altered, said highway to be three rods
in width throughout, the western line to be
three rods distant from said line above described in every part.
The petitioners ask that said way be altered
so as to substantially conlorm to above description but with such modification, if ’his
honorable board deem wise, as shall permit
the building of piers that shall extend one
foot to the west of said line.
And we further pray that so much of said
highway as lies easterly of the line next hereinabove described, may be discontinued. We
pray that your honorable board
respectfully
will give such notice as is required by statute
and will after hearing bad, alter said highway

Valley

Misses Emily and Nellie Spering have
their home in Philadelphia.

ISLE AU HALT.

boundary sixty-seven (67) feet; thence deflecting to left on a true curve whose radius

HIGH AUTHORITY

on

returned to

tage at

Jrooate

everywhere.

Mrs. Lura Babbidge is visiting friends
at Hancock Point and Bar Harbor.

to home.

Adele McFarland, who baa been

Miss

The painters have commenced work
Charles H. Harding’s new house.

Erobate

scrupulously
without drug

OOTT’S ISLAND.

______________

one

oil, medically perfected;
food-medicine,

Harry Merchant, Ernest Haskell and
Wallace Clark, of West Sullivan, Seth
Mrs. Susie Wiliins was in Orland Satur- Johnson, of East Sullivan, and Elwood
have moved to Rockland
Miss Alice Cain
Wilbnr, of Sorrento, graduates of the
day
night and Sunday, the guest of her Sullivan high school, 1911, have entered
tor the winter.
the
Mrs.
Lizzie
mother,
University of Maine.
Trundy.
Harold Dunn, wife and little daughter
Dirioo.
Sept. 23.
Mrs. Phebe A. Saunders is keeping
have returned to
Dresser
Miaee#
sndtbe
house for S. E. Grindle, while his son
in
Bangor.
home
their
&mKitt0caunt&»
George is working in Orland.
Mrs. John H. Bennett went to Sandy
Mrs.
Albion
Saunders
is
ot
her
the
to
critically ill,
husband,
Join
Point Monday
with no hope given of her recovery. Her
schooner Calvin P. Harris.
Mrs.
John
W.
of North
daughter,
Staples,
Arthur H. Law and wile and Charles K.
Sorry, came Sunday.
Foster and wife have gone to Mooeebead
L.
Sept. 23.
a automobile trip.
lake for
Sept. 10.

Louisa M. Urann, late of Sullivan, In said
coanty, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deoeased. together withpetition for probate thereof, presented by William O. Emery,

enrich the blood to withstand
winter colds and exposure.

Mrs. Alice Hutchinson, of Stonington,
has returned to her home, after two weeks
visit with her parents, Artemus Chamberlain and wife.
Mrs. H. P. Ashe, of South
guest of her aunt, Mrs.
a few days last week.
She
Harbor, where her husband
by Dr. 8. L. Cleaves.

see oanse.

take SCOTT'S EMULSION regularly to repair wasted vitality and

Mrs.

or HAIMS.
Ham cock as.
To tbe Honorable Board of County Commissioners of the County of Hancock, State of
Maine, at the regular session of said board
to be held at Ellsworth in Mid county on
the tenth day of September, 1812.
TTTE the undersigned, responsible persons,
YY resident in tbe town of Eden, Hancock county, Maine, or owning lands in said
town, respectfully present this our written
petition asking for tbe alteration of a highway within Mia town.
The highway which we respectfully ask to
have altered is a part of the highway extending
from Duck Brook to Hull's Cove, the present
boundaries of which were on petition therefor determined and fixed by this court at the
January Term, IMS; tbe present boundaries of
that part of said highway, an alteration of
which is desired, are deserfbed as follows:
Beginning at the northwest corker of lend
of E. O. Fabbri on the east side of tbe highway; thence north two degrees west one
hundred and eighty-four and six tenths
(184.6) feet to an iron bolt; thence north
seven degrees west one hundred and fifteen
and three-tenths (116.8) feet to an 4ren bolt;
thence north sixteen degree# and thirty
minutes west seventy-four arid six-tenths
(74.6) feet to an iron boJti'-'Jtnence north
twenty four degrees and fit een Minutes west
one hundred and nil eteen :*o*i four leuths
(110.4) feet to an iron oolt; saia above described line being tbe easterly side line of
said highway, said way being three rods in
width.
We respectfully pray that the part of said
highway next hereinabove described may be
altered so that the same as altered shall be
described substantially as follows:
Beginning at an iron bolt driven in tbe
ground at the northwest corner of land of E.
\i. Fabbri and at the easterly boundary of
thence
following easterly
county road;
boundary of said road north two degrees west
one hundred and fifty nine and five-tenths
(160.6) feet; thence deflecting to left on a true
curve whose radius is
five hundred and
seventy-three and seven-tenths (578.7) feet and
whose total deflection is two degrees and
thirty minutes twenty-five (25) feet to a point
one and five-tenths (1.6) feetsonth eighty-five
degrees and thirty minutes west from an iron
bolt set in the ledge marking angle of road;
thence on same curve twenty-five (25) feet to
a point on said easterly boundary of road;
STATS

To mil persona interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate coart held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the third
day of September, a. d. 1912.
FT1HE following matters haring bean prsJL sented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it ie hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Bileworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they map appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in said county, on the first day
-»f October, a. d. 1912, at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, and be heard thereon if they

WEST SULLIVAN.

was a

legal Kotim.

Tfattm

COUNTY NEWS.

j
!

a.
remortgage
Maj
corded in the registry of deeds for Hancock
county, Maine in book 470, page 98, conveyed
to me, the undersigned, a certain lot or parcel
of land situated in said Lamoine and bounded
and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning at a stake at the corner od the
road leading to Hancock, thence easterly on
said road thirty-eight (38) rods to a cedar
stake; thence east 50° south eight (8) rods to a
west
stake and atones; thence south 29
thirty-eight (38) rods to the town road leading
from Lamoipe Point; thence northerly on said
road seven (7) rods to the first mentioned
bound, containing one acre and one hundred
twenty five (125) rods more or less, and
whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been broken, now therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage and give this notice
for that purpose.
Dated at Ellsworth,
Maine, September
eleventh, a. d. 1912.
Henry M. Hall, Trustee.

subsclibers hereby give notice that
they have been duly appointed executors
of the last will and testament of
CHARLES A. CANDAGE, late of MOUNT

THE

DESERT,
the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directB. All persons
having demands against the estate
In

of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imArthur H. Candaqe.
mediately.
Thomas Sbabls.
Bar Harbor. Sept. 18,1912.
subscribers hereby give notice that
they have been duly appointed executors
of the last will and testament of
NATHAN W. HIGGINS, late of EDEN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Addib J. Emery,
Jul.en Emery.
Salisbury Cove, Sept. 12,1912.

THE

subscriber

notice that
executor

hereby gives
he has been duly appointed
THE
of the last will and testament of

SUSIE E. TRIPP, late of ELLSWORH,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the sums
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Ob&im W. Tbipp.
Ellsworth, Sept. 1?, 1912.

WEAR fill

RUBBERS
Thi* Winter

the narrow entrance to Salt canyon,
and once within ita confines a pleasing
sight rewarded their coming.
Around a campfire were seated half
Most of them were
dozen girls.
a
pretty, and all were attractive. The
queenly brunette and the "peachy”
blond and the red haired damsel all
were there, as well as three others.
All of them sprang up from#tbe picnic feast around which they were
gathered and viewed with Rlartn the
approach of the cattlemen.
Morgan was In advance, and. whipping off his hat with a graceful sweep,
he addressed the red haired divinity.
“Excuse me, miss, but we are the
rescue party," he said pleasantly.
“What you going to rescue?" demanded the red haired one Imperiously, while the others drew close together and giggled.
“We was Informed that some yallow
hearted varmint had stampeded your
horses,” said Morgan calmly.
“Yes,” said the Imperious one stiffly.
“It's all true, but we don't need any
rescuing. We're going to get borne
all right”
"Howr
:
“Walk," she returned calmly. “Any
objection V
“Y’ea, ma'am,” said Morgan emphatically. “We don't let ladies walk twenty miles when they're out for a holiday
time- not In Poregrass county.”
“Pm sure they're very kind, Mabel,”
spoke up one of the other girls.
“Y'on know, we were saying Just before they came that we didn't know
how we were going to get home," added the queenly brunette, with a flashing smile at Freeman.
“I suppose It Is well meant, and we
arc obliged.” said the spokeswoman

| Calamity §
I

Joe

f

Finding

COUNTY NEWS.

lead to »«y unpleasant consequences.
Be kept the money In hi* safe deposit
boat.
Bat even In eo secret a [dace he did
not feel easy. Be waa baunied by all
sort* of fears.
Supposing be should
loose the key to her box and were arrested for keeping money that did not
belong to him. In that case be would

a

Treasure

BOITHWE8T HARBOR.
Two new babies in town, born last
week, a son to Mr and Mrs. Walter Hamblem and a daughter to Mr and Mrs.
Vondel Stanley.
Mrs. Lillie Robbins ailed hers fora day
or two last week, on her way to take her
nieeee, who hare spent a few weeks with
her at Heron Neck ligbt, to their home
in Jones port.

be able to make restitution
One day on taking a cab at hla club
Afterward Called
«
he noticed that bis driver was the man
«
m Muddle
la whose vehicle be had made the find.
♦
♦
I
“Cupid”
Wilkins hastened to ask him If he
Lerarett Gilley has a fine new motor]
♦
♦
had heard of or seen the young lady launch, a gift to him from Mr. Cameron,
♦
By CLARISSA MACKIE ♦
who had gone Into a store and had not of North Carolina, who, with his family,
By ARTHUR LANGLEY
o
o
returned.
Be said that he had. She is a cottager at Northeast Harbor, and
+0+0+0+0+0+0++0+0+0+0+0+0 ♦
had caused Inquiries to be made for employs Mr. Gilley as wiling master.
Five men on the Flying V ranch
( him and finally found him. She had
Wilkins was bored.
Mrs. Alia Gilley spent a few days last
fainted In the store and remained unwatched the approach of the latest
week with Mrs. William Mason. On her
Throwing down a newspaper on the
He had been
some time.
for
conscious
addition to the force. He was riding
return she took with her a tine pair of
table of the reading room of his club,
cloeely questioned by a man In her Inslowly up the trail, his long legs dragbe arose from his chair, strolled oat to terest and was qnlte sure he bad been stars purchased of Ellsworth parties, for
bar brother’s use on tbs Baker's Island ]
ging below the stirrups.
the cigar stand, lit a cigarette, smoked shadowed by a detective. Asked whom
farm.
“You can tfg> on trouble now. boys,”
for a few minutes, threw away the he had driven next after the young
declared Hen Morgan.
Mrs. Jacob Mayo, who has ban with
remember.
not
could
he
wslked
to
the
clab
entrance
lady,
stamp,
"How’s that?" queried his companHattie Carpenter,
her daughter, Mrs.
was all In a flutter at this
Wilkin*
bis
in
bands
his pock- !
and stood with
ions curiously.
through the summer. Is now spending a
res Hied that he must
lie
Information,
ets. wondering what next he should
“This here gent approaching, him
take some action In the matter, but few waks with ber elder daughter, Mrs.
do to kill time.
who Is to be line rider on the Flying
feared anything he might do would re- Leon Higgins. She is somewhat improved
"Cab!*’
V along with the rest of ns, is the
dound to hla Injury. When a man la in health.
Wherluck.
of
bad
A vehicle was wheeled from the line rattled he usually goes wrong.
Wilchampion dispenser
The many friends of Harry Kelley,
ever he goes he brings calamity with
of cabs standing before the club to the kins asked the cabman to give him formerly a driver of the Lent grocery
him.”
curb opposite him, and be entered it, the yonng lady’s address, and when the cart, daply regret to learn that be has
’Tve heard about him, then. Ain't
the Jehu to drive him to the- ; man said be hadn’t it Wilkins told him developed symptoms of tuberculosis, of
telling
Wilhis name Joe Bliss?” asked Fete
about him In the which his father died thra years ago, and
theater, where be Intended to buy tick- not to say anything
lis.
matter for the present and banded him la now at the Hebron sanitarium. His
that
for
ets
evening’s
performance.
“Yes. They call him ’Calamity Joe’
a ten dollar bill.
wife and child are with her parents, Mr.
On the seat beside him lay a lady's
because of the sure woe that camps on
Wilkins as soon as he bad taken this and Mrs. Dorr.
looked
at
Wilkins
took
It
hand
bag.
up.
his trail perpetual," answered Morgan.
step saw that he had pnt himself In
A patty wedding took place at the
It. opened It and examined the conThey sat about the door of the mess
the position of having bribed the coach- home of Simeon H. Mayo and wife Tuesto
with
view
to
tents
a
discovering
house and watched the shambling
He could
man to conceal his Identity.
day afternoon, Sept. 17, when their only
whom It belonged. He fonnd them as
forms of horse and rider approach
not sleep at nights for thinking of
daughter, Lisa Caroline, was married to
diversified as those In a boy’s pocket,
them.
what a frightful thing It would be Holley Albert Wilkinson, of New York
but there was only one article that
Presently the horse scuffled to a
should he lie pounced upon by a de- city. Kev. George O. Richardson officiated
! gave him any hope of Identifying the ! tective and forced to confess that he
standstill, and Mr. Joe Bliss threw a
can owner of the
yrith tbe single ring servta. They left in
property, a brown paper had been
long leg over the saddle and stepped suddenly. “Perhaps you gentlemen
keeping a large sura of mon- tbs afternoon for their New York home.
1 ■-tell us how to get our horses back.
to the ground.
parcel five or six inches long, two ey that did not belong to blm. It waa
Tbe bride is a graduate of Columbia colto Ban Perry, the livery- inches broad and an inch thick. Find“Howdy, gents?" he said, looking They belong
evident the loser of the money believand a
favorite with friends at
man at Eagle City.”
ing no address or other mark on It. be ed that it had fallen Into the hands lege, and general
gloomily down at them.
home
her classmates aa well. All here
In response to these amenities on concluded It to be a shopping purchase
“Howdy, Joe" said Morgan sadly.
j
of some one who was Intending to keep regret that her new life must begin In a
“Let me interjoooe my feller suffer- the part of the red haired damsel the i aod put it bsck in the bag. But, desir| It and was taking measures to find that distant city, but bope that Joy will abide
their horses
ers T' and he
gravely mentioned the live rescuers slipped from
|1 ing to exhaust every means of finding : person.
with tbe newly-wedded pair.
submitted to Morgan's a clew to the
names of his companions, who all ex- and awkwardly
ownership, he took It out
|
m imiim
AJ1
UI1D was lut'lr IIMU
introduction to
Elizabeth Hodgkins and her brothers,
changed nods and mattered “howdys" elaborate ceremony of
again and unrolled It. He foand hills bargained for. He grew thin and hagand Dowell, spent Haturday and
six Indies whose names were unknown ! to the amount of $20,000.
Iiudolph
with the newcomer.
sard and began to fear that hla ap- Sunday at Southwest Harbor with Mrs.
“What happened over to Flammls?" to any of the cattlemen.
I His ennui left him instantly.
him.
Incriminate
alone
would
jwarnnee
resVenia Hodgkins, who returned on Friday
In their guise of members of a
asked Morgan as Bliss sat down and
Not that be felt elated at making an
What he desired was to know the ad- from Sorrento. The last week of her
cue party they were Invited to partake !
stay
rolled a cigarette.
accession to his fortune, for be had no
that
he
of
dress
the
might
young
lady
there will be memorable for the night Are
“Measles,” replied Bliss stoically. “I of the lunch and having done so en- 1 idea of keeping his find, but that it
or If
return
the
anonymously,
money
that destroyed the kitchen wing of the
never had 'em in my life, bat old tered into serious consultation as to ; was evident the money had been left
he could discover that she was of a
Ewing cottage. The Ewing family, with
Flamm seemed to be afraid I'd catch the best methods of discovering the i inadvertently in the carriage by a wohe
disposition
kindly,
sympathetic
the exception of the youngest, who re'em, so he fired me. I’d only been there miscreant who had run off the horses ! man and there would be something for
had
that
he
confess
to
her.
might
go
mained* with her nurse for the dosing of
or stampeded them and also the all i
a week."
him to do to trace her and return the
her money and beg her to believe his
days cottage, had left for Yonkersa few the
The next morning they rode forth to- Important question of how Finklean
him
to
unmernnd
not
expose
story
earlier. The origin of the Are is unknown,
gether, Joe Bliss ahead and the five steln's salesladies were to be returned
Moreover, there was n daintiness ciful world.
but it apparently started in a shed.
The
to Eagle "City that evening.
following In a broken line.
about the bag and its content* that
One day the coachman Involved In
of the furniture was removed.
At last the unfortunate picnickers caused him to
“Seems to enjoy his bad reputashun,"
fancy the owner was the matter called for him at the club greater part
The Are was extinguished before it reached
consented gracefully to submit to the
remarked Morgan to Freeman.
Then, again, a middle aged
young.
and said he had something to commu- the main
building. Mr. Ewing, who
“Gnite some! I been looking for better judgment of the men, and it woman would not likely be so careless
him
to hurried from New
went
out
with
nicate.
Wilkins
York, gave his conmeasle spots all the morning,” return- was agreed that each lady should ride as to leave a small fortune in a cab,
would
hear
no
one
the
where
sidewalk,
one of the Flying V horses and that
tractor, N. Foster, orders for a new wing
ed Freeman.
and an old one would be no more likewas said, and the cabman began:
what
to be completed before another season.
“It won't be measles this time. He its owner should walk beside the horse
ly to be riding alxiut with so much In
“I’ve seen the young leddy again. To show bis appreciation of the work of
changes his calamity every time he so as to ride it back when their deed her possession. At any rate. Wilkins :
and she says the day 1 drove her neighbors In saving bts main
building he
changes a job. We'll get something of chivalry should have been accom- would have It that the lady was sir.
abe drew a large sum from the bank, gave a
else as sure as eggs is eggs,” muttered plished.
reception ball to the entire village
and. having gone thns far, he and. bein' sick, when ahe got oot of
young,
Of course all this required mnch dispeople.
Morgan.
She
fancied she must be attractive.
She
my cab left the money Inside.
Spat.
“If he plants any calamity on this cussion in general and then in tete-aSept. 23.
had doubtless been the last person to says the next fare I got must 'a' found
here outfit he'll sure get his,” de- tetes. where names were exchanged
the
the
cab
before
him.
and
occnpy
It and la keepin' what don't belong to
FKANKUN.
clared Freeman violently, and some- and there was much merry l>adlnago
driver could tell him about her. Wil- him.
She's offered me $1,000 reward
Miss Hazel Bragdon is improving since
how Joe Bliss heard the words.
as past purchases of “gents furnishkins put the bag and contents under If I’ll get her money for her."
her recent itlness.
“I got ter do something to get rid of ings" at Finklestein’s emporium were
his coat and when he left the cab
Here was an additional complication.
that reputation.” he admitted to him- recalled.
Mrs. H. F. Collins returned Sunday from
conasked the driver for information
If Wilkins returned the money, ignorself and thereupon thought long upon
It was Smith who scouted around
a visit to Bangor.
his last fare.
ing the cabman, the fellow might make
the matter.
and found one of the missing ponies cerning
The ladies’ aid society will meet with
Wilkins was Informed that she was It hot for him. Wilkins by this time
And it bore startling results. It took grazing out on the plain. He-quickly
Mrs. D. F. Springer Tuesday afternoon.
a young lady who had been taken In
was in a condition of mind to see a
and
the
his
own
horse
some time to accomplish, but the namounted
caught
before a dry goods store and had been term in the penitentiary staring him
Miss Edna Donnell left recently for
ture of Calamity Joe's vindication of animal, and In this way there was
driven to a bank. She had come out In the face. Instead of pulling himself Camden, where she is employed in a shirt
for
sixth
his ill name will go down in the his- provided a mount
the
lady,
of the bank and re-entered the car- together, returning the money openly factory.
who was suffering from the toothache
tory of Poorgrass county.
him to drive to another and trusting to his ability to come out
Mrs. Jennie Dyer and sister, Mrs. Ida
Several weeks passed without any- ! and cared little whether she was fur- riage, ordering
where she alighted, seeming to of the affair unscathed, he asked the Wilson,
spent Sunday with Rev. Murcbie
thing unfortunate occurring to bear ! nlshed with an attendant cavalier or store,
be ill.
She had staggered Into the man for the lady's address, promising Cordon and wife at Jacksonville.
up the evil reputation of the new man. ! not.
store and disappeared.
He had wait- to see that he got something by way
Then one day Joe Bliss received leave
Perin Swan, a grand army veteran, is a
It was she who hurried them horaeed some time for her, bnt as she didn't of reward.
But the cabman by this
of absence and was gone all the morn- ! ward at sunset, when her companions
grower ot sweet peas, and has some Ane
he gave up waiting for her time had come to believe there was a
reappear
ing. At noon as his fellow riders were had decided to ride back to Eagle City
specimens which he generously shares
and drove away.
good deal In It and declined to give the { with his friends.
eating lunch on the fringe of the scat- in the moonlight.
address
nnlesa
Wilkins
would
On
the
matter
over Wilkins
him
thinking
pay
tered herd of cattle Joe rode hastily
They formed a procession as they set
Henry Donnell is home from the Maine
did not believe there would be much out of the funds the reward the young
forth on the twenty mile journey to
up to Morgan.
general hospital, where he has been nearly
When
had
offered.
Wilkins
In
the
case.
The
involved
i lady
?
de-; Ave weeks. His friends are glad to note
'“Gents,” he said excitedly, “there’s Eagle City. The toothache lady led hunting
loss would be advertised, and til he ; murred at this, the fellow threatened
some ladles in distress yonder in Salt ; the way, and the others straggled aft- i
his improved condition.
!
him
as
man
who
to
the
was
needed to do was to watch the per- |
report
Picnic ladies they are. and er with a man at every horse's bridle.
canyon.
Word was received here Monday afterthe
sonal columns in the newspapers. This ; holding
money.
has This was. of course, necessary, because
some yaller minded individual
noon of the death at Eastbrook of James
»o w MKins iook me aaaress, gave me
he did for a week, but not seeing the
been
collected
never
had
horses.
What's
there
their
them
together
1
stampeded
M. Bsrtlelt, with whom be had lived
man a thousand dollars and. taking the
such a number of vicious, ill tempered notice he expected he concluded that
delicate females goin’ to do?’
the bills just as he had since coming from Ellsworth a few years
“Huh!” ejaculated Morgan. “Where brutes as the horses that belonged to i either the young lady had taken other bag containing
found them, called on the young lady.
Messrs. Morgan, Freeman, Smith, Jep- means to recover her loss or had been
they from?'
Friends of L. F. Springer and wife are
Handing them to her. he waited till het
and
son
fair
riders
j
and
Pete
the
are
saiesiames
rrom
WiUis,
xney say tney
had somewhat subsided, then receiving cards of invitation to the wed- !
delight
at police headquarters If any
Inquired
timid.
a
Flnklestein's dry goods emporium
! appeared
of
tbeir daughter, Miss I
such loss had been reported, but gain- gave her a graphic account of his find- ding reception
At dawn the five weary cattlemen
Eagle City.”
Vida, and Glendon W. Stephens, Tuesday
ing the bag. his waiting to see her ad
“What they picnicking so far from rode slowly Into the camp. Calamity ed no clew in this way. He did not
his missing it when it ap afternoon, Oct. 8.
Joe was on watch and without a word care to make known his find, for he ! vertisement.
home for?" demanded Freeman.
pea red and. lastly, his having been
Much sympathy is expressed by citizens
knew that if he did there would be
“Skeered—plumb skeered for fear handed cups of hot coffee to his friends.
“You gents are some heroes," he many claimants, and It would be diffi- drawn Into the position of retaining generally for Charles Murcb and family in
old Finklestein will change his mind
funds that did not belong to him.
the loss of tbeir eldest son, who was the
and call 'em back on the Job. Wbv, ventured, breaking into their reveries cult to head off some of the more in"I weighed." he said dolefully in con victim of a bunting accident
Saturday,
them girls is so upsot about how of tender looks exchanged and engage, genius ones.
The matter dragged along tilf Wil- elusion, "when I found your bag 17C dying Monday forenoon.
they’re going to get back to Eagle City ments promised for Wednesday evenpounds. Look at me now. I can bare
The remains of Mrs. Matilda Marthat they can't enjoy their lunch no- ing to come, for the Flying V men kius began to be troubled at holding
ly pull down 140."
so large an amount of some other perwere bachelors all.
tin, of North Hancock, were brought here
how," exclaimed Calamity Joe.
“You poor man!” exclaimed the girl,
Then one day he con“I reckon so,” said Freeman absent- son's money.
“Flnklestein's. In Eagle City?” queFriday for interment in the family led at
repressing a smile.
Bay View cemetery. Mrs. Martin was a
ried Smith suddenly.
“Why, that’s ly. He was wondering if he could earn fided the matter to his friend BrodWilkins said nothing about the tbou former
resident here.
Friends extend
where I bought this here handker- enough to support a certain blond beau- well. Brodwell said that he had seen
sand dollars hush money he had paid
an advertisement of a large amount
She was a queen, that girl ty in case she would marry him.
chief.
sympathy to the family.
the
cabman.
was his own secret
That
of
Morgan suddenly looked up and
money having been left in a cab,
was!"
The funeral of Mrs. Matilda Crabtree
caught Calamity Joe’s attention with but just when he had seen the notice and he did not propose to divulge.
"Was she a blond?” asked Jepson
Pomroy, of Hancock, took place at the
“Of
said
the
are
course,”
girl,
“you
a
he couldn’t remember, nor could he
sharp glance.
Methodist church Monday afternoon, Rev.
eagerly. "I remember a peach of a
entitled to a reward, and I beg of yon
“Who do you reckon run off them recollect the newspaper In which it
blond In Flnklestein’s, who”—
A. C. Brown officiating.
Burial was in
after
all
the
and
trouble
worry
you
bad appeared.
j
the family lot at Bay View cemetery.
"Nary blond," was Freeman's em- bosses?” he asked.
have
had
in
the
matter
to
at
accept
“I
dunno!”
declared Joe.
.Wilkins made a search through the
is extended to relatives.
phatic reply. “She was a dark eyed
least the amount 1 offered the cabman. Sympathy
“You was seen doing It ami might newspapers Issued since he had found
queen! I'll go over, Morgan, and he ;>
B.
Sept. 23.
I
assure
I
would
feel
so
much
you
more
as
well own up,” shrewdly said Morthe money, but they were so volumimy lady friend out of trouble."
comfortable
at
some
your
receiving
nous that he failed to find what he
“Huh!
l’on don't even know her gan.
FRANKLIN ROAD.
thing."
looked for.
This was discouraging.
Then Calamity Joe confessed his duname!" snorted Morgan contemptuousF. S. Graves, of Bangor, was here SunA
a
member
of
a
gentleman,
swell
ly. “I guess I’ll move along over thee plicity. He told how he had waited He began to fear that his keeping the
on friends.
club, to receive a reward for returning day, calling
myself. I bought a shirt In Finkle- his opportunity and, hearing about the money would get him into trouble
W.
J.
who is doing mason work
McKay,
found!
he.
Not
Probably the matter had been put into money
stein's last week, and I want to ask proposed picnic of Flnklestein’s clerks,
"8ince the cabman." she went on. in Sullivan, was home over Sunday.
the red haired lady I got It from if it’s had himself stampeded their horses the hands of detectives who might be
Mrs. C. A. Nevers, who has been visiting
“has been Instrumental in the return
on his track.
He was inclined to turn
a
fast color."
His handsome fac> and thus created a situation whereby
of my property I shall pay him the re ber brothers. Daniel and John W. McKay,
his comrades could rescue the fair dam- the matter over to the police, but fearflushed defiantly.
has gone to Nova Scotia to visit friends.
ward I offered him."
"Mebbe there ain’t a red haired lady sels and at the same time make their ed his reasons for keeping it secret
Wilkins, seeing that he must tell the
would not be accepted.
At any rate,
Robert Kerr and daughter, w'ho were
acquaintance.
to the picnic,” said Smith disagreeably.
rest of the story' or the cabman would called here
In the guise of a matchmaker Calam- be might suffer in the opinion of the
"She’s there!” interpolated Joe Bliss
by the illness and death of his
1
receive
double
pay. made a confidante sister, Mrs. Matilda Martin, returned to
hastily. "Mebbe all you gents could ity Joe had hoped to hide his unfortu- public, who wonld know all about the
j
of
his
hostess
and
a
clean
breast.
affair.
his home in Calais Saturday.
ride over to the canyon and rescue nate reputation.
There was something so delightfully
And he did. for ever after they called
Being an imaginative man, he perthem dames.
I ain’t much on ladies' i
Gideon L. Joy is seriously ill.
He at- j
human in this end to the matter that tended Mrs.
him “Cupid,” and he was obliged to
mitted himself to brood over tbe situMartin’s funeral, and w’as
company, and so I'll Jest look out for
she was touched beyond measure. She taken ill on his
atlon.
Instead of a romance he had
the critters.”
I officiate as best man at so many wedway home. A. E. Tracy
:
caught a tartar. He began to wish i could not induce Wilkins to permit her happened along and took him home.
The five other men consulted togeth- dings that he almost regretted the step
to reimburse him, but in time he disthe money was In the bottom of the
he had taken.
er. and finally all rode off in the direcThe many friends of Mrs. Matilda Marcovered that she had given him her
sea.
Indeed, be thought of putting II
After all. the foreman of the Flytion of Salt canyon.
Meantime Joe,
tin were saddened by her death, Tuesday,
heart and it was not long before her
there. The bills were a burden to him.
the harbinger of calamity, stuck to his ing V declared that Joe had brought
Sept. 17. Mrs. Martin was ill only a few
hand and her fortune went with It.
He didn't like to put them in the bank,
Job and manfully did the work of six | calamity in his wake, for five of his
and her nearest friends did not
‘You never'can tell.” says Wilkins, days,
for the deposit of such a sum might
: best men married within a year and
herders that sunshiny day.
realize that her illness was serious. Mr.
“when you're getting a bargain. The
excite a suspicion that wonld lead to
“That combination ought to break started ranches of their own.
Martin died about eight years ago. Since
thousand dollars I paid that cabman
the fact getting out that he had a large
But be retained Joe Bliss because
then Mrs. Martin, with the assistance of
up that there evil reputashun I’ve got,”
sum in his possession which did not
brought me two tree «ures—the one a her son
he grinned as he rode back and forth. there were no signs of his getting marCharles, has successfully managed
belong to him. That discovery might wife, the other her estate.”
ried and straying off.
The five men rode siugle file through
her farm. She supplied the hotel Flor♦
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Friday being

stormy, Pomona

gran*,

Join Dorlty grange
Harry Dunbar is making exten.ive
repairs on the Simpson estate, recently
mi,
ccufttd by F. D. Crane.
mot with

nns«,„r(t£

Charioe Campbell, of
Gharrytlald
his daughter, Mra. Uraoa
eently spent a day with
friend* hare.

,0(|

B*ldw,’0
relative,',,,

|
!
I

Ralph C. Emery, of Newton, Mas, wit,
Mrs. Emery and Mias Alice Emery
».

rired in Bulliven Wednesday, after
in aq.
tomobile trip through the White
moan,
tain.

Harold Noyes has enured the
School of
Technology in Boston, and Seth Johns*
the University of Mains. Walter
Hanna
Maurice Bragdoo nod Philip Martin
,r(!
high school freshmen.
Three young peeple were taken into
the
Methodist church Sept. 15. Last
Snnday

Rev. Mr. Brothereon came down iron
and received a warm welcome
from hi* former parishioners.

Bangor

Mr. and
from
Front New
Galveston,
ing main.
home

Mra. George 8. Hill arrived
Maine coast Sunday night
York they came by water to
having seven days on the re*,
the

They enjoyed the trip v»Jy
well as tbe entire summer. Mr
tell more Hah atoriem now than
anybody, and nan Airs. Hill prettv well
trained to give auwDt.-Caidtcetl
Kisn
much,
Hill

ea

can

,Vn».

Sept. M.

|

|

*«"

ever

***
to help tbs
unfortunate ® * wil1
ba greatly missed,
especially in h
where .be ar,
hospitably
*
who visitac her. The
fnnetai »„ h
last Friday at the home. Rev.
p a a* r
I.® officiating. Th.
florsl ofhH„
profuse and beautiful.
Franklin, in th* family lot. 8hei,,arti *
by three eons -CbarlM M., who
home; Harvey D.,vt Hoalton.and
of Boston, and one
daughter-Mtu Ttiu'
E. Martin, of Bar Harbor,
the Hotel Florence. The

willing

uou

_

«haracter,

H.
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WEST GOULDS BOKO.
E. D. Sojm and wife

are

in

Sullivan (or

day*.
Harry Rtsbop, who ha* been visiting hi*
borne in Hopewell, returned home
Friday.

a

lew

Miaa Doris Leighton baa gone to Franklin to attend high school, and Dorothy
Soyea to Sullivan Harbor.

Hirry Aabe baa gone to Bar Htrto-apend a few day* with Mr. A»be,
who baa employment there.
Miaa Mary Keitb, who ha* been employed at the Wayside Inn, ha* gone to
Mra.

bor

ber

borne in Winter Harbor.

Friends here ol M. fc. Tracy, ol W inter
Harbor, are pained to hear of bi* illness,
and hope for a speedy recovery.
Mr*. E. W. Wooater, of Washington
Junction, la in town, called bere by the
illness of ber daughter, Mr*. William Mc-

Coy.
Mm. Pope and W. C. Pope end wife left
Tuesday for their home in Philadelphia.
They are planning to have their home here
ready for occupancy another year.
Sept. 23.

j

L.

HANCOCK POINT.
The Tarratine closes Sept. 25Mra. A. P. Wiswell, of Ellsworth, wasl
guest over Sunday of Mrs. B. B. Thatcher.

j
1

W. T. Sampson has returned to her
Washington, D. C., after impend-

i

Mrs.

home in

ing the summer here.
Prof, and Mrs. Slaughter and their
two daughters, Elizabeth and Gertrude,
left Thursday for Madison, Wis.
A telegram has been received anneuneg
ing the birth of a daughter, Sept. 15, to
George A. Martin, jr., «nd wife, of Cleveland, Ohio.
Mra. George P. Dot ton has closed her

cottage and has gone to Bangor where the
will spend a few weeks before going to
New York to spend the winter with ber
daughter. Miss Louise.
Prof. F. G. Allinson and his daughter,
Miss Susanne, who have been at Crosby
lodge for the summer, left Friday for
their home in Providence, K. I. Mrs. Allin*
son, with her brother, Henry Crosby

Emery, will

remain

NfftTH
Miss Grace
Sullivan
Mias

over

a

few

days longer.

tHANKU>

Woodworth

was

home from

Hunday.

Feodora Woodworth ha- gone to

Jone*port to teach.
John Tracey and wife, of Seal Harbor,
guests of relatives here last week.
Mrs. Susan Johnson, of East Sullivan,
is visiting relatives here and in East brook*

were

Miss Sadie Eiwrie is at home !rom
Northeast Harbor, where she ha* been

employed through
Sept.

the summer.

23._T'

HALL QUARRY.
Mr*. Amanda Perkin* left to-d*y for»
visit with friends in Otter Creek.
Robert Haw kin* »nd wife have rtiurned
altera
on Clark'* island,
viait with their daughter, Mrs. Willi*®
Morris.

to their home

Kept. 23.RB1ABP.
aWjntiBtnunth.

COMFORTABLE OLD AGE
Mrs. John M. Foster, of Pittsfield.
J
Maine, says: "Mr. Foster hasas bis
"L. F.” Atwood's Medicine
never-failing remedy for all
the last ten, I might say twenty years,
and received much benefit from
1
use of it.
He U 85 years old and
■

SO.**
the efIf you begin to suffer from
fects of time and illnass, profit
the experience of thb
couple. Take “L. F.”
Medicine before it is too late,
.j
disease becomes too fixed to he

worthyJ,

corrected and your health preser
-j
all gooa
35 cents for a large bottle at
Port-

T-

F.”

land, Me.

“miFuICIN^ oV

